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ABSTRACT \ 
· ·. ··The- han~book stresses the need for teache_rs· ap 
administrators to prepare themselves for teaching in the 
.. . 
age of computers. · Teachers and administrators: must be · 
willing .to become s:ompute.r li:t~rate to provide a relevant 
.-~education for the present or future gen~ratio~s ·of 
students. The stud~nts of . ~odar need to prepa~e for jobs 
i ,l}. the "Infqrmation ·Age 11 or 11 lnforrnation Rev~_ltition'.' which' 
·- . 
. will· tra.nsfo_rm society in the 'next twenty years. 
.. 
The main purpose of this handbook is to make 
educators aware of ;the need for computer literacy · and. 
. ~ " .· 
. I' . f •> 
. · · : . jP~~vide an opport~nit~ for them ~o acquire a general 
~ koo~ledge of computers, their uses· in society, as -well .as 
\ 
• ' I ' 
. ~pplications -in education. . All teacher~ regardless of 
o I ·- - - --L-~--· , 
. subject· spec~ality need to ' become compute! literate in 
' . ·" . 
. order tp integrate computers into their teaching. strate-
gies. 0 
' 
The handbook is divided into ten chapter~• 
first six chapters introduce the reader to the t~m 
comput~r literacy, defines it~ and presents ·basic 
The 
information ab'out ·computers, computer languages, progra·m-
.j' 
I ming and .some social problems that have arisen or are 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
1 
being exacerbated by the widespread use of computers. The 
• 
remaining four chapters are designed. to. inform the reader . 
! • 
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-~ 
about the educational applicet:tions of·.comp\}ters 
<:· 
. ' I 
' 
'• 
their · 
uses and l-imitations. -The writer recogni.zes the 1;1eed 
for ,in-service · educ~tion to prec.ede the introducticm of 
• • 
• 
computers into schools. 
. . . -
If- computers .. are t,o .be utilized 
\ . -
to the fullest extent and today' s stud~nts ar_e to become 
" 
.compute'r literate citizens, · then teachers and admi.nis- . 
t . - . .. • • \ • -
trators must become ~owledgeable of c.o~puter.s , .· their 
' • • • • J ~ • • 
' ·' ·. ~uses in 'society ' and· their~· e~ucational appli~~tions. 
... 
. 
~ · The writ;er believes . that this h~n.dbpok wi.ll 
.. 
offer. teachers and principals an: opp_ortunity to acquire ,· 
a general knowledge of computer~ ~nd . th~ir U$~• 
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"'CHAPTER I . 
. GENERAL INTRODUCTIQN . 
___ ; .., 
A Brief History of Compqters .. 
.. ' 
A modern c9mputer is an electronic device that .man- . 
. iJ?ulat:e.s \ s~boli<? ~nformation according to specific i~~truc-
tions called a .program. However, computers of a ·sort have 
existed for milleniums. . "" ' . . The abacus was the first ·general 
purpose com~uter and its use spread ·from China .to- the western 
.. 
world.· · It wa$_adap~ed : by the Greeks and the Romans and 
survives in the present century • 
.. As the "dark ages" came to .an . en_d and e~plora~ion 
and trade revived, a need for calculating devices arose. 
0 
A number. of calculating machines were .devised. In 1614 
. Napier t s ·"rods" or "bones" appeared·. Invented by John 
Napier, this machine made rnul tiplica tion simpler ·for the 
operator. · 
. In 1642 plaise Pascal invented a mechanized 
I 
adding.machine. It oper~ted in a manner.similar to ~he 
odometer of the modern automobile~ 
I 
. . . f .' . 
In 1694 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibiniz developed a 
• 'i • 
machine th~t cbuld multiply and divide ·. 
In 1725 ;Bl&ise Bouchon constructed a loom that 
was controlled by holes punched in a roll of paper4 The 
~oles in the p~per controlled the pattern of the weave • 
Bouchon • s ideas were advanced· -by 1Josep~ Marie Ja.cquard_. 
. I 
;· 
·I 
~r 
' ,l \ 
---------·--·--
~ . 
'· 
I 
t.: 
I 
I··. 
I 
l. 
.. . 
.. 
) '· . 
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.· 
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. ~ / " 
• 
'/ 
, I 
I 2 
. / 
He used punched cards to control each line of the ·weave~ 
The. concept of a programmed machine was ·now a reality. 
' In 1823 9harles Babbage presented his ideas for 
' . 
the .construction of a "dif-ference engine"' which could 
compute loc;Jarithm tables. Before the difference eng.ine 
. . 
was completed, he ·start.ed work on an "analytical engin·e .". 
The proposed- analytical enC]il)e ha_d man;t of the· ~haracter~. 
is.tics of modern computers. Information would ·be input 
using punched cards, - it had a memory, and information would 
. . 
'. 
·' 
•, -... 
be output on a · printer. The technology to produce such a 
. . I • . . . 
. sophisticated machine did not exist until the ~entieth 
. . 
Cent~ry 1 so the analytic~·! engine. was never built. 
Rules of logic developed by George Bqole 1 known 
' . ' 
as '"Bool-ean' Logic" I were ~0 ,become---tfci'rticularly useful 
for comput'er applications. Boolean ~ogic is qase.d cin 
tim~-f~lse con~it~~ ~hich ' can be represented ' by a; 0~~ . 
off switch, :the/presence or absenc~ of ~n 'el~ctric cu~t, 
or, ~h:·prese~ or absence of a hole ·in a.card T <f---
. ~890 Herman Hol~e:ith construct~d a .machine · for 
. ·cal~~Sa~in~ · ~at~ for .the u.s. ·~erisus Bureau. Ttle ~achi~~ 
u~d punched cards to input the data • . Each.time ~steel . 
. . . 
. . 
pin •passed through a hole ~in the card, an ' electronic cir-· .. 
cuit was completed and another nUI!'ber. ·.added .to the coun~ing 
• ' ' I • 
'di·al. · He compieted the population C!ount in only si'x weeks . 
' '0 
• 
, .. 
, ~ 
' f.·. 
! . 
' ' 
. . ~ 
' , . 
. The Cens\,la· Bureau had· predicted . it wciuld t'ake 12 yea.rs. 
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. tb. .. . 
. ;:\; "3 • . ; . 
. . • .. . .(;! .. • • 
' • • .. .. )I' ., . _,_ .• · ·: . . . . .._ •. 
. ·. ,. · A s~gnificant development . in comp~t~r ·tec.hnology -
• • • ! ~ • • ' • • • • ~ • 
. .... . 
. . - I . ·- . .; . . ~ ·. :. . . 
was the irivention•of the vacuum: tube .in-' 1904. · ~ .vacuum 
• ' " ~ I ' ' ' , I r • 'ti~r •,' • ' . 
· : . · tube. amplifies .electrical s;ignals .making it. po_ssible~ to " 
' .' o • I ~ ' • ' • ' • ' o' • ' .4 . • 
·, 
. , . 
\. 
. ! 
l 
L 
l ? 
l 
! 
·r 
' 
. ·'" ... 
... . I.,T : 
, 
J• . 
' . ~s~. ~\ectiica,l. j,mpul'~es to process n-~~~. : _:· . · ·_ . •· .· 
:, l:n 1939 ~h.~ ·fi~st. e~~Ctronic di~f·t~l ... cqmputer . _.· 
- ) . . ,-
,. 
·' 
,·. 
. d 
_: ~- ··.was. built. by. or. John . Vincent - Atanasoff ·~ · It used va.ouum - ,' ~ . . 
• . . . . . .~ I . 
- tubes and a:r'gitai numbers '. .· '· . . ·· 
" I , . . ' , - . I ' : : ' , . 
• .( ~ . . . . .• . f· . . • . 
.• . In 1944 a Harvard : Univ~rs~_ty .team ·comple~ed· the •1 , . 
, , - . . . . . . .- . . . . . . -' I ... , 
. · .. . : .". M~rk I.·· It ~as "!'a .hu'ge -mac-hine t-h~t ·u~ed . . elect;.i,.city' t~ \ ·' · '_ ; 
• , I . . . • '. . . I ·, • ~ • • I • I ' ' • ' • • • • • • • • • • " • 
' . 
•, ' 
.. 
. . . · wo'rt,t ',meW\?-n~ca~ relays. · The many ,mo~irig ·. parts caused 
.. ' . . \ 
I 
.-
-·. 
.. 
I 
' .. 
' 
• . 
. : . : 
.. 
. . 
-.. 
. . 
... _..ft'eq:ue~t. -~~cp~n~c'l,l failures~ _ , . 
·· In 1946 another ·~elephant" was. c.Omijleted.··.· It 'was . /.' ' ;' ·I ' 
~ \ II " ) ; • • 
· knowri ·as the Electr-onic Numerical Integrator ·and Calculator · 
,t':- . . . . . . . ' • -
~ (ENIAC). _ ENIAC w~;; c'e~;pable · of ·making computad.ons 1000 · · . 
.. ~ . . . ' ~ . \ 
··I· 
' ,, 
.• ( 
I. \ . 
\ -:.· 
. j . 
"' l . i 
.. 
. ,· 
.t 'times faster tha:r:t any other 11\achine ·available at tQ,at time~ . 
. , . 
() , _. · 
. . , 
. ''!"'* ... . . 
·. \ ' . 
. - ~·- .. 
'· 
. . . 
·. 
. . \ 
Parts of the qomputer -~d .t? 'be rewired to prog~am it • 
•·, ' . ' ... r. 
. . . 
The .iriventiC?n of .the transistor in 1~48 lea .to 
. . f .,_ . . . . 
.-·the _ c_onstruct~on of ~aller compute~s .; . It CO\lld am~l~fy 
~~e~trical 'sign~ls wi t "hout produci.i-1~ heat anli therefor~ . 
' ' . . 
~ - ' 
' could be.(',placed much olose·r together than vacuum · tubes • 
. . . Tr·a~si~t~~s /~r~ also much. ~or~ re1iabl; since they are not l 
. I . 
subject ·to burn-out. I . 
. 
. . 
'i', 
. . -~ ---- . 
r'n 1949 the first cornpt.(ter capable of storing 
programs was completed,_ the EDSAC. 
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:nput ·a~telep~i~ter for output . ', 
In the 1950's the first computers were marketed 
commercially and in -~95? the . fi~s~ integr~ed _circuit .. 
was produced on a sili~on chip. By 1970, i~ was possible 
. . . . . 
t~ place ~0~0 , transistors on a single .chip and in 1979 
l!licrochips con,taining one quarter of a ·million transistors 
were available (Evans, 1981). The integrated circuit 
led to .the deve'Iopment of mini computers in the 1960's • . · 
- it The production of the 8080 silicon micro-
. ... . ' . . 
~ processor chip by Intel in 1972 led to development of the 
. . 
microcomputer in 1975 . 
Since 1975 the world hfis experi'~~ced a 
. 
~ 'revolution .in the production and sale of microcomputers • 
In 1977-78 Radio Shack (Tandy) and Commodore began 
.marketing microcomputers. They were joined in ·1979 by 
a ~ . 
, Apple, Atari and Taxas Instruments. The microcomputer of 
.. 
• 
the 1980's is sma~ler, more powe~ful and cheaper than 
·" its .predecessors: 
" . ),. . 
The availabili~y of numerous peripheral 
·' . 
' ' 
. devices has .increased the ~icr9computer's usefulness in 
. a z;tumber of applications. . . Education is no . exception. 
. I · .: Development of Educational Applications of Computers i..:' '\ . 
· .. j. ... . i •... ~ . ~ 
( : .. ~.,, ._.. . . . .. , The ,tiisl:ory of e~mputers in education is relatively'\ 
. J . ~--• ~, .& short. During the 1960's a major effort was launched to i .. r- . . 
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harness,..tfte educational ,.potential of computers. Many 
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. ,. 
millions of dollars were spen~ to launch an "educational 
revolution" ,which ' w~s always perc~~ved_ to be "just around 
:~he corner." .(Coburn, Kelman, .Roberts, s·nyder; Watt, and 
~ -
Weiner, l9B2). 
.. 
r 
Among the most publicized early projects were: 
. .a 
The "Talking Typewriter", which was · . 
supposed to effectiveiy teach reading 
and writrng to two and t~ee year olds. 
The cost per learner was astronomical. 
I.P.I., "Individually Prescribed 
Instruction" project, which created a 
set of elementary school learning 
obje.ctives and programmed a computer 
to provide daily tests ~nd lesson 
assignments for all the students in a 
Pittsburgh elementary -school. The 
project made a point of including no 
l~arning objectives that were not 
readily measurable. Grammar was in-
cluded in the curriculum, creative 
writing· was not. 
The activities of .Patrick Suppes at 
Stanford University who predicted that 
in the future every child could have 
. •.• a personal tutor as brilliant, · 
patient and creative as Aristotle .• 
(Coburn .et al. 1992, p. 170) 
Coburn et al (1982) identify several reasons 
why these projects (later kno/n as computer ·assisted 
instruction) failed to become a significant on-going part 
' .. 
. of, elementary and high school program, in the sixties · and , . 
early seventies. The cost of computer hardware . required 
to reach masses of studen.ts as well as the high cost of 
l'l 
.developing good quality educational software were much too 
·' 
l ' 
I 
\ 
,, 
high. The cos.t of provi~ing a computer ~erminal to a 
\ 
-schoo~ was many t~mes greater than the' ·cos\ of a micro-
computer. It was ·al~o frustrating to operate a program 
' 
on :a timesharing network ·because when the "host" computer 
was "down", all terminals in the school ceased to function. 
If a school has several microcomputers available, it is 
'"'i unli~ely that any mo~e than one.will .b~eak down at one 
time. Classes will ~t be interrupted because of the 
of a single computer. 
i 
other· problem was created by the early computer 
advocates themselves. Their rhetoric about computers 
. ~ . being ~etter teachers 
~ed fears amongst 
than ·humans was offensive and 
the teaching profession that their 
• 
.. 
jobs would be lost.to computers and technicians. Some 
of these fears could have been eased by providing adequate 
h . . ' teac er tra1n1ng. No organization seemed willing to 
recognize this need or provide a remedy for it. f. It 1s 
unlikely that any innovation will be implemented suc-
cessfully , in the schools unless teachers and school 
administrators are informed about the materials and 
equipment that.is essential for'its implementation. When 
the CAI proponents failed to addr~ss this very obviou~ 
· weakness and continued to press their exaggerated claims, 
the result .was failure to be· suc~~ssful in even a modest· 
way • 
' ' 
...___ ...__________ . ·--- · ~·-------- ----·---~-~ ...... ------
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The failures of the· sixties can be a lesson for 
us in the eighties. The microcomputer boom has created 
I .. 
new life for · the advocates of computerized inS.truction_. · 
Computers are now available to schools at costs of less 
th'at $1000. Accor_ding to Latta, Dunn and Stevenson (1982) 
there were approximately 35,000 microcomputers in use in 
. ' 
Canadian schools ~nd about 100,000 being used in U.S. 
secondary schools in 1982. Latta e,t al. (1982) also· 
\ 
'.report . that the number of computers used in American junior 
. and· senior !ligh _ _ sc_hools is expected to reach 4 00,000 by 
-1985. A public statement by Ontario's Minister of 
' ... ... , 
Education promises every child in Ontario access to a 
·"\ 
computer by 19.90. J 
If the effort to introduce computers into the 
SChOOlS in the '198 0 IS iS going tO be' •mOre SUCCeSSfUl than 
the attempts of the 19~0's, then there ~s a need- to avoid 
probiems . that led to failure of earlier efforts. The 
. 
. 
microcomputer makes cheaper hardware available, but along 
r' ' 
with · th'e hardware th.ere must be good quality software as 
well as trained and informed , teachers to use it. 
Teachers must have a n opportunity to learn about 
A 
how ~he' computer can be used to.enhance and supple~ent 
< I 
hum~n instruction. The advantages of using a word 
proce~so~ for ~reative writing, or a statistical package 
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for business education, or the conveniE:mce of using the 
~ . . . . . ' i 
' . compute~ as a super calculator, need to be recognized · 
. . . . ' ~ 
·along with the conventional CAI applications. The sue- · 
. . I, . .. ' 
cess'fri~ in~egration ·of computers into ~he_ schools r~sts · . 
, I 
' he~vily on the. effort made to.make teachers and principals 
a~~re o} the · i~structional ' and~~in.istrati.ve applications 
of computers· in education·~ · Scho.ol boards must budge·t not 
only for the purchase of hardware ' and software, but alao 
provide funds to support in-se.rvice edu~ation. 
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CHAPTER II 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
·, 
' 
Statement of Need 
The introduction of microcomputers into 
schools on a grand scale in the 1980's offers.teac 
9 
an opportunity to turn good teaching i?to great teaching 
(Doerr~ 1979). Doerr (1979) goes on to say that 
"C::omputer educatio~ can be the. most relevant study in the 
curriculUIT\" · (pl\·J.l)'. Student~hould 
capabilities of . computers, understand 
• 
learn about the 
their role in 
mode_rn society, .. and protect themselves from possible 
computer abuse . 
However, · be'fore teachers or principals can use 
the computer as an instructi~nal aid (CAI) , as an object 
\ 
of instruction, or as a tool for generating -materials 
and reco~d keeping, .they must become computer literate. 
To become · computer literate re_quires acquis~tion of 1 
basic knowledge of computers and their uses. The ~ 
following are common elements of many .computer py 
. programs ·: 
1 . General knpwledge_of the history of • 
computers • 
. 
2. Understanding of the basic structure 
a computer • 
. ~. ·Use of problem solving ·· techniques. 
-. ..~. __ ·-. -- --··--... - .... . .... :.~ .. .. , -·- __ .,.. 
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4~ 
5. 
6. 
7. 
I 
Awareness of. the· range c;>f uses of 
· computers. 
S~e use of a computer program. 
Awa~eness _ of . the impact of c~ers 
on job activities and the ~~my. · 
-Discussion of the social impac~ -of 
computers .now and in the future. 
(Wilton, 1~~1. p.59) ~ 
10 
· Wilton (1981) identified three 'reasons why teachers 
. f) . .... 
and administrators need to become .computer literate: 
. 
.... 
i) All teachers, in their dealings 
with children are likely to ' be faced 
with questions about how computers 
affect their environment, their 
ability to acquire and process 
information or the subject under 
study. "--
ii.) All teachers will work with~n a 
system which makes increasing use 
of computers ~or its administration-
scheduling, maintenance of records, 
, etc. · 
iii} All teachers will , within a relatively 
'short period of time, have at their 
disposal, computing resources as aids 
· in their tea.ching. (p. 57) • 
if ~h~ predict.ions . of, the above paragraph are 
• 
accepted, then ,how ready are the present teaching staff 
. to•respond to .. the changing educational environment that 
'is .needed? The resu+ts of a survey of.this que~tion 
",'\ . 
' 
were presented by S.D. Milner · at the Nationa~ Educ~tibnal 
Computing Conference in 1979. Milner (1979) identi f ied 
/ 
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11 
six condi~ions which may be hampering the -development 
' 
of ~dequate. teacher computer literacy: 
• > • 
1. Lack of experience ~nd certification. 
requirements_ for teaching computer 
related courses. 
2. .Litek of -educators • knowledge of 
computer applications in education. 
' . ' 
. 3. Lack of training ' courses or programs. 
4. L6w1 ~riority given to instr~cti6nal 
computing. ' 
5. Lack. of incentives for tea~he~s~ 
6. Need for greater administrative 
commitm~nt and recognitions (p. 38) .. 
There is a concern that researc~ and de~elopment 
in computer use in educ·ation will precede training. 
Wilton {1981) .states. that such a · condition already exists 
in the United K_ingdom and that there is an urgent need 
for a teacher training program to _parallel the 
\ 
educational reseafch and. dissemination of curricular 
materials. Teachers must be informed of the developments 
in educational research as . well as become knowledgeable 
about the ·apptications of computers in education. 
There is a need for all teachers·and school 
administrators to become computer literate. There is no 
r .eason for computer ·studies or computer appreciation 
courses · to be the exclusive domain of the mathematics 
teache~. It was stressed at the first World Conference 
.. / 
. • 
...... ----- --· -------
.·, 
.. : .  
.· 
• 
.. \ · 
_\ 
,,. 
. . ' 
. . 
, 
. \ 
_(Wilton, 1981, p.SS). According to Bell. (1979), 
. I 
.. · .,~~~ A ~trong wave of ; .opinion favours 
breaking the traditional role of 
·the mathematician ·as the one 
teacher most suited to teaching 
computer studies and involve 
tea~heis 6f non-science subjects 
(p . 23}. 
, .· 
~t· t -he 1981 meeting of WCCE there was ~ 
'increasing awareness that the goal of universal com~ter 
lit·eracy was larger thari "one course 'at one grade level 
and in one set discipline could meet" (Wilton, 198i, p. 
. ' ""' 
·s7) • If universal computer literacy has become a goal 
I • 
o'f all society, the ·methods of achieving a basic level 
of-computer literacy have sp~ead beyon~'the s1:~u~ture . 
- ----·------- - - ·- - -- -
· · of a single course. Use of computers in instructional 
I 
I 'activities heightens student awareness of computers -and 
. t) 
I . 
/ 
-- ·-·-· .. --·'"'-'·--
their applications in society. However, before the 
computer will be used extensively in all subject areas, 
. . 
teachers themselves must be informed of ~e com~uter's . 
instructional uses. The integration of -computer literacy 
goals through the use of computers will not happen 
automatically. Careful co-ordination and planning are 
needed to avoid inappropriate -use and waste of scarce 
resources (T~owaldson, 1981). 
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\ I 
Moursund (19~2· b~lieves that . it is no longer 
appropriate for elern~.~tar~\ teacher~. and principals to 
'consider computers accept~e only · for~se in high 
. t \ .· . 
'schools. There is a need f~r the elementary school to 
recognize the pot:ntial of ·\the computer as an instruct-·' 
. I . . 
I • 
ion'al aid • . The computer literacy program. should begin 
I I 
,in the primary grades and cbntinue into the junior and 
senior high s-chool grad.es. C "Appropriate topics sh'ould 
I . 
i 
be identified and introduced from K - 13 both _by the use 
of ~omputers in classrooms as tools of' learning and by . 
I 
the study of computer-related· issues as tfiey fit into 
.. . 
particular curricula" (Wilton, 1981, p. 58) • 
• 
It is prqbably safe ~o assume that most teachers 
are not aware4 of the use of computers in subject· areas • 
outside business education or mathematics. Klassen and 
Rawitsch (Kepneq 1982) report that a survey conqucte'd 
in 1970 found that only 3_ percent of all instructional 
computing occurred in socia~ studie~ and a follow-up 
survey in · l975 showed that this particular use had only 
increased by 1 percent. 
There are a number ~f ways in which teachers and 
administrators can be. informed of the uses of computers 
' . 
. in education. ·one way they could be informed is through 
. .. 
computer studies courses included in t;eir pre-service 
I 
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14 
educ·ation at university·. 'However, as Wilton .(1981) · 
, ' . . 
points out, the major, drawback _to this apt:~ro~ch is that 
most teachers - in the .schools have·completed their pre-
... service tr.aining and, therefore, wil~ not b~ .reached by . 
universi-ty education· courses in -computer stud~es;. E~en 
.. 
if QOUrses. about computers in education are offered at the 
·, undergraduate 1 ve!l, many teachers and administrators ·~ 
are likely .to 
An' approach 
. . 
reaching a 
. <' ~n~serv1ce 
". --
b~cause of the lack of incent.i ve. · -
successful in 
is to inform them through 
Ragsdale ( 1982) . identifies three 
stages in the deve · ment of an in-service program. ·. The 
. . . ·. , \ 
first stage involves experts givir:1g . half-day sessions t. 
: . 
·- ./ 
aimed at· giving a maximum number of teachers a minimum 
·~aunt of exposu~e to the uses of computers in educa'tion •. 
The second stage.involves several days of instruc~ion 
spread ' over a number of weeks. Throughout the process 
· e~ch ·participant' is gi,ven 1;-he opportunity to use a 
· computer for the duration of the course . This .will give 
the p~rticipants some "hands-on" exp~rience and eliminate \ . 
any fear of the machine that the us.er might have . · An 
,. 
opportunity to .examine some educati·onal software is also 
provided." . 
In the third stage of · the in-service program, ! a . 
. . 
series o~ cpurses covering a ·number of topi~s are offered. 
each course is approximately· ten weeks in length._ 
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·In order for school boards· to offer extens'ive 
'"':: 
in-service ~programs to all teachers~ they will be r~quired 
. . . I • 
to appropriate ·a significant portion of .their budget for. -
. ' \ \ 
this purpose. Given'the economic realities of the early 
~. 'il:"• _;~;:>,.-.. . ' . 
·eightie~~~t is -unlikely that school boards will·be a~le 
' 63/ ' ' 
to laun~l1 ·a· .full· scale ~e.-training progr_am. 
Another possible soprce of informatio~about 
. . 
comput~rs is through personal coritact _with people who 
a're knowledgeable in 'the . educational__ computing ·field. 
. t 
There rna~ be~ member -bf the staff who ·has acquired a 
knowledge. o~ computers and that pe,rso·n. may be willing to 
share .it with othe.r. staff members. , However, ther~ is a ~ 
shortage ·of such people in .tQe schools an·d it' would 'l?e 
unwise to leave the ' important task of educating teachers 
and administra,"tors to chanc'e. 
.• 
The school library, with its collection of popular 
and· professional magazines and books, can play a role in 
'developing 
, . 
an aware'ness of the usefulness of computers in 
. . I . 
The librarian could make teachers aware of 
. • • I 
education. 
· computer technology through special displays and talks • . 
The presence of a c<;>mputer in the sch~ol library offers. 
~orne . interesting possibilities, especially the opportunity 
for the classroom teacher to acquire '"hands;on 11 • experience, 
as ·well as use some · of the software. There is a need to 
.. -
encourage all teachers, not just the computer hobby~st, 
to become aware of the potential uses of ·computers in 
education. ' 
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· Through conversat~on·with many teachers, the 
, .. 
· writer determined that -there was a:.- need f.or · a document 
. . . ·. . -
I ,. , .. . 
1 
· · to introduce teachers , ·and administr~tors to computers. 
This document .would have to' be br:lef, assume no ·previous 
I ' ' • 
knowledge, ·'a~q be wri tte.n in a language . that educato~s . ~ s:::. · 
could easi.ly UJi.ders·tand. Technical· aspects of computer 
• ' : I • " ' • r ' 
operation would have to be kept "to ·a minimum·~ but at the 
• \ J ' . • , ,· 
same time 'give the reader enoug~ in!ormation · so that he 
'. 
can· branc\ .cub t.o other · sources . Th~ document would .' serve 
as a · starting : po~nt from which the reader .could expan~. 
~his .. k~owledge; 
·I 
~ 
.  ·~--· 
Once the writer ~d de~ermined, in an info~al 
.. - "' ~- . . 
way, that there . was ;a ne'ed for.' such a ~ocument, and 
.~· . 
teachers and administrators responded positive!~ to ·the · 
idea of h'aving a booklet'· available ~ that would introduce· · 
, . 
. ,. 
them to · co~puters in edu~ation, the · autho.r was faced with · • 
, • , , t a 
two alternatives to -writing one. The f i.rst alternative . , 
• 
w.as to search for some material that· had_ a.lready been ' pre-
t 
.pared to meet the need. " The second was to see i:f materia ls 
exist ed th.~t ~ould be easily adapted to meet the ne;ed . The . 
_../ . . " 
J • 
writer began to search existing materi als· in his own school .' 
• . • 0 IJ • • • ~ • ' 
library, but found nothing appro.priate tq_, suit the purpose . ,-: . 
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l), 
The /;arch was expa~d~d to the . library at 
·r . .. : 
M~morial University of· Newfoundland, the ~enter for 
Audio-visual Education (CM'EL . the CurriculUm Materials 
. ~ 
' \ . " . . . " 
Ce~ter, as . well as the In·structional Mater:i,als Centers 
• J . 
at the distric''t and provincial ·levels. '.rh,e author 
r e~ined' n~eljous ma~~rial~, .·print and non-print, but 
. wrable to discover m~terials to ' meet the need 'of ...... 
' ' 
teachers and administrators. _. / ' · · .. 'I 
- . 
' Having determined that no suitable ma~erials r 
' · 
existed locally"to meet the need, · the author conducted a. 
. 
.c.omputer searc~. . Again ther~. ~ere ·numerous ar
0
ticles . 
and books on the subject of comput~rs but most of. them 
. ' ' 
. 
were ., too 'technical or . ass,umed previous knowledge of 
·· computers . Others. were too speci~lized and prc4rided a 
'lot of detail about a single topic: 
' ' 
'The author d~scovered some books and A-V materials 
Q 
he considered to be 'good for genera!;' background .... 
b . J which w~re ~nap~~op~iate to meet the· specified n~~ds. 
Li ted below ,are s~me of the books the author examin~d 
along with rea~ons why the w;iter considered them ('"'.. 
inappropriate to mee't the need: . 
Billings, K. ~ Moursund, o. Are ·m computer 
Literate?, Portland, or., Dilit~ Press, 
~1979 • 
Billings and Mours und introd~ce the reC\der·~ 
to the concept · of .computer literacy· .in · a . 
non-technical way~ However, the_ scopp of 
the book is narrow provid,i~g the re~der •-. 
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18 
with very little information about· the 
history of ,computers, hQW they wo~k or how -
they can obe useful. 'for educational purposes. 
. . . . 
Coburn; P .• , Kelman, P. , Roberts,· N. snyder., 
T. ,. watt, D., Weiner, c., Practi"cal Guide to 
·com~uters 'iri Education,, Don· Milts·, ~nt .·; 
Add~son-Wesley, 1982. · . 
This wa~ probably the most useful book that 
the writer examined. It is directed toward 
qeachers and administrators and examines 
many of the issues relating to computers in 
..... education. :However, it is lengthy and ' 
. ' . . d~scusses ~ssues that may not be appropr~ate 
at the introductory level. _The sectiOn~ 
computer.progr~ing ignores BASIC and 
'Concentrates o~ LOGO. It is also . weak in 
the discus_sion of computer languages and 
societal issues. 
'3. Kepner; H. S. (ed.), Computers in the 
• Classroom, _ Washington, D.C.: :National · 
·Education Association, 19~2. 
\ 
.. . 4. 
This book ' includes a collection of articles 
written by people who are expert in their 
tield. The book is divided into two ]sections. 
The fitst aection· includes articles about 
computer uses in education while the second 
part concentrates on computers in the cur-
riculum. It provides good reading for the 
reader who has-some previous knowledge. 
Some articles would present some difficulty 
.for the novice. . There is no information 
about what computers are, their uses and 
limitations, or-the societal issues related 
to computer use. · 
Lieberman, M., McFadden, N.G., aQd Steeves, 
G., Computers Don't Byte: A starting Point 
for Teachers ·Using Cornputers.Toronto, Ont.; 
Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federation, 
1981. . ~ 
• 
The resource booklet provides the reader 
with a good "introduction to educational 
., applica_tions. However, it .!:s very restricted.\ 
in its discussion of the categories of use. 
' ~... . 
. " 
'\ 
-
I ' I 
I 
\ 
.. 
., 
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' ' It provides a very brief hi:;;tory of 
computers and fails .to addres& the societal 
issues or the role of computers in an 
... info'rmation age. There is very little 
, refance to computer programming. . 
• 
' 
' ) .. ·. 
. -
.. 
... 
- --- -·-- ·- -. -- -~...-~' 
s. ,-_ Moursun~D., Teacher's Guide to Computers 
in· the El~entary School, Eugene, Or.; 
.International council for computers in 
Education, 1980, 1982. 
·This booklet is written 'for pre-service · 
and in-service of elementary. school teachers. 
It assumes some "hands-on" experience with 
computers. Moursund provides good reading 
for elementary school teachers who are in-
terested in using computers for instructional 
•. purposes. · 
6. 
7. 
Noonan, L., The Age of Computer. Literacy, _ 
Toronto, Ont. ; The Oxford university Press, , , 
'1983. 
A textbook designed for teaching computer 
-·literacy to students at the high school . 
+ev~l. It provides good reading on a number 
of topics ranging from the history of 
computers to the,uses of computers in society. 
He also includes a chapter on progr~ing 
as well as -a ·lot of information 6n kinds of 
computers and how they work. Because the 
.intended users are student~, it does not· 
address the educational applicatipns of / 
computers in very much detail. It , is r .e- ' 
commended as ~ good text for secondary school 
$tudents. ~ 
P a pert , S • ,M ""'-=· .;;,rn_d.;;;s:...:t:...:o..:..rm-:_.:.:s:...::~C~h:.:;1=,. lr-d.:.:.r~e:=-:n:.,..,..=C-=o..:.;m~u.:.:.t::..;er-:r:;.;:;_s 
and Pdwerful I eas, New Yor , N.Y.; Bas c 
Books, 1980. · ·j 
... -._J 
·Papert provides the reader . with an ideali sti c 
view of the use .tJf computers in education. ' 
Paput believes that in order to get full ·-.. ,... 
benefit from computers in education, there \ __ 
must be a re-thinking of the whole school Y 
curriculum. He advocates. a departure .fr.om . 
CAI applications to a more user active 
application where the child is· in charge of -
.f . 
\· 
; \ . 
\ 
... 
\ . 
. · .,. 
I • 
.. 
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-' 
the computer. Provides very interesting 
reading •but assumes the reader has 
already had experience in computer u·se ana 
has know~edge of traditional computer 
applic~tions in education. 
B. Ragsdale, R.G., Computers in the Schools: 
·A Guide for Planning, Toronto, pnt.~ 
OISE Press, l982 
Ragsdale examines some of the issues re-
latea to computer · use in the schools. · He . 
discusses the concept of computer literacy 
and how much knowledge of programming a 
teacher needs. He focuses on problems , 
associated with evalu~ting educational 
.. software. He also ·addresses the question of 
teacher training. Ragsdale offers good 
reading for the educator to broad~n his 
· .. knowledge of issues in educat:i:on~l computing. 
The author located two filmstrip series that 
·would be particularly useful for teaching abo~t- computers . 
.at the junior or ~enior high school level. Both series 
are available from Encyclopedia Britannica Corporation. 
I ' • • 
The first series, Understan9ing Computers, consists of 
five_filmstrips and cassette tapes under the following 
titles: 
..; . . ' 
.1. · What computers Can· Do. 
2 .• How Computers Work. 
3. : How to Get the Computer· to Do 
Something . 
4. • Telling the . ' Computer What to Do 
' What computers cartnot Do. s . 
The second ,series alsb has five sound fil_mst:rips, 
• I . 
under the heading Computers in Society~ · The·titles 
. . . 
.. . . 
" .. 
----------~~--------
,. 
..... -
; . 
' ..
I 
I , 
... 
I I . 
.. 
\ 
\ . 
.. 
l ' 
, _ 
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of the five filmstri-ps are: .. 
. 1 . c_omputers in Everyday Life. 
---
. 2. Personal Computers in the Home • 
3. Computers in Schools a·nd Business. 
4. computer cateers. 
: 
i s. Computers Change Society. • 
~These fi~mst~ips/~ould be used for teaching about c9m-
~uters in a com~~~fr l~teracy .. -course or they co~ld: be ·. . \ 
I 
I . 
integrated into other disciplines. They could also help 
the teacher. become mor'e knowledgeable ·about computers 
-· ·---..:._____ and their uses in society . 
'Y· ---~ : . · The .author alSo examined numeroUs per~~dicals 
~nd found maqy; of them contained articles on comp~ting 
directed ~ow~k~s ' educators. Mag~zinE!s suc.h ·~s Byte, 
Compute, · Popui~r Computing, and Creative Computing, 
although they .are not published specifica~ly for educators,_ 
frequ~ntly incl ude articles of interest tb edu~~tors. 
I ' 
Educationa~ peri~dicals such as the Computing Teacher, 
ECOO Newsletter,\the AEDS Journal and the Canadian School 
,;· Executive are good sources of information. Locating these 
. ( . 
~ r 
articles can be a very time consuming task. Even when ·· 
the articles are accessible to educators the~ may be too 
narrow or technical in the treatment of the subject -and 
-~ ' . 4 
.assume previous knowledge. 
•. 
• • 
'. 
--- -....... -. 
' · 
i 
.J . 
I . 
' 
• 
·' 
'· . 
' ' 
'• 
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~ \ 
Since there are no materials teadily available 
to meet the need, the writer then considered the pos-
sibi'li<ty of modifying some existing booklet or book~ 
. .. ·. 
The search for exis.ting materials convinced the writer 
that no materials which could be easily modified were 
, • , I 
available. · The J·~cision to produce a booklet was mad~ 
after· determining fir~tly that no materii1f.l exi'sted to 
meet the need and/ secondly, no book was available 
that1 could be easily modified to meet the rieed. 
Rationale for Development of - Handbo~k 
All of the materials that were examined during ' 
the sea,~Jl of availabl~ · materials proved to be un-
.. 
. satisfactory for the kind of booklet the writer beiieved 
would be most · useful for .educators. The writer does 
0 -a~kilowledge . the .. availability of a number ! of exceile:pt 
-' books and articles about computersand .their ,applications 
for education. ~ 
\ 
However, none 'o~ the exi§tinq. material's met the 
need that the wt'iter had identified. Much ·of 'the material 
was · limited in scope 
or was too .technical. 
-· . . 
.;... discuSsed only a , particular.· topiC, 
- . . . . 
'I . 
Many of the articles and books 
.. 
l.: . t~at were examined asswne·d previous knowledge of computers · 
and their uses. 
After the search of the mater~als was concluded, 
\ • \ 
\ 
\ 
/ 
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., 
.. 
the writer decided that the best way td meet ,the need 
' . 
. of teachers 'and. 'principals was to produce a handbook · 
for them. The writer has done this. Every effort has 
been made. to .produce .a . ~andbook that'·. is not too 
technical: brief, but covering the main .issues. The . 
writer hopes . that it· will provide a basic knowledge of 
. . . . . . . . : . . . \ . •' 
~omputers and their applications in ed~tion. The· aim 
was. not to produce a _b_ooklet · that would- enabl.e teachers 
. ' ' I • 
to .. become expert, but to . create an awar~ness of the uses 
. ' ' ' . . . 
of computers iii s'ociety and . 'education. a1f"'w~li as . thei'r· 
. ' ' . . ;- , . , . ----
·limi ta tiona. .. 
Outl·ine of Development Process 
J l . --- · -. 
. i 
. ~ 
· . e " . . . . . . 
The dev~lopment of · curricu·lum· and instruction 
. . . . 
· · 'strateg'ie~ i's a complex activity. · Taba ·(i962 )' has:· 
. . 
' suggested a seven-step plan for cu.rriculum .deyelopment 
.. ... . 
, based ori the assumption that." there is an· ord~:t:lY .method 
for making curriculum ~isio~s ~nd _ that p~r~uing it 
will result in a ~ughtful~y .. pl.a~ed 
dynamically conc.eived curriculum" (p. 12). 
suggested the following plan: I 
STEP 1 : Diagnosis of needs. · 
\ STEP.· 2: Formulation ·of objec~es. 
STEP 3: Selection of oq_~t.ent. 
STEP 4: organization ~~: content •. · 
I 
r 
' • 
and · inore 
Taba 
\ . 
-· ...... ~J..........._........:..., . _ __,: ______ _ 
I 
. .· 
! 
. I 
.. '• 
'• 
I . 
l ' . 
I 
'!' 
,, 
~ ! ·. 
) 
; 
' ' ! 
'! 
f 
. ·~ 
( 
r 
I , 
l· ( ' 
) 
·-· 
•' --- ·· -·- -- .. .---: ~ -··--~··· ·.~ - --
\ 
. ' ' 
"' ' 
' ~· 
.. 
.· . 
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STEP :s :. ~election of learning e~perience~ . 
.. ... . 
STEP 6: 'organization of learning .exp.erience·s . · 
. STEP · 7: · ~etermin~tion of what to ·ev~luate· and 
ways and means of doing' .it (p.l~) .. · 
--
' ' 
Taba Is plan was used as the basis for establishing 
l an in$tructional development model .which was follo.w~d in ~ 
. ~ . . 
. a manner a~propriate for the development of ·this hand-
· · book (Figure 1}. At ~c~. st~g~ ~~- · dev~l~pmen~,·- there ~as 
• . ' 
· provis~on for evaluation and revisiont 
. . 
Assessment . '' Needs . 
·_chapter . II . ~ 
.-
',f ... 
. ,, 
- • 
... 
'• 
' 
., 
Analysis of ·use·rs· . 
.. .. ' Chapter III 
... 
. l .. . 
'. 
t );i.. . cnoice of Media-Chapter IV 
1- . ' 
' I ~· . ' ... Production Procedures and . Informal Evaluation • Chapter~v,. ..., 
• ' .. 
! 
" 
' . 
. 
.. 
. 
' Summativ~·Evaluation . 
Chap~er· . VI .. 
. ' 
' 
: IV 
' 
'• 
'. Re-evaluations 
' •*-- ~ 
. 
I I 
• 
-~ 
. 
• 
-
' 
, . 
-~ 
•· 
- ' 
I 
., 
i 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
- . 
J .. 
, 
\ . 
\ , 
·,. 
., 
' • 
' ,· 
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CHAPTER l!II 
.· 
ANALYSIS OF ,USERS AND STATEMENT .OF HANDBOOK PU~O'SES 
Intended Users 
The primary audience that this handbook is 
.prepared for are the teachers and administrato'rs in the 
.r 
schools o~ NeWfound.! and and Labrador.- However, the ' . . 
. I . " • ~ ' con~e.nts of' this. handbook are not restricted to any one 
' "' . .. 
geographic(!.! area. The concerns' that thi·s .prdject ·11• ~d~es ~~e r~ievant for ~d~cat~r~~throu~h~ut the \ 
westerri .world. , I 
'Th~ handbooJl a~~ume~ · no 'previou~. knowledg~ ~nd 
, · 
'·' 
I 
.,.,.:.._ 
; . 
' 
' . 
does· not require the reader to have· access to a co~puter. · ·· 
'- I . . 
.'Havi~g a COID:P~t;,er available, however, would be helpful. . 
· · CGnditions of Use 
• • 
The wr±te:r;. ·places no restrictions on the use. of 
this handbook. All-' who are. interested in l ts contents 
/~ay '· avai l · of its use. It will be made a.y~ilable to 
. . . . . 
schools or individuals · thr~ugh the Learning Resources 
Clearinghouse, Memorial Un'iversi,ty of Newfoundland. .· 
t •' . .. • • ..... • 
·~. i 
· Objectives ~f HandbOok · ' 
The han4bo!?k is _designed ~;;:el~- the reader: · 
. ' 
1. · ·develop. an understandi.it~ of the concept 
o15'computer literacy and an appr~_ciation 
: o.f. the n·eed for it;· 
•. : 
~ .. 
.•, 
. . . 
' •. 
.I·. 
I 
i 
' . 
'\ 
· .. 
: '1\\ 
.. 
' . 
. ' 
. ' 
.. 
.... 
·' 
1 < 
' 
._( 
'·· 
. ; -. 
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. .,.-
'' 
2. appreciate the h.is1;:.or ical - antecedents 
' and evolutionary. ·trends of compute:rs; 
. ~ } 
3. • 'develop a functional understancling o.f · 
.. · .computer _ha~dware, -4.0ft~are and sys~ems · 
~erati:On; •. . . · . · . 
4 • develo'p an awareness of ·a number of . 
.. 
s. 
computer languages an~ . an understanding 
·of how ,high leve~ ·languages make· pro- -
. gramming a compute.r possible for the 
' non.- expert; 
, ,.. . .. ,c. • • . 
identify some : of'the social concerns 
created by th~ ~idespread use of 
computers; .... 
. • 
/ . 
6 • .' understand .. that a p;rogram · is a series 
of instructions that .must be pr.es'ented 
to the computer in an. ordered and · 
· .. logical..., sequence; 
' ' 
.· \ 
• 
• fdster an·· understanding of' videotex 
through an examination of Telidon and 
re~lize its implications for .. ~ducatian; . 
. a·. develop an awareness of· the ways in 
. . 
.9. 
:wh~ch computers c'an assist with , 
administrati;ve tasks' in e(lucation;. 
·· differentiate amon&. the major classes 
of. ins.tructional/learning applications 
of computers; · · · · . 
• t •· If!\' - 10 • particfpat·e. in efforts to introdu~e· • 
·and integrate computers /nt? a school. · ! 
'1. - ~ · 
'. 
. ' 
... 
\ 
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. : ·, CHAPTER IV 
RATIONALE . FOR CHdiCE OF MEDIA 
' . 
.Preference of Intended Users . 
. ; . 
I·n chapt~r II .the author· has · d~s~ribed th~ · 
pro'cess _ for determining the need . for t·eachers to be. 
·informed about computers . and ·their educational ~ppl.ic~ 
f ation·s. The search of available materials -~evealed · 
(.·· ., . . ' ' . . 
.. · ·that· no .rnaterials existed'.te pr~cisely meet the rteed. 
•' . . 
In ,fact, · . . there were .no mat~rials that could be easily 
' . . . ' 
. . -~ 
adapted. to meet the .. need, so a decision was 'made' to 
• ' ' ' ... f' 
. ~ . -
··-
pr(J?uc_e ·sui table. rna ter ials. 
·." Having· 'identified the intended' audience and the . 
;- ~ 
" 
objectives f~r the ll_later.ials, . th:e next step wps to · 
decide on·the best me~nod for presentinq the information 
to . ·th~ . users . ~I' learners. Through an_ informa.l ~ur~~ty . 
· ~onducted~cher;._:~ the -st. John•( ar~a, the 
[' 
writer determined-that there was a preferepce for a .{ 
/'"·~ ~ook~~-
, ,........ . \ ,,,; ' . 
~HB:ving 'given consideration to ~he · scope of the, 
project·, ~nd the~preference of the in.tend:ed 1,1se~s., the 
. 
writer . decided to. produce a · bo'oklet. 
:1'. . 
• 
. . . 
Other considerations~ 
Print medium . aoes not require ·the use· 
of expensive equipment, "facilities· or. · 
laborat~ies during the production 
phase. ,. 
. ·-
'· 
•. ' 
... 
L · 
l . .... 
; . 
I 
., .I 
!• 
I 
I 
I 
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'! 
' · .. .... ~ . 
'· 
•• 
> • ' 
.. 
'• 
'•' 
2. 
. . . 
.. 
I 
.· 
---...__,_ 
• ,r 
... 
-Print material can be copied easily 
and inexpensively for distrH)\~tion . 
to the users. 
. 
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3. Print materiai can be us·ed indepf:md-
ent'ly. . No specfal equipment is 
. 4. 
5. 
.. ,require~. 
i 
. . 
. Print material can,, be .used in a 
variety of settings·- in· the hqme or 
at school, indoors or outdoors, etc. 
because ~t is ind,ependent of hardware •. 
. "" 
. Print medium i~ , one that is familiar 
to all" the intended-users and one for 
which they showed .preference • 
It is commonly acc~pted that choice o.f . media . 
• I I • 
. ' can affect the degree o,f s'ucce.ss of any . pu_b~icat:i~n. 
. . . 
Therefore careful consideration wa·s giv-en· to ·the . . :. 
.. 
.\ 
- '.. 
' preference of the int~nded· users. · A decision was made 
-· 
;to P.roduce .a h~ndbOok : tha't would provide teachers. ~nd 
. ·- .. 
.principals.· with a ·broad · g~nez;-al 'knowledg~ ·of. cpmput:ers 
·and ·- th~ir· application-s in education. 
. ... . . 
! • 
' ·"' ,' 
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\ 29 \. CHAPTER V 
PREPA·RATION P.ROCEDURES AND FORMATIVE EVALUATION 
Preparation. and Organization of the Handbook 
. ' . Iriitial production procedures have alr~ady been 
qescr~bed in previou;~ chapters. After .determining the 
·need. and e~tablishing' the most. appropri~te medium, a~d. 
. . ~ .. 
. it. was dete:r::mined that there was no C!-rternativ~. except .. 
for tHe writer :to. produce· material's, ·the· writing of the 
' .. J ... • • • . • 
h~ndbook Qegan. Purp~ses ;or each chapter were identified 
r 
and. material was collected anq · organized to meet them. 
Each ·chapter of the. handbook is· subdivided for 1 •• 
. I t • 
t~e · cohve~ience of the. reader and . for cl~rii;:y o~_purPfse • . 
Chapter I introduces the .reader to the concept of· co'mpute.r . 
• literacy, 'defines it and discusses the need for teachers 
.and .princip~ls·t~ become .computer lit~ate. 
Chapter II -provides the reade~. with an overview 
... - '· ., ,.,.. 
.of the developments in calculating devices that ~v~ntually 
led to the d~v~lopment o~ the mo'dern computers. It is · 
. . . 
·.designed to create an appreciation of the historical 
antecedents and evoiutionary,trends in computing. 
' . 
Chapter II~ is designed to intro~uce 'the read~r 
. . . ·...... . 
to the ~ii.ffere' ~yp_es. of . ,compu.ters ' · _as well ' as the .v~rfous 
· types of hatdware ~nd software that are available. The 
. ' ·. ' .... 
. . 
·-.. ._._ ... ,_........._~------:-----
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' 
wri.ter does·. t~is in a · ilon-technical mariner. 
- ' ' 
Chapter_ .JV _-introq~c~s·_ t;.he re~det: ·to . c~mpu~er. 
langua_ges such as BASIC, LOGO.and FORTRAN. This cha~ter 
• '• I ' e 
also illus·t~ates a .progre_ssion · from machine l:-anguage_ to 
;, 
languages that a_re . more "user ·friendly". .. ' ' . 
. 
., 
.· 
t 
• I 
.Chapt~r v discusses comp~ter prograJIIlll.i~g .- -~- Th~ / } ' ' 
· purpose is' to develop an. understanding that progranuning. 
. . . 
- . .. . . 
is' a. series of instructions presented in an ,'ordered anci . . . . 
• • . • r ' \ .. • • . t 
. . 
logical sequence.. The 'readez:: is introdu9ed.· algori-thms, 
·, ,. 1 • 
. . ..... \ ' 
flowcharting, as ·well as.programming in BASIC· and LOGO. 
.. 
~ 
Chapter VI discusses a · number of~societa£ · 
·' issu~s .that are emerging ~r have already . appeared as a ,. · ' . 
'resu'lt of the prQliferation of ··comptiters •. This chqpt~~ 
. -~ .. . . \ 
also discusses the questio_n of artificial intelligence;.· 
. · ~hapter VII ' introdu~es . the ~eader to Teli4on 
as an e_xample pf · ·a. large in.£ ormation . storag~ ·.and -~e"7' 
trieval _system. The effect~ that v.ideotex systems .may 
' ' ..
... •, 
'\ 
have on . educati9n. are also · discussed • 
The first seven 'chapters were p.esigned. to inform' · ·• _,. 
.,, 
the reaaer _  a~':lt . computers and c~mpu~e~ sys~s, and how f . ·. • 
cC?mput~ oper~te.'in a langdage that teachers · and admin- :. ·,.I' 
i'strators .. cah .easily _understand. _Chapters ·VIII, IX, and_ ·' 
. . I . 
X are presel'\ted for. the purpose of acquainting educators ; · 
' . ' 
with ~ays that they ·can .. use the computer for ~nstruction 
/ .·. a~d administration. 
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In S,hapter VIIJ; the use of · the .:computers fo.r · · · 
' 
0 t ' I 
record keeping·, ~sting, scheduling·, . time-tablil)g · and.·o· ., . 
• • : >!." • • ' .• ' q, ... 
.. 
budget~ng is examined. , Th~ idea of teaching through' 
• e 
! and Wi~h . COT(lpUters is alsci introduced.·~ .. . ,. 
Chapter IX· leads the reader into. a · :Practical ' 
/ . 0 ' • ' · ~· 
• > 0 • ' I ' 'I • ' t ' 
discussion of questions 'reil.ating · t'Q' management of the 
' .. 
6~ computer ·harciW.are and . software'~_ .in the school. £u<;,P . 
. ·questior\:ii> as where ' will it be located and wh-o--will co- ' 
"_, '• :. ' . 
ordinate its use mcb wel.l d~termine 'how .. mu~h ·and for. -r.·. 
,. 
. 
what purpose the c?mputer is, used. The importan~ qllfs.tion :· 
·. 
. . 
. ·, . 
.. 
f 
t . • · 
. 
. . 
.. 
~.; ' ' ~ ' .. 
I . 
·, . 
. • 
')f in_service · e~ue_tion is, also discusse<;l. ' •; 
C~~pter ~ draws together irl summary form many .. 
of the issues <;lisc\issed in. previous .ch.apters· .and makes . 
" l • .. . · ' • • ., " • ~ 
some observatiQns about ·the future of computers in · education. ·: 
' • • . , • • • ' ~ Q>' • 
ScoPe and Limitation~ '-· . . .. 
. . " 
~ 
non-technical The booklet is· a prief '· account 
".I .. .. .. ... history- of types .of of the compu.ters and what · comput~s , 
~ ~ 0 
. elrlst:.,' as 
I 
well as·. a discu~sion of progra1JIIning and-pro-'V", • 
gr~ing languages. There. is no· attempt to include .in . . 
't ·his 'boo~let .all of tl1e uses · of . co~pute.r:·.ln soc~y or/' 
their' cultu:r;:al irnpac·~· ·: ·The ·target audj.enc~ ,.are . e~ucator~ , ~ · 
• • l , . .. . 
so . much of the bOoklet aontains· information which the -
' 
readef 
)tno.w. 
. ~· 
\ 
' 
considers . irnportal,)t for. teachers and principals to 
~ . . . 
' . . . . . ' 
Considerable emphasis therefore is placed ~n the 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
. . 
'.' 
.·"' . 
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instructional/learning and administrative ·applications 
of .compu~. 
' 
' .The writer has also devoted a separate chapter 
' to.· integration of computers into the schools. 'rhe final · 
I 
.. 
chapt~r also traces the history of computers in education-
and disc~sses· reaso~s 1for the,. failure of earlie"r efforts.-
• · The writer hopes that this···hand})ook will· hel~educators 
- -~.,':!' 
avoid some of the pitfalls that led to the failure of 
; 
computerized instruction in the 1960's and that it will · • 
motivate teachers and principals to .learn more about the 
:. t ~ I 
cornputer's ~ potential for use in the school • 
~ ' . .t 
- . 
Formative Evaluation 
t Formative- _evaluation is a· continuous process . 
.. /Ragsdale (1982) ·.suggests that fo~rnative eva{uation, 
. I , --
evaluation that 1is conducted during the developmental 
· stage~ i~ the most important form of evaluation, because 
it is ~ften the only evaluation informat~on that gets 
used. The informal evaluation process is internal, on-
going and supportive. It provides feedback at each stage 
' ~f producti~n offering suggestions for revising the 
' content of the material so that it w-i~l more likely meet 
the needs of the target audience. 
During'the development of tne bOoklet, the aathor 
consulted with a content expert at Memorial University of 
"!), 
- ---- ·'' 
... 
I 
• ! 
... 
.. ' 
.. 
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Newfoundland. ' ) A copy of the handbook was ·s-ubmitted for 
examination to a professor lecturing in a · graduate 
computer studies course. The content was also verified 
by other persons who were expert in the field of com-
puters and computer ~ogramrning. a 
Consultation -with instructional development · 
exper~s led to a number of re~sions of the handbook 
. as. well as inc! u·sion of an addi ~ional chapter and a 
. ' 
~glossary. _/ .. _ --......., 
~ . \ - ·copi~s of the booklet were shown to several \ 
·\ 
---
achers and principals~ as well ~s personnel at the 
hool board and government depa~tmental level. The 
r 
·author received many excellent suggestions for irnprov-
• 
rnent from these sources and has now incorp-orated th~e 
changes ifto~the handbook. • 
To complete the formative evaluation, a ,ques-
.. 
tionnaire was designed to allow the developers to . J.-:-· 
rate how well the booklet met the specified -objectives. 
(See Appendix B) . Rating~ were placed on a scale of -1 .. 
to 5 rangi~g from· poor joo o;,xc\'llent._ The info,rmal (l 
evaluation instrument also included a section for 
I 
comments and recommendations. The recommendations were 
very-· hel~f.u}. and some minor change's were sugges_ted. The 
ratings for the eleven .objedtives showed that the 
I 
evaluators felt the material was adequate to meet the 
' 
0 • 
... . 
· .I 
\ 
-----·~-:-· .•. -- - -- . . , . .. - -~ -·-------~\ ______ _ 
.. 
• 
.. 
' 
.. 
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-~ 
needs · ofi the intended users. Rati~gs ranged from good 
to- ~xcellent. • • (See Table 31. 
' 
Table 3 
Results of Ratings 
. 
Rating· 
A 
n = 6. 
,, Objective • 1 2 3 4 s·· Mean 
' . 
.. ....._,... I 
a) Develop an understanding . ~ 
of th~ concept of computer .. t~ • 
! literacy and an apprecia- I . 
.. tion of the need for it. 0 0 1 4 1 ' 4". 0 
• 
b) Appreciate the historical. . 
antecedents and evolutionary 
trends of the .computer. 0 o· 1 3' ... 2 3.7 
·. 
... 
' 
. c) Develop a functional under- 4~ -standing of the computer •' hardware, software, and 
systems operation. ' 0 .o 3 3 . 0 3.5 
.. I d) Develop an awareness of· a .. I \ 
·' 
./ number of computer lang-uages and a:n understanding 
of how high level languages 
make _programming a comp~ter "' 
poss~ble for the no~-expert. ·o 0 . 1 3 2 4.12 
ii . 
. . 
e) Identify- some of the social ' , concerns created ~y the 
.. 
' ' 
widespFead .use of computers • 0 0 1 i 4 4.5 ~ 
,, f) Unde·rstand that a program is 
a series of instructions 
\, ... __ . -- ~ · · that must be presented to 
. ! I . the computer in an ordered 
·and logical • 0 0 2 3 1 3.8 • . sequence . 
' 
1 • 
' 
~- ! . 
g) Foster an understanding of 
' 
videotex tprough an exarnina- ~ ; . tion of Telidon and· develop . \ a-realiza~~~ of their impli-
cations for education. . 0 0 2 3 1 3.8 
•• 
: 
~ · "' 
-
.. 
\ 
-
• 
.. , 
I J. 
i. 
; · 
' 
... 
\ 
-----, 
.. · '\ ; .. . 
Tabl~ 3 (Cont!d.} 
n = 6. 
..._ . 
-y 
Obj.ect~ve · 
h) Develop an awar,eness pf the . 
ways in which computers can 
assist with the administra•. 
tive tasks in ed~cation. 
i) Di'fferentiate among the 
majo·r classes of instruc-
tional/learning educational 
.• computer appl icati6ns. 
. j) Participate in efforts to 
·. introduce and integrate 
computers into ·a'school; 
k) ~Identify in-service 
education as a necessary 
• strategy for integrating 
computers .in\:o a school'. 
• 
• • 
• 
\ ' 
. .. 
•. 
• 
,.. . 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 Mean 
0 0 0 4 . 3 
0 .0 1 4 t 4.0 
-
L 
0 0 3 1. 2 ·3. B 
.. 
.. 
0 0 1 2 3 4 .3 
·-
. 
II ..,. 
· . .. 
. ..... -·~ 
I 
, 
.. 
. .. 
., 
·' 
i• 
,.· 
'',. 
, 
~ 
., 
\ 
• 
\ 
\• 
' 
'l i 
. , · 
·i 
,. 
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.. 
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· . CHAPTER VI 
su,l..T:I;re EVALiiATioN 
1 .. I . 
Pefinition 
-
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Summative evaluation is sometimes referred to 
t '( 
as forma,l evaluatiop. •. · It is usually one:..·shot, conducted 
- . . 
.., ' . . ·. 
. . . 
.. 
by evaluators' who· are ext~rnal .'to the. project, and asks 
the evaluators _t~itj.udge the _de~ree _to. wh~ch the project . 
has met the state obj tives. Summative evaluation, 
---therefore, is. used a er the project is ~omplet~d to 
... 
determine the autqoF's ~uccess . in.meeting·the stated 
' . ,. 
objectives of ~he ~a~k • . 
Preparation ·of ·the ·Questionsaire 
Af.n . c~nsultation_with _ the supervisor, it~ ' 
decided,to prepare a questionnaire which used a five 
point . scale to evaluate how well. the obj~ctives , stated 
for the handbook had .been achieved. In addition to· 
rating of ~handbook objectives, the writer decided 1·to .· 
. . . \ ', ·. 
. .. 
include a sectio~ of g.eneral ,. informati~n relating ~to the 
experience an_~ ·c~fica~ion ~'£ the ·r~spondents. ,. · ·. ·. · . ·. 
· ·~ - ~ 
Respondents we~also give~ space to ·comment on the strong 
or weak points of ~he hanftbook • . '· ' 
--- - - - -. 
The questionnaire .that the author used is 
-included in Appendix B . of · thi~ report. 
"'· . 
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I 36 ...,_ .. 
.. Submission· ·of Handb6ok and Questionnaire 
j .. 
.... ! 
. . -
. . Af.ter the questi.or_uia_ire wa~ complet~d ·, copies were 
~ade ·of the- handbook ·and ~est~nna~re. A~ot~l 'of tw~nty~ 
. ~ . -_. , . . . . - . . . . . 
. ; · four ·copies were made available to.' teachel:'S, pr!ncipa;Ls . 
I 
.t . . .. . 
i. ·and supervisc:>rs' · Because. of time constraints placed · on• 
I . . . . . • 
'· :,., . . . .. . · . .. .·. .._ . . .. · ·. . .· . -
i t;he a~thor., J._t was not PO!!tSi~le. to mall ou1:-. copies of the ~ 
.. 
[ ' - ) . . . . 
, ;. • harid~ok .,and I qriestio!lnaire. co_pies were per~on,ally· • 
[ .deliv.ered . to · ~~~nty-four ·teacll.e.f~ .and ·administrators.~· 
I. .• 
. t ·._ 
I Results of the Questionnaire . i . . ~ . 
. I 
. f 
_ Of the·twenty-four questicinnai~es that were delivered 
1 ... to educators·, a total of twenty-three ~ere returned • . ·The 
high return rate can b~- attr!huted . to the ~uthor 'personaliy 
. ~ .· . 
delivering and picking up the questionnaires. 
·The ~xperience ·~f the teachers -responding ranged· from 
. . 
seve~ years to .thirty-two years of· ~eaching experience. All 
teachers responding had a Grade. IV ~aching cerbtficate or 
~t hi'gher. · .· 
: ( 
. i 
: ' I 
I 
. • I-
I . 
I'' \ 
. I , 
,Only three -of the , r~pondents reported-that they· had 
completed 'an education course at uriiver!fi_ty relating to· ·the 
use of computers in education. None of the . respamdents wa~· 
" . . 
. . 
involved· with the· ·_use of computers in schools at 
completing the q.uestionriaire •. · · · 
... 
t 
.. 
,· 
the time of · 
·.· .·/ 
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A s~ary of _information of respon9,e~tsl' . 
teaching experience and t~aching certificate he~d . is 
provided in Tab~es 1 a-~d 2: · . . . · { 
Ta.bl_e 1 
'"'" t 
. T'eachi~g Experience of Responc;)en;s __ 
Years of Experience . 1-5 6-.10 ·P~.-15 16-20 ··21-25 ~26-30 
.. Number of Teachers 0· 12 6 ·0 2 3 
· .. Tabl~ 2 
Teac!ting_ ·<::ertif·icate of· ~espondents •·· 
.. ·_, 
·certificate 
NUmber .of . Teachers 
I 
0 
II III 
0 0 
.·IV 
·2 
\ . 
·' 
'• I • 
. . 
V ~ vr· . VII· . t 
• 5 1:0 6• 
·"' 
. . 
Section B -cii the questipnnaire contains a ··list of . 
. . 
ob)ectives.~hat the . wrlter had-decided that the handboo~. 
should meet. Respondents _were asked .to rate each ob-
r ~ • ,. 
· 
1
. /_:j'~ct~v~· ?il ~ five po~nt scale from poor to excellent 
. / · · ·. . . according to · the degree 
/. 
// 
the·y .felt the ~andbook had 
achieved ~hat objec~ive. 
/ 
-... 
• 
Respondents regl_stered their rating; of 'each of 
the objecti~es by circling· .one of the numbers · on the five 
• ~ -
.. . 
. . 
.. 
__ .,...· _.:. .. ---·-'··-·----pOint sc:a-le-.--'l!he·. resuits of t.heii:" ra-t.i-ngs are· sh~~ 
Table 3. 
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\ -Table 4 
·Results of Rat:\,ngs 
J 
' i"h = · 23 
.. 
' 
, . . 
• 
. Objective· 1 ........ . . ~ . 
' 
' I 
a) · Develop an understanding of 
' the co~cept of computer .. 
1iteracy ·and an appr~ciation 
of the need for ib 0· 
b) · . Appreciate the· historical 
antecedents ' and ·evolutionary 
trends of the 
. . 
0 .. computer. 
c) oevt1~~ a functional under-
standing of the computer 
hardware, software, and 
systems operation. o"". 
d) Develop an. awareness of a y 
.number. of computer lang-
uag~and an und~rstanding . 
of how ·high level languages 
make programming a computer 
. ;POSSible for the non-expert • ·O 
e) Identify some .of · the social 
.. 
concerns created 'by the ·'· .. 
widespr_ead use of aompu~_.s •. 0 
-··· 
f) Understand that a program is 
a series of ' instructions 
that must be \fresented to . . .. 
'th~ computer in an ordered 
'and ·l _ogical se~nce. ' . . 0 
g) Foster an underseancl!!!9 of· · 
videote~ through an examin-
. . 
ation of Telidon and 
develop a realization of 
·" . .~ ~ -~~r--im~..L.._Q. I..-..LVIn:t' ..LV.L 
education. . . · . ·0' 
. 
.. 
0 
. 
• • . 
- ~-------------------------
< . 
; 
. ~· . 
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-
I 
Rating. > 
2 ~ · 4' 5 Mean 
. . .. 
-. 
.. 
1 3 10 9 .4 . 2 < ., 
' 
0 6 12 '-5 4 . 
.. 
. > .. 
: ' 
' . 
. 
. . 
.  
. 
1 10 9 .3 . .:' ... . 3. 6' . ( 
. 
v 
. 
. , 
• ' 
. .
' . 
3 5 10 5 3.7 
. I 
' 
' 
0 3' 9 -11 4.3 .. .  · ' . 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
. 
I 
. 
.. 
.. 
0 7 10 '6 4 .. " 
. ' 
..... 
'. 
I 
' 
· .
.. 
. 
2. ·2· · 16' 3 ' '3. 9 i ) ! •' 
' 
; 
i 
! 
. . 
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. • 
• ! 
. ! 
.. 
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•! • 
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. · 
. '
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Table '3 (Cont.'d) 
~;7.,~ · / : 
n = · 23 .... Ra~ing 
Objective" • · ... .. .~ 1 2 3. 4 5 .Mean 
. . . . ' ' 
. -
-
oevelqp 
... 
h) an awareness of the'. -· .-
\IW'~ys iri which computer.s can -
assist with tQ.e. adminis_tra- . - .. . 
tiv:e tasks ..in education. ·.o 0 4 12 4 4 
. . 
.. 
Differentiate •· 
. ; ·~ i). among th~ . -mc:'-j?r classe~ of ·instruct'- ··-. . . , 
.· . 3·. 7 · · . "' · t1onal/learn_1.ng e4ucationa~) ,0 
·.computer. applicatioiJ,s. j . 2· §_ 12 3 
~ 
. . .. ~ j) Participate in efforts' to .. . , 
intrqduce and integra.te 
. · ' 
computers into .a school. o. 0 7' 9 7 
. 
4, 
. , I 
k\ Identify in-service -education as a nec!3ssa:t:y .. .. 
--
. -
' strategy for integrating • 
computers . into a school. · rAio1o .. 4.3 .. 
. 
.. :. c ·' . . : ... 
. • 
• : 
The ratings of the objectives by each of the r~-
. .. . .. 
. " . . 
. aponden~s ~as very poslti ve. . ~he lm~est mean ra~ing fo;r 
-~n· objective · wa_s 3'. 6 while the highest ~aa -~. 4· 'rhe . 
. .. . . . . ' . 
overall mean rating was.4~ 
·. 
. . ""-.:. . . l . 
. Th~ · comments made by the respondent· who rated · 
objective "c" as fair, ' f~lt. that. if a glos~a:ry had .. been 
. . .. ~ . , . . . 
·included ·in the hand}:>oo~ ~ - ·they would have had a -better . 
unqers~an~ing of the content • . Other respondents ·also . 
' . ·sta~d ·that -a glossary ~-o~ld be helpful. The writer has : 
s 
·aqded a qlossary to" overcQme this· weakness • 
. . 
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Other 'comments reinforced the author's 
' . 
recognition of the need for guch a handb~ok. All the 
respondents felt it was a very useful and informative 
I 
booklet. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS .AND RECOMMENDA'l;'ION,S 
Conclusions 
for 
Th~ · writer, a~ . a resul·t of reading . exterrs:iJvely , . 
. . . ( . . 
prepar.ation ·of the ~a~dbook and.reading the comments · 
. . 
' of eyaluators, .draws the following conclusions: 
\ .. 
\ 
"-
"' 
~ .. ' 
. . 
· .· 1. t' The_ ge~era'l purP<>ses o~ objectiv:es 
identified fqr the handbook ~ave . be~n 
.. 
l 
·-"' ..... ~ ...... -.. ... \ "' I 
.. - s~ccessfully achieved. 
. . 
2. The m~ority ~~ respondents had 
. A' ' :.,. 
l.ittle or no ·previous .knowledge of 
. . . -
computers or their· uses i'n educat-ion;_ 
. . . " ' . . . . . .\ 
There is a definite need for more 
. ' 
•• • 
in-service ·education for teactiers i .f 
3. 
,·. 
• 
coTQputers . are to .b_e . success.fully .in-
~egra~ed into the curriculum • . 
. .... ' 
-There is a need for teachers to 
. b~co~e- compu.t-er literate so that ,? 
- . · . ·.; 
- they wi~~· be able to provi~.e f ~t.u~Jnts 
. with an e~ucation that will pre~;{.re . 
them for the .post industrial soc~ety . , . 
hat is emergi~q.- Knowledge of 
. . 
computers will be es~ential · in a 
. . . . \ 
post-~ndtistrial society based on 
' • . 
,. 
• ·*" 
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4. 
.. , 
• 
' 
J 
f 
. storage, analysi~. ' and retx:ieval of· 
data-. 
-It·.is ~ecessary for teachers to 
recogn;i.ze the limitation$ as wei'i 
. ·as the ·potential of computers so 
' ' . ' 
42 
that myths that abound about -computers 
can ·be destroyed •. . Computers . may ' cha~ge· 
' . . ' 
': the role of tlte . teacher 'and studen't, 
- ~ I+' 
w'i11 · probably 'never replace human' -
.. . .).. 
s . . to recognize, and to 
. take · steps ·t?. corr.ect p~oblems that . 
arise as a result of differential 
access to • computers. . :E;Xisti.nq social_ 
4 • ' • • • • 
differences may be exa~er9ated.and 
·. . . . -~ 
-sex~role ster~otypincj may be' r~in­
. forced. 
. . . (-,) 
There i~ a ve~. real need for -more 
research . about the ~ffects of computer.s 
· on yottng .people1• 
. -1' • • _ .:. · 
. 7. . computers can· be ve~ he~~ful .in . per- . 
. fo~in_g . ~dmin~ra~ive ~asks at tl}e 
1 
··school and di.strict level·• 
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RecoiTU'Ilendatians 
The writer reco'fl!lllends: 
1. That a gre~ter .effort be made by school 
boards to in-service their teachers to 
ma~e them awar~ of applications of the 
edkcati~nal.ap~licat;ons 0~· cbniputers in l . . . 
. ·education·. · . · 
"2. ·· That· the provincial ·government .set up a 
' . . . . . 
1.. ; ' ' • ' 
collection of -educa.ional softwar.e pro~ 
grams ~nd make t~· available to. schoois , 
~ 
. t~ough .the Instructional Materials. 
Division ~f - ~he ~epartm~nt of _E~ucation. 
3.. .. That .guidelines .'b.e .prepared for. · the : 
purchase of computer hardware. 
; 
4. That curriculum: guidelines . be e.s~ablished· 
. " . - . . . . 
'-""'~ /.for the introductio~ of c~mputers into · 
5. 
.. 
elementary schools. As computers. become : 
.. avitilable to mor~: and more :young children,~ 
the need. ·for computer literacy i.n the · 
p~iniary and elementary grades · increl;lses. 
.. ' ... / · 
That school libraries acCil;lire a collect~oJ:l 
of materials - books, maga2:i.nes, as well 
as · A-V materials -•f9r ~and st~~ent 
use. I 
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''\,. 
6. Th~t c6mputer literacy courses· not 
... 
become. the exclusive doma~n ·of 
,J .. • • • 
.. 
m~thematics and ·scienbe teachers. . · .... j 
.. 
• 
. I 
~ is necessarv .f_or a!~', teacli~r~ to ' 
' ' ' 'V tl' ~ 4 I ' ~ • , "\ I 
--~ become ·involved and for this ·re·ason · 
.,, . G 
I • 
) 
... = a single course in . computer literacy 
\ 
. . 
.• 
. ,. is . inadequate. 
f 41 ' • 
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Chapter I 
·In traduction 
l.. Definition o~ computer Literacy 
( 
Throughout t~ 1970's a concept mo'st frequenthy r· 
referred to today as co~uter literacy evolved. There :are 
still varying views of what this term means or should mean. 
. ' 
. :T~iteracy i~ .itself a vague term· that of~~n ref~rs to ·a 
~~ . ' ' ' • \ ·~rson's abi~ity.to read and write . in his own languagl .
. 
There are various stages of -literacy. One may only .be 
, ' 
literate enough to read the · newspaper while another may 
posse·ss the skills necessary to be a journalist or a 
creative -writer • . The first has m~stered the skills neces-
• 
sary to become functionally literate while the second has 
\ 
become expert in the mastery of language symbols ~ To 
what . degree must a person be aware of and able to ~se 
' computers before he is considered computer literate? Is 
one computer literate if he is aware of the uses of corn-
puters in so_ciety and their impact on our cul ~e. or, 
must he be fluent in "c~uterese" and expert i~writing 
~ ' 
. programs? Just as there are levels of . literacy in reading 
and writing in .soc~y"; there will" exist v~rying . degrees 
of computer literacy. 
Nontheless, there is a need to come .. to an under-
• 
standing of what computer lit~r.acy should be. to ,determine 
. . 
• 
•• 
\ 
, · 
• 
.·• ' 
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.what tne schools need to teach studertts. to make them 
. . 
'COmput~r 'lit;~rate Citizens. Ther~ are certain minimum 
levels of competency -that must .be attained be~ore one · 
- . ' . .. . 
. I 
can be considered computer literat~. · Noonan (1983) 
states that to ·be computer literate you must know sopte-
.. 
thirig. about ·the following areas: 
. I 
I 
~ What computers are 
.• ·How to 9B'l a computer 
· .: ·The histor-'}1 of computers 
. • Kfnds of computers . 
• Computer hardware 
• Computer · software . . 
• · Computer systems . _ . . 
• What goes on inside the computer 
• The languages ·of computers · 
• ' Programming · · ·. 
How coinputer.s work for us 
Computer problems· 
The future of computers 
(p. 2) 
. · . 
., 
. · For Cobut:n 1 Kelman 1 • ROberts , Snyder 1 _Watt,- a:qd · Weiner 
·. (1982) computer literacy is th~ "general rang:e of <Skil ls . 
and understa~ding needed to function in a society 
increasingly dependent on computer and information 
~echnology... (p. 56). They distinguish between the 
computer .illerate . (a per.son who knows nothing and wa·nts 
to know nothing about computers) and the computer 
lit.erate - a person who ,is able . to: 
.. _ 
a) program to achieve personal academic and . 
vocational goals; 
b) use pre-progr ammed materials and judge 
their suitability and understand t he i r 
•· ~imitations; .. 
\ 
· .
. · 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I : 
• I 
I 
• 
l 
~ 
·! 
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I 
, . 
I• 
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·'. 
,> 
·. 
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•' 
/,. "d.':". . . . h - 3 r - -. 
c un erstand t e growing economic, social and ' 
psychological impact of computers on society 
and its components; · 
.... . 
• 
·' 
·a) !JSe itieas from the world of ~omputer pr_ograms 
and computer applications as part of their 
strategies for·information retrieval, communi-
cation, and problem so·lving. (p.57}. 
Klassen and Anderson (Kepner, 1982) sta~e: 
. . 
.-.· 
·computer l·i teracy is ~hatever ·understanding, · 
skills and attitudes orie needs ' to function X 
·effectively within a given social role that · I • 
·~i,:ectly or indirectly involves .computers~.. · · 
. Stu~ents need 'to know how to use the computer .. 
. as a tool in their schoolwqrk and they need 
. to know about the limi tatiqns, . genera). c·~pa- · · 
bilities, and ·social.'implications of computeJ;"s . ' · 
·for coping with computerization in.their eve~y-
·day lives~ (p. 26) ~ · 
, 
The;Need For Computer Literacy 
.. 'J. 
I 
Throughout the past decade the switch from an 
. . ' . 
. . 
industrial soc~ety ·to a post-ind~strial society· base~ · 
on information gathering, ~to~age, ' retrieval, a~alysis, 
' . 
and dis~ribution has beGome : .increasingly obviou~ · . LaConte_. 
·(1982) states that "the curriculum in the schools does not 
impart the skills necessary _·for an infoonation society. 
Students need skills in the following areas: mes_sa·ge 
c~mpression; decoding and interpreting condensed messages;. ~· 
Kinesic·s t.int~rpretation: of .body langu~ge); · synthes·izi~: · .. 
~information,. ·. ViSl:Jal literacy; rapid' analys.i,s 'and evalua- . 
. - '· . . . ' .. . . . . 
tion of -message validity"~ (p. 30) • . M9~e than· half the 
' I 
' ... -
" ·{ .... :.'. 
·•· 
I 
, · 
l 
. I 
I '• 
.·. 
). 
' 
·I . 
.. 
. I 
'\ 
• I ~ . . . 
. . ' ·,? 
. "· 
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4 
·.U.s. workfo·rce, is engaged in the ·information i.ndustr~. 
·~ . . . . . 
{La~onte 198.2) . , 
.. . ' . . . 
. · · . ... ~~\hur . !Ju~t~~) st~ted · tha·t. !'Thei ability 
to . u~e compu,~s i~ as · ba,stc"'..!f ~ecess~ry . t~ ""'per~on' s 
formal'education as reading, wr~ting an~.arithmetic". 
. . . . . . ' 
(p.98) • . As earJht . as 1.~7S, , at the World Conference on 
. . . 
·.computers .in Educa.tion~ a ·proposal was made that univer-
~al computer _literacy s.hould. be the .. goal . for the 
instructional 4se of · C01ftputers in .the 1980.' s. (Wilton, • 
. . . 
19fll) .... 
· .Klasse~ ~n4 . Anderso~ (Kep~er, 1982) found that 
.•: ....._,;, 
young. people were. not a:nuch' better ·informed · about ·computers · 
than . the generat-ion· that .. !:?receded the,m: Their eiurvey 
s~owed . that -mere exposure to computers· is . not : enough to 
.eliminate.the'myths that abound abbut the technology. 
. ·. . . . . 
·Ypung people influenced by writers . such as Isaac Asimov, 
~. ·, . . . .. . . 
r . . ' . . 
. and filmmakers are often ~~.2~<\ that computers can 
t111nk· a .nd: that· robo~~ ··are huma:n\u~e ·i~ . their appe~ra~ce .. · ·. 
: '· • . • . •• '-..... .l • . 
Accor~~ng to ~ndre~ Molnar (1978) . cr~~er il.litera.c:::Y. is . 
-a pi:Ob~em we must solve: computer r·ter~y is as important 
\ . to an information society as .energy -~at industrial . 
There is a need· to m~-. th·e comput'er 
. . . 
society.· (p.~." 
. . ~ 
an· integra~ 'part· of our educational · system. from primary 
. gra_des to uni vera i ty •. It is ':lot· enOugh to have~ .course 
. . ' 
·. 
_____ ......... .,._ 
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introduced at the ~econdary _le~el to introduce students 
to computer .proqranuning .. There fs a need to create . 
within our ~oung.people a knowledge and an ·Understanding 
. , . 
of the u."ses of computers iri societ'~· . They must· become 
. . l . 
~qanipul~tors ·of the technoloi a~d not just be manipula.~ed 
by it. The computer has ·made redundant some industries· . 
~./ 
and~occupations. 'It would ,be foolhardy ·. for ,educators t() 
overlook its'~mplicatiqns and uses.for education in the 
.. . 
·. 1980 • s. lgnorance of comp'lJter~ ·Will crea~e a neJ~ form ·. 
of illiteracy which. is !Just as serious as ? pe~son. s ·· 
. ., . s,...._ ' 
.inability t~ · function in the ·tradition·al "3 ·R~s"'. Com-
puter : li tera'cy ·has or \-till become a prereq~isite to 
. ,. . . . 
· , I · ~ · functioning effectively '. in an !~formation society. It 
: . . · . . '. ' . . .. . . . ~ . . .. . 
·· is, ·therefore,· a. responsibility ·. of educators . to ensure ·· 
' . . . . 
. . . . ,. . . . . ,. 
that computer related curricula are ·introdu.ced into. our 
schools. so that o\r st~de~ts w~ll ~0 ~o~g~r ~e graduating 
·with an inco~ple~e education. 
I 
3. Impl'i .cat·ions For 'Educators 
< • 
In · addition . to having knowledge . . about C()mput ers 
. . .. 
and· their applications in s9ciety, educators need to be 
. \) \· 
• • • . " \ I .. .!> 
fami•liar with every a):l'pect of•coriiJ?uters as it reljl'tes to 
their profe~sion. They need to be a·~le to di.f(e~el'\tiate 
. among the classes of the · in·structiona.l/lea t;"ning applica-
. 
tiona Cjf.· compu~ers · ~nd apprecie~te the roles qf stud~nt,· · 
.. 
\, . . ; / 
j 
( 
i 
'I 
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teacher and sC:hool. Educators must have the skills and .. 
~nowledge to evaluate and select hardware .and so~twar~, 
as weU as develop strategies for their introducti.o'n into ; ~ 
o(... .. .. 
the·school and school curricul~~ Without ~uch ~nowledge, 
. "" the success of computers in education is not assured. 
The success or failure of compuiers in education 
is as much dependent on the way t~~Y ar~· int~~ed into. 
the ~chools as it is on the expertise of the teachers· in 
selecting suitable hardware and software for~use in . 
different educational settings. . This ~s an imp6rtant 
consideration for any teacher ''or school,. administ:r:ator. 
· The success of computers- i~ 1 schools is dependen~ upon · 
·accessibility,, portability' and fle~ibility : of ·th~· dom-
. puter hardware. and software. In order ··for schoofs · to 
take advantage of a· m~crocomputer•s· attributes ·- small-· · 
ness,• portability and "indepe~dence" - the microcomputer 
-\' 
· .must be mobile. · Morel\1111. be said on · thi·s issue in a · · '--
· later ·chapter where. the problem' of integrating computers 
into the school will be discussed. 
It is important fo~ teachers to be aware ·of the .. 
three basic ways that computers can· be used ·in. schools • 
The c;:omputer can be usetl as . the object of inst~·uclion; 
.. 
the information included in the first five chapters of 
this handbook is the type, of instruction that would ' be 
r- ... ·~ . ) 
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\ . . . . . 
given in this ~ode. A ·second way i 's to use the computer 
as a tool. · Numerous softwar~ p~ckages exis~ to 'offer . · 
~ t~~ t 'eacher -~. ~t!lection of .. p~og~.ams ranginq .. "~rom: simple', 
drill ·and practice exercises to W,ird process~ng or :, . 
. . . . . ' 
. . 
statistical ·analysis packages. · The third ·function of· 
. ' I . . • • . 
. . ... ~ ' 
COffipUte.rS in SChOOlS · iS as· · an· aid tO ·help teacherS 1 
.. . . 
' .. ~· ' .. . 
school ·administrators .. and . ~chool· bo~rd· ~ersonnel to · 
• • • • • • • ~ •• ' • •' • I. • ~ 
. . . ..· . 
'· manage in~tr.uction ·more effici~ntly •. \ · .·:· 
• • 
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Chapter_ II ~ 
- .. 
·History of Computers 
'\ 
\ 
· ·1. Pre-1940 1 s ' -
.. 
The fi~st computer was probably tqe pan~s. The 
use of ten fingers. for counting may have ' led to the decimal 
. ' ' 
. ' 
number system. · The abacus U.nvent~d by the' Chi!'ese in 
•2600 B.c·., and later developed b;Y the Greeks and Romans·) 
beca~e a portable c~~ting m~chlne. Th~.Ro~ans began to 
use counting boards which-w&re usep for counting and 'cal-
. c~lating until the 1600's. As": the · need for 111or~ ~omplex f.-
. calcula·tions grew, so did th~ development of calculators • . · 
·The a·ge of explor.ation ·and trade brought with it the need 
to be able tyerform. complex navig~tional ca.lcu~ons 
for·ships. ·rT was also an ag~. w~ich rendered obsolete the 
comparatively .inefficie~t Roman humeral system and ; led to, 
~he adoption of th~ Ar~bic .. numera·tion sy~·tem with rts · .. ' . 
. . ·place values and concept .of. o. 
' . 
In 1614 John NaJ?_ier first pub'!~hed a table .of 
logar·ithms which eliminated a lot of calculations for . 
' ' 
. mathematicians; . . They 'could now 'refer' to Napier Is tabie. 
Napier also invented pne of the earliest machines to ' be 
' .. 
v 
used for mult~plica.tion. It was referred to as Napier's 
"rods" o.t:. "bones". 
.I 
. ' ~· 
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.. Another advancement ~h ~~mput~~ te~hnology . tqok ' 
place when Blaise'Pascal, tired of ad~ing·long columns 
of figures for his tax collector father, invented·a 
.. . ( ' ' ' 
' . mechani~ed•adding machine in 1642. It was called the 
. ·· . .._ 
./machine ariL'hmetl~ue"·. .. It was very expensiv~ .t,p c?n-~ ._, 
struct and was never marketed successfully bec~use human 
.)1: 4i," 
labor was ~Heap~r. 
. . 
In 1694 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz , dev.eloped a 
machine 
. . . ' 
that could mu~tiply an~ divide. It was the fore-
.... 
, 
' . 
th~ presen't day mecha9ical calculators. . ,_' runner of ":' : 
• • 
·A gre1.t a~v~nce in·. computers. took place in 1725 
when Blaise Bouchon constru.cted a loom which was . controlled 
by ~oles in a roll of paper. The ~oles · in the. pape5. 
; • ' • J • .'' - • ;.' ' 
"programmed" the loom to produce · a particula; pattern. · 
' \ 
In 1801 Bouchon • s invention was· mo~Uffed by Joseph ~·rie 
• • fit"" ' • # 
' • 
Jacquard.. Hi·s machine used punched cards to control· the 
patter'n of the w~ave'. ~r .1,000 . needles cou!d be con-
0 
trolled at one time to create very intricate des}gns. 
Needless to say, it redqced · the amount of labou.r req~red 
for weaving cloth. ·.Some modern 'day compu·ters · may still < • 
... . ' ' . ) 
be . programmed using punched .carqs. The car.ds may also 1 • J 
• 0 • ., • l 
serve a~ s·torage devices .for prograltts or data. 
I 
· Charies Babbage·, considel;"ed to be -~~h~ fa"ther of . 
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# 
the modern day computer,,developed. the difference engine 
....,._..._in . 1822. It cpuld be used to compute logarithm tables·. 
. /. ' ,,. Babbage began, but n~ver comtleted, an analytical eng~ne 
- ' 
• 
., wh;i.ch had -.~any of the character is~ics of the modern co~­
puter. Informa~on ~as to be input usin~ punched cards 
' 
and th·~ results dutput on a printer. . Ho~ever, the 
~ 
technology·of the day 9~uld h~ _ prQduce the precision~ 
~· . 
tooled. gears and levers n~·ssary .for it to operate·. .... i"" 
·Although the mechanic~ failed the concept of a p~ogram~­
mable calculator had been conce~ved. · When Babbage died 
in . 187t, · technology still had ~ · ~au~ht . up to his jea_s ~ 
In 18S4 George Boole de~ed rules of logic 
• <:: • . • .... 
which :· is known today as "Boolean . logic". These ' rules 
.. ' 
are based '&11 ... tr~e and false condi'tion~. If two things 
A / I ' 
are. true, then a third must occur ~ The logic is simple 
.. 
•' 
but. it is the .simplicity of it tllat makes i,t . so •useful'· 
for computer appii~ations: Boole's logic can be 
• • 0 • • .t"'f 
reproduced in electronic ·computers by·on~off switches, 
'!r• by th~ Pf•••n,;e or ~bse~9.• o~ . an ~eC~~onic cufreiit,' 
• or ·f!Y the · pr:senC:e · o~ · abse~nc~ of a hole in a card. Noonan 
(1983) ,gi vee' this e~~ple ·o.f Boolean logic;:: "!f you , ate 
I ' 
" 
'-... 
"·. 
" 
' . 
. ' 
·. 
j 
·standing outside unprotected : and 1 t is raining, then ·you · -~ < 
• I ~ 4. I 
· will ·get .we~"- . ·(p_.46) ._~· - . . · . · · . , 
I} ' • ' ~ tt ~ .... ....,._ ..... 
·: 
• 
~ ..... 
-Ahother d~velopme~~ in the mo~ern com~uter took 
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_place in 1890. The u.s.· Census Bureau were concerned. 
: it ' . 
because it would take twelve 'years to tabura.te the 
r • 
information ·gathered i~ .the 1890 census. There was a 
need for a 4macli-ine "tc) comPJ.ete the i890 . census. before 
. -
the one for 1900 was ta~en. He.11man Hollerith developed 
. - . . I . , 
a _calculator wh~ch used punched lcards·and electronic 
signals to calc~late the,~ensus data. As each card 
. pa_ssed ~hrough the machine! me\.<ll pins w~re ·br~ught! down 
on the_card, 'passing through any holes in the card, · com-
" "' 
· pleting · an_ e~ectronic circuit. Eacb time a circuit was 
. . 
. . 
· completed, a n~er. was registered on the co~nting dial. 
... ~ ... 
·: By 1892 .the census date wa/ proces_sed. The·. technology · 
'deveioped·by the in!ustrial revolution, coupled with the 
. 
use of· electr-1-c:ity, allowed Hollerith/to succeed .. where ·· 
.. )
Babbage had fail~d. 
In 1904 John',r.Ambrose Fleminq invented the vacuum 
. . 
tube which made pbssible SUGh inventions as radar, radio, 
well as powerful computers. The vacuum 
... 
te\evision, as 
tube /amplifies electrical signals which make ,it possible 
' 
to
1
use electrical impulses to process numbers, as in early 
electronic computers. · 
~ . ' 
In 1924 Herman doil~rith's company pecame ~own 
( 
. - t . 
·' -. 
as· Internatiqnal BusiJless ·Machines (IBM) • It became •. · '\.. , 
t~~ ~argest "computer man~fa'\t~rer i,i _.the wor~d. IBM 
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marked the end of an era; from this time on -teams of 
• inventors were assemble~ to replace the individual working 
alone. in 1937 IBM funded a -Harvard University team of 
• 
sc\entists who began working on an aut9matic computing ·• 
.mac bin~. /r~ Germany, . Ko~ra~ ~use was working on the con-
struction of an electronic digital computer. In England, 
a group of English scientists under the leadership of 
I 
Alan Turing was also wor~ing · to _ develop an e1ectronic 
Cf?mputer that could decode German messages. This was a 
<) ' 
dedicated no~-programmable computer. It was comp1eted in 
1943~ .. 
. 2. Post 1940's \ . 
. . . 
' nuring the 1940's the Second World War lent impe-
\ 
tus to the development of computers~·. When the war was 
fought on battlefields·sucn as the Sahara Desert, the 
·military discovered · that dis~ance and elevation tables· 
• 
.. 
' for art~lary didn't work. John W. Mauchly, a physicist, 
and J. · Presper Eckert thought that an electronic computer 
woulQ ~e ·useful fo~ ca~culating trajectorie.s for artfllary 
ammunition. In 1943 they began work .qn the E~ectronic • 
Numerical Integrator and Calculator (ENIAC). It was 
., . ... . 
constructed using vacuum tubes rather than m 'chanica! 
·. 
relays. 
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" Meanwhile, the_ IBM computer being constructed at 
. I . 
Harvard Uni.versity wae completed in 1944. The MARK I (as 
.... , 
it became known) ·Was a monster. It measured 51. 5 meters t 
in length by 2. 4 meters high and weighed · s t'ofs. MARK I · .,!· 
contained over 800 kilometers of wiri.ng.r re cou1d be 
• 
programmed with punched paper · tape and once the machine 
., wa's started, it operated completely on its ~wn p9wer by 
electric.! ty to work the mechanical relays and swi t6lles. 
I , • 
.. 
The major ~rawback to the MARK I was frequent mechanical 
breakdown. It was also non-programmable. 
I 
' The ENIAC was completed in' 1946 and it, too, was 
massive. It weighed 30 tons and filled a large room. 
-The ENIAC was capable of making computations 1, 000 times 
faster than any other computer available at that time. 
In ·only two hours it solved a nuclear physics problem 
that would have required 20 me~ five years to complete. 
~ . . . ' The major disadvantage was frequent breakdown as a result • 
-
. 
. of vacuum _tubes ·burning. out. : The computer had to be kept 
in an air ~~"ed r~m because of the great amount of · 
... 
heat generated by the thousands of vacuum tubes. Another 
problem ·was that the only way it could be programmed was 
J 
to rewire parts of . the machine, a · time consuming task. 
In 1949. Maurice wt"lkes completed the. construction' 
-it 
of a computer kn9wn as the Electro~ic Delay Storage 
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~ . . 
Automatic Calculator or EDSAC. It used paper .ta~e to input f 
instructions and a te~print~r/for the output of the re$ults . . 
The EDSAC was ·the first computer capable 'of storing programs. 
This" was a tremendous breakthrough because now a program 
.. , 
""' 
could be changed while the computer was executing instruc-
tions. 
In 1948 the transistor was (pvented. • This invention 
-,..- , 
was to help create much more reliable computers since it was 
capable of amplifying a signal without producing hea·t. It 
\ 
was also much, smaller than a vacuum tube and because it 
~-~\ 
,;produc~d little heat, transistors could be p+ace~ clos~ 
I 
~ . . . 
together. computers could ·now be smaller, more reliable 
,. . 
and operate without the help of extensive ai~ conditioning. 
By 1951 the first computer was being marketed com-
' . 
' merci-ally: Previously, comput.rs were owned by governments 
and it was commonly believed. that a country would only need 
one to meet its needs. The Universal Automatic Computer 
(UNIVACI), ho~~ver, appeared on the market in 1951. 
In 1953 the ~irst "real . '~me" computer was com- • 
.,~ 
pleted at MIT, the Whirlwind. Thil) computer . was referred 
to as a "reai time" computer because it simula.te'd an event 
. " ' 
··. J.n the same altount cif time it would have taktn to complete 
.. 
· in real life. It was the first machine to use magnet!~ · 
•• 
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. ( . 
core storaJe ·which had .been .~nv~~ted ~t MIT in 1949 by 
.... 
' Jay Forrester. MIT engineers also invented. test equip.:. . 
·' · 
ment that has•been ·used all over the world to test 
... 
computers.· 
1959 
The ·modern comp"~~ was born · in the 1960's. 
a met)lod was developed to ~ac~ an " 'intesratld 
circuit'' on a silicon chip. The "chip" has made it 
~ \. 
In 
possible to produce smaller and chea·per computers. In 
'\the 1960 ~ s the rninico~uter wa_s · conStJ;'~Cted using , · 
,;,....-- . ~ . 
electronic circuits placed on the su:face ·of !-" _chip. · 
By 1970_ th~ technology--- was · avaj.labl~ to C?Onsti:uct ·what 
-is commonly referred to 
possible to place 1,000 
as the microcomputer. It was · 
. . ~ 
. -
transisto~s ~n .a single chi~ on~· 
. . 
quarter of an inch"square. Once a master circuit is 
. .... 
. . 
produced, it can be ~sed .to· p~oduce thousands of silicon 
~ . 
chips cheaply~· · In,l972 when Intel produc_ed the 80SO 
_ microprocessor. chip, th~ jtcrocomputer b~came a ·realit}'~ 
I . 
Personal computer build~~t-yourself Jtits were marketed 
.; in 1974 . It was also in this year. ~at the first -.com-
· t 
" mercially successful microcomputer was introduced (Altair). 
By 1977 Radio~ack (TANDY) and Commodore began marketing 
' · i' . • 
a computer· so simple, it merely had to be plugged in to 
They were sodn to .q«t competition from APP~E, Atari, 
and ·'l:exas Ins.trwnents .when .they enter~d the market in 
•. 
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I 
i978-79. ·. By 1978 65,000 transi~'tors were -leing. placed 
. on a chip. \-
• • : The development .of ;nformation ~etr\~val s!s\e~s 
• 
such ·as Telidon ·began ~o ap~ear .in North America and • 
.. 
. Europe_ in 1979. These• systems make ma~sive amounts of 
informatlon available in - -~-~~-onds .to their ·.s.ubscribers-. .. 
Terminals have now ·been set up coast tQ coast in canada' 
so that ·people may have access to. the information stored . 
... ; ., 
on a . large central computer. 
· Cash registers in many stores are no. longer rnech-. · 
· anical _calculators but. compute~ ~erminals. They record 
., 
. . . . 
the sale, cU~duct: one from the inventpry and make sure 
. . . . . 
management is · aware of.~ · l~w s~pply ?f a pa.l;'tic~lar i t~in. 
. . 
Microprocessor based heat pumps, .~hermostats, and patie~t 
.. monitoring equ~pment ha'-" · be~n . avail~ble since .1'980. 
The compu.tex: of t}?.e 1980's is . beconiing smaller F . 
~ ·, 
~ · . more· powerful and cheaper e·ach year·. :~ . They ·are much more 
' . ·' 
·. 
' . 
reliable and flexible tha~· the "monsters"' of. the 19~0 .. ·s 
and 'SO ~a • . Equipped with; voice synthesizers·, they can 
speak:, can recogniz.e the· audible word and compose ·music •. 
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. ' Chapter ~J;I 
.. 
What.is·a. Computer? 
• A computer ·is a machine that can man~pulate ·arid. 
. . 
compare data. It is ·a .·"stupid" . machine. because i-t ca~ 
' ,. . . ' 
do nothing ,except. ~hat it is instruc~ed to do. Some. 
. : . . .. . .. \ . . . 
refer· to it as an .elect~onic bra~h because ~fits ability 
' . . ... . · .. ~ . . . . .· . 
~o manipulate eri~rmo6s amo~nts o~ data in seconds • . How~ 
ever, the quality of the information put into the 
. . . . 
computer determin~s the quality 6£ what comes out. ~s 
. . . ' .. 
! 
. the' saying goes·, if garbagE! goes in, then garbage' will 
. ' . . . . ' . 
be· output by the comput~r. · The central J?rocessing unit 
. . 
(CPU) . is · t~e so~catl;.ed 'brain of th~.· C?Jnputer. · it c;:on"t:ains.: 
the i c~ntrol ,unit and t~m~o~ary mel'!loi-y :registers whi~h- . . 
.... 
. l " 
· ·control all the opera tiona~ that the c;:omputer performs.· 
J 
' •· . 
Kindsi of· Computers 
Computer~~may be classified in a variety of ways: . 
·' ~inframe, mini, or micro; dedicate.d o:s::: non-dedicated, 
analog or . digital. The mai~ cla-ssific;:ation is analog 
. . 
and digital. · Analog computers are best used as me'asuring 
. , . . 
machines. They use springs, .expanding liquids, electrical; 
current, · etc.~ to .display results on · output devices such 
. ./ . 
. . . . r . ., 
as dials I s~ales or .. mac~ines that plot '<Jraphs.. Clocks I " 
watches ~ and speedometer~ are all examples of analoq 
. ' 
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computers: 
. I 
: . ' ' 
. Marty modern C:omputers are .dig! tal. The digital . . 
. . ~computer us~~ cUgit~ -~~~s to calculate and· compute; 
it 'wilr'·noi m·ea'sure 'unless it ' is connected to an anal.og 
. .... 
•• 
According to Noonan· (1983} they have five 
. . 
elern~nts: 
·i. _Input devic.es to · put da'ta or .programs into 
the .comp:uter; 
.. ~ 
2. icont~oi unit which contains the arith-
· meticar rules that ~re used ' to deal with 
. · the problem';· . 
. .. . . . 
' . 3. Storage d.evices to' store· instructions . and 
data; .. 
' 
' . I 
' . I 
.... 
4·. A processing unit which figures . out the 
solution to _the problem by following . 
5 i~structions and using dat~; 
·. 
. ' 
-~ 
. ·s.. ·· Output devices ·such 'as printers. which · . 
p~int out the solution ~o the probl~m . 
(p.66). . , ; 
~ 
• '·II 
Digital computers may be; classified ·into two main 
~ypes~ -·dedicated and _non-~edicated. A dedi~ated com- . 
puter' mfk~s full ~se ·of. the digital co~puter • s capab.il.- . , 
. ttles 'b~  is programmed .by .-the manufactuz::er to petform . . 
.. . ... . 
a certain task or tasks. The user cannot cha,nge .the 
. px:oqram. The automatic washer has a set ~umber of . 1 
:/1 -· 1 ·~roqrams set. by · the_manufacture~ and t~~ user ~ust ' us~ 
"· ... the machine within the constraints of these programs~ 
~ 
A very/common type' of dedicated· computer is the electronic 
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~id'eo game.. ;5ome wqrd processors are als9 examples of 
dedicated computers. 
. . . 
A non-dedica~ed computer -can perform a ·variety 
68 
a ·f operations ·when ·given proper instruction~. ' It offers 
the user g~at7r flexibility since ·he can program the 
.·:. .machine to. perform the task he wishes, ~thin limitations. 
-- ~ -' __ .....:::.... _ ______ _ _ _ ·- ----r- ------:-·--..--- .--
_Non-dedicatec:l computers are· usually divided into three 
~ ' 
~,. 
types according to s1ze. But witp. the gr.owth in 'the 
.. 
power of small computers, tl;lis ~isY,nct~on _is· becomin~ 
b.lu~red • . _· The largest · is called a mainfram~ It is used 
by organization~· requiring a gr~at amount of computer 
. ,.. 
time. Governments and big business use this ~ype of 
compute+. Te~ls ·may. be set up thioughout a building; ·. 
or ~ . country.( to gi v_~ 'users access to the se~vice of 'this 
large computer. " 
. . ' 
The' second type of non-dedicated compufer .·is the 
minicomputer~ Today ·the mini can perform some. iasks as 
Well as larger machines. (Edwards, 1978). 
.,. 
It i~ commonly 
iQentified by its· stora~e-capabilities as _well·as 'expanda-
,. 
bility of. working storage •. 
. ... 
Microcomputers are the smallest -of th~ non-
. \, ' 
. dedicated computers' . They can perform as well as .some 
.. 
minis' given sufficent storag~, expansion capability 
. 
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and software. The !'mighty micr~" has found its way into 
the small business office, schools. and homes~· 
I 
\ 2. \ "" Computer Hardware 
• •• 
' f 
The ·hai;~~ar~ is the. "comptt~r -equipment that'· pon-
. . . . \, .. 
tains the circuit lpoaz:d, chips and other devfces that 
-.· -. _ ...:_ _ ____ ----:-!nake- -ehe computer function".· (Noonan, · 1983, p. 71). The 
. ...... ' 
,. 
' 
i : 
keyboard, tape recc;>rder 1 light pen: ~nd diSk drive are 
examp1es pf input devices. · Any of these can be ·used to 
. ' 
ll ·put· in~.o.rmation 'into' the computer. Som~· -common outpu,t 
·devices ar.~: y{deo monitor-, printer~ plotter, etc;· A 
.. ' ' . • . . . ,J 
modem may .be · used ·to connect · one . computer _to . another by · . 
way. of telephone lines • .. 
The computer itself is the most important part of · .-
• ' J 
the ha~dware and in the computer _the .cPq is the most 
.. 
. . . 
important, pa;t beca~se ,it hgntrols the operations. It 
uses electronic · signals, . called ·digital sign~ls 1 to 
represent ei.nary n'umbers which · are seguences ·of 0 .• s and 
_ ... 
l'.s.. A single 0 or 1 is · cailed a · bit.. Eight bits' or, 
.. ' . . 
binary digi tB" make up a byte. . A, sequence o,;:. group of · " 
b.its . tre,tted . as .a uni~ and stored ·~ one m~mory locati.on 
is a ~· (Lieberman et al, 1981) • · Reference to "8 . bits 
I • 
CPUs", or "16 bit CPUs" or "32 bi"t CPUs" indicates the 
amount of information that can be processed at a time. 
• 
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Th~ 16 ·bit' p_roc~ssor c·an process information much _faster 
than an 8 bit cpu·. ,. 
,. ' 
The CPU acc~pts instructions and carries them out 
' . 
. using storage areas called reqi.sters to hold information 
~i~hin the CPO~ . The ~nf~rmation ·is ~eld in '" the l:'eqis~s 
., # 
temporarily while ·the program i. s running. The CPU is 
. . · ., .. ~ . . ' ·. . 
connecte~ ·by a . series of pa~allel wires,, c~lled a b~s, .to i 
oth~r parts of the computer such as memory. · 
-"The computer memory is a lllng string of bits 
. . ' . ~ 
.... ' .;!) .' . . . 
that are ..accessible . in ·word sized chunks, 8, 16,- or· 32 
bits at a .time". (Coburn, . et al.., 1982, p. 46). The CPU I • 
can get data from anywhere in its internai memory because 
: . . . . . /r~·--- .· . ' 
eac_h ~it_ of (,nform~ t~on . is qiven a 1<:'-belled mE;m.ory space 
~.which is' c~-~ed ·its addre ;rs:= The CPU c~n access the · 
information in any- . ~ddress directly without ·having to 
pass ~ny other addresses· . . This is why its memory is 
referred to as ~anQom Access Memory (RAM). Information ,.. 
can be moved directly from RAM to the CPU as well as 
move~om the CPU to any RAM address ~ The computer 
w)l ~ontinue to stor~ .information·. 1~ RAM only w~i_l_e • 
.. . 
the power is on; .when the p~wer is ·turned off·, alltidata 
' . 
held in RAM ,is lo.st •. 
volatile· • 
For this reason, RAM is considered . \' 
' . 
.. . . 
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' 
Another . type of memory ·ls R"ead Orlly Memory (ROM) • • 
' •. :. <{ 
ROM is li~ an instruction manual. · · It contafns a· progr,..am .· :. 
I ' I o 
,. 
· which controls all the . oper'ations o~ the comput~7 · The 
compU:ter ca\ take ·or. read .information from ROM but cannot 
/.-· _stor~ ~nforrnah6n i~ · .it: .' ~oweve~~ the;e are· so~e. types of · 
• • - - -- 'J. .. , I ' .) 
ROM w~ich 'can· be .changed. PROM or programmable .ROM and 
EPROM, erasable·· . prograininable·-RQM can·. be modified,. 
. . 
RQM 
. ' 
• I 
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iS.· nonvo?-a til'e , . t.~e 0 ~ it" is not .,~r.aseg· . wh~?_.: .:th_e . ~o~;.r is.: . . . ,., 
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o~f. · ··· · ' · · · · · ( . ' ·. 
• • ' ~ ' I 
. Per.ipher·al · deviCes for sto.ri~g d~t~ .can· be gr.o,uped Q 
.•·.· ' 
intO three_', c'~t~CJOI~e·~ :._ paper 1 magn~.t~q. ·tape·' an'd' diSkS o ~· •· • 
, • • ~ ' : , . • • ' . .. • ' •• ·, • 4 •• ' •• : • · ' • : , ' • ~ tr : 
P,unched ·paper · and .. cards · a·re ob~ole-:te . for.-~prograrnming 1 
. . but :aaper will· continue"· to b~" usefu"l for outp~t of in;for- ' . . 
o 1 a ' : : '• , , 0 ' • ' 
. . . 
mat.ion. Audio--c;:assette tape; .. and tApe drives are frequently_. 
. . . . , . 
·. -
used' as ext~r~;l· :~tor a~~ d.e~.:l~s. · The _cass~tte ta)?e · is 
' slow and _comparatively ·unre~ia e, but ·a qheap_ means of 
... '" o ' c • ' • o I _, , 
storing ·programs. ';{Coburn:, et al. ·, 1982.) .. Reel to· Reel · 
.. . ' . . ;,. . . , . 
·tape. drives are much faste~ and -more reliable -:!Ju.t ~e 
. ' . ,. .. 
. • 
. ·"" / • 
cost 'is· ·high. · · A- g~od compromis.e . !s the flopp;Y-·disk· ·which 
., ' ' 
is cheap · and ~ provides .. acqess . t~·. any ..  _.~po.t. on the dis)c ;in . 
. ·, ~ . 
· thousanths of a ..J aecond.. Disks .are co•ted with .the same 
·- "'-'•./ 
surface material as magnetic tape and information can be 
• • ' ~ • , . , I 
~ecorded .on b'oth·.sldes. · Howevet1 the disk 4ri~~ i~ con-: 
.. . , . .. . ~ . - ' 
~ · side~ably ~ote . e~pe~si v~ t~an ca~~ette recor;drrs • . AnC?~h.er 
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. type of.- disk, the_hard· d.i.1tt, . :i~ 10 .tin{~s-.fast~r .. than . the·. 
. • ~ , "' • t ; 
~ ,. 
_}loppy ~nd ~s ~any _ t;im:s more i~formati~~· · £t·.is ·jnade - · ~ .-" 
. . . 
of aluminum and .requires a very . . expensive disk. . drive. The· 
. . . . 
. . . 
· CPU can_ write 'to and read from any of theste. s~~r~ge 
I' ' • "' • 
· dev.ices. · 
.. 
.... 
\ : . .. . ~ " 
Th~re are a number or p~riplferal devl"ees 'f9r ' the' 
·, 
. ..... 
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. us~r. Compq_t;ers , which use _..type"n;i ter-:-li_ke . ke)!boa:d~ . .... _. · . .. . ·. '- ;, . 
,:: for .input . s -end off a set ·_of . elect:t:onic pulses each·-~ t'ime- ~- . .. . : . . . . ' 
~ . a: _key 1s ;t~ssed. · Thes~- pu~~es. are chang~d -~nto.~a: on/··.· · :·· . . ·-\ ~ • · 
. . . • ~ l - • • . • . . : . . , .. \ • 
· · ; : . . _·. ··:· ·, < -~yte digital' signal tha''t ~eaches the CPU. The CPU · . . ··~ 
. . • . - b . • • . ~ ; ( ' • 
·· ' . ·. '" :· .· . . ; ~t~res the .. digital ~i~al in it~ memory" and sen&s· a - ,~ 
. . .... 
. • .. · ,.. . • - __.J1 
: C.qp¥ back_\ to a Vld~~ screen . o"i: a• hard-cOpy pJ;"inter. 
. ' . . . . . . . .. .; 
. . , 
Printers come ~in· a wide~ variety of model~_-, but-· / 
· 0 
\ 
..... 
• I 
•• -t- ·there ar~ on.ly ·-a few basic type~ df prin,ting~· the dot · 
. ·matrix which produces a type of print in which· the dots \ . 
• 
~ . 
•. 
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. I . -. j 
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.· . ! 
·Y' 
·' 
1. 
.. . .. . - . ~ . .· . . . .., .... 
.... ' . . . .. . 
. are easily . seen; correspondence quality printing ~n which 
' " ' 
·the dots are not as visible; ' and letter"quality printing 
which is achieved· by a special typewrit~r attached to a 
.. ~ lo. 
- computer or b>' ~he -daisy ~heel. The . l~ser .pr 1n ter · e·ro- , . 
duces pages per secoo·d .) >f excellent q~-~lity pr·int. ., 
. . ~ ' .. . 
·- ·" . . ' Additional peripherals ·-'include key pu~h machin.~, :-
, • ~ .. • .'l, •• • ' l 't 
_card 'sor_ter, card reader., tape punch or· k.ey-to-tape · : 
.. . ' -, .,... . . . . '. 
systems,. optical page reader (can read typewr~en pages), 
·• 
....... 
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,, l I . i mou~e; m~p~t (net.;,rlt cont;oller), ac~ilstic_ . ~oupler/ 
! ·~ ,--'"1-. ',tr dire~t luie, . product . code ~~~~ners ;--·speech _synthe~izers, 
· I . · . voice recognition u\its and muaic synthesizm:-s. This 
' • I • • • • • ' • 
" ' is not · an exhau:tive list, but will ·give the reader an 
. ~ 
idea of what ... i.s available in computer ha'l-dwa·re. Noona~ 
. . ~ ~ 
.' (.1.983) and Covvey· and McAlister {19~0) provide additional 
. . · · -~~fOrJ!l~on for the intereste.d ,reader. 
,., lt. . 
'\ 
· However, one other peripheral devi,ce". deserves, 
• . ~ale· a~tent{on. . ':rt 'is .the terminal. Most · t.!rmir:a~s use 
.I 
• J 
.. 
. . ,. " . . 
·· typewriter-l~ke . keyboards · as tpeir -input component ·and 
outpu~ information via a Cathode Ray· Tube (C~T) or hard-
. ; . ... 
' . 
~·. 
' 
copy printer; Video terminals . can output informa~ion 
,• I 
; ' f~ster. ana provide a more flexible medium for graphics 
.. . ' 
(Coburn et al. ·, 1982) , but o. hardcopy printer is usually 
_,.,. \ . ! , 
, . ~- r 
requi~ed to record 'a session 9n the terminal. 
• •• 't 
' . 
... '-· ·. 
' 
• 
' .. 
.. 
There are two types of termizlals - "dumb" and --~,.,..-
. ~ . 
. . . ;_intel~igen~" ~ An')ntelligent. te~i~al has 1a micropro~ J { ' 
. cessor 1nside it, while a dumb .terminal leaves it to the 
. "hos~" co~p~ter . to handle 'th~ ~ermi~l's functions an~ 
commanic~ltl-ona. 
• I 
'l •' 
·.r . 
~ A -~rminal may be located in ano~her room, another 
buii~inq or another country. Ta~inalb . ar• uaually con~' 
0. .. 
by teiephone linea. 
• - , 
~•cte4 to tbt hoat·coaputer 
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3. Computer Software 
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Generally, · software' is divided into two types: 
tlpplication~ software an'd systems softwar,e. ·· Systems 
~· · software is comprise~of programs put ln ' by the manufac-
" turer. It insulates'the user against obscure and trivial 
operations of the CPU. .It makes the computer do the tasks .. 
we want ·it to do. Systems software is essentially 
I . 
applications software for programmers, making it much. 
easier for them to write programs. It cont~ols t?e flow 
~· 
of data to the peripherals and makes it possible fo~ 
several users to shar~~ne domputer-timesharing system. 
Examples of systems soft,are include op·e~ting systems, · 
( language in~erpr~te~s or utility programs. 
,. .. _ 
;r· ... 
, ~llqa~io_ns software consists of .pr~grams that 
instruct t~,compute~ to perform such tasks as writing 
(_ I 
cheques, playin~chess or testing students. Both systell,\s 
and applications software are invisible. on an audio 
cassette tape or floppy disk, the .instructions that make 
' 
up a ~rogram a~e as inviaible and intangible 88 .the lyr~cs 
. 
of a song recorded on tape or 45 rpm record • . The soft-
• 
. ware· is. necessary to bring the hardware to life and allows 
•• the user to interact with the computer. 
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Educational Software 
Educational software consi·sts ·of programs· written 
.. 
specifically for· ~se in education"',to aid in learning a 
. . 
particular subj"ect or topic~~}~ The .program l\1ClY be d~signed 
'>'eo. 
to reinforce what has already been taught through dri·ll 
and practice or · to crea·te a broader understanding of the 
topic through simulation models. More will be said abo~j~• 
educationa+ software (courseware) in the chapter on 
..... 
computer applic~~ions in education. _ Compute~ss·:·sted 
Instruction (CAl) and Comput~r Assisted Learning ·(cAL) 
make extensive use of coursew~re. 
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Chapter IV 
.. .. 
Computer Lang~ages 
' -~aty ·.Numbers /Machine Language '\ 
t/1'.:. 
1. 
I . t 
· · ~ point out that the number system wf! have used all our. 
At the ~sk.of being redundant, I would like to 
. , . 
I 
.. 
. ~ ~ . 
lives is known as the decim~l system. We use ten dig.its. 
(0-9), probably because we have ten _fingers. In binary 
code there are only two digits, · 0 and 1. Combinations 
( 
of O's and l~s are used t6 rep~~sent all numbers and 
.letters. The com~uter reads l's and O's by the presenc, 
or absence of an · electron[~ · pulse. A pattern of ' pulse ,~ 
and no pulse signals result in a combination of O's and 
.. J 
l's to represent a character. The Am~rica~ Standard Code 
for Information Interchange (ASCII) is a binary code using 
8 bits to represent 128 text and control characters. It 
has become the standard code for storing and transferring 
data. For example .in ASCI!- 00000001 is A while B·is 
& 
OOpOOOlO. To change A to B in machine cotle a different. 
. . I 
bit is turned on. There are 256 different ways of 
arranging the O's and ,l's in an· eight-bit byte. 
. 
Tfiis ,ts 
; . 
• 
enough to represent all the sy~ols on .the .key oard, with 
1 . I ounda and special ,chara tara. 
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If the binary· system only uses two digits, l 1 s 
.. and 0 's, how can you ·.use it l:o count or perform mathe...: 
• 
matical operat~ns? Remernber ' that binary means 2. Values 
.. 
_ ~ase by f~ctors of 2; the second col~ ts twice the 
£ .. of the first .column. In our decimal system, nW~U>ers 
. 
, 
increase by factors of ten, i.e. d~cimal numbers are 
J '- ' 
Wr i tt~n in COlumn'S Of OneS 1 tenS 1 hundredS 1 thOUSandS 1 
• t 
etc. Binary numbers are written in columns of-ones, 
.twos, fours, eights, etc • . The decimal number for 13 
.. 
.. 
is f.hree ones and ·one ten. The binary number for 13 is • 
8 + 4 + 0 + 1 
00001101 or simply 1101 or (lx8) + (lx4) · + (Ox2) + (lxl) = 11. 
Another rterm used for binary code w. hen it is used 
\ / 
to program a computer is machine code or machine language. 
I .... . ' 
Writing a program in .machine cqde would oe a t:edious -and·-
time consuming task. It can also lead to many er~ors. A 
I· . I 
simpler method was ,developpd, Mnemonic Code, which use! 
I m~'chine code and English short forms. 
~ 
· v 
LD can be used to 
. -.. ~ 
I 
represent Load, D for Divide, RD for Read ;_. an.-~ .. on. Since 
"'· •· mnemon~to . the- part of the computer that ~ranslates 
assell\Qler, the term assembly 
Assembly language, because o~all 
• 
_the codes and mwrmonic symbols that are used, is still a 
' difficul~ language to uae. The big advant~ge of usi ng it 
11 that it uaea memory apace efficiently and a program 
'Ito * . 
.. . ' .. ~ ' .. ' . 
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language runs very fast .. 
. ~ 
2. High Level Langqages 
• ' 
Computers remained in the domain of the ~x~rt )' . . i5' . • 
programmer until high level . programmi~g languages were 
d~veloped. Machine ~de is a low · level language using 
only numbers while the high level languages are more like 
the English we speak to each other. They use an interpre-
te'r or cpmpiler to tla~slate the language into machine 
, 
code. Hundreds of high level languages 'have .been developed, 
many of them designed to. do one particular kind of work . 
Sorne .examples of tligh level languages that use an'inter-
preter are Beginners All-purpose Symbo'liq Instruction 
~ 
co!'e (BASIC), ADA, and PASCAL. Most microcomputers con-. 
.. 
tain a BASIC 1nterpreter chip. The advantage of the 
interpreter languages is'J t~at the user can interact with 
the program, modify, add, or delete parts of- .the program 
as often as needed and then run it. 
~ompiler lan~uagas ar~ no~interactive 
fore have. the di~dvantage qf not.being easily 
. ..... \ 
The whole program haa to.be recompiled in order 
1.nd there..: 
l 
d~bugged ~ 
to make 
changes in ie. ~ompiler languages· are auitable for batch 
. r . . 
'processiw. s~)' e~amplea are FORTRAN I COBOL I ALGOL and 
PL/1. The interactive languaqea auch. aa .BASIC are beat 
.auited for ,education becauae tth•y allow 'the uaer to 
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29 
communicate . fnteractively with the computer. Using .com-
piler languages has been compared to lette~ writing. A~l 
the information is translated into o· s and 1' s by the ~· 
o.~mpiler b~fore it is sent to the CPU to_ be exec1:1ted.- ( 
8 I~terpreter languages are· more like ·a telephone convers~.; 
. \ 
tion allpwing the user to make decisions ~ased upon 
•.. 
previous responses of the computer. It is similar to 
' . . 
,~eadi~g an instruc~ion, executing it, reading a ~e~o~d 
-·-. 4t' 
instruction and executing ~t before goin~ on to the third 
instruction. Lieberman, McFadden and Steeves _ (~981) used 
the chart shown on ~· 29 •. _i to illustrate language ' 
I rela~ionships (Fig. 4-l). 
·, 
·f , 
.\ 
l • 
A table o~ p. 30 lists some of the many computer 
languages 
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• • 
......... ... • 
.. 
I 
• 
Ordln1ry Engllah: An ultra-high level language 
The 
programming 
process 
. ·. 
A HJih Level Lengu1ge: Pascal, FORTRAN: COBOL. BASIC 
t 
• < 
Compile~ 
Process 
.. 
'·' 
.. 
A ... mbty Langu-oe: A lower levellenguage, 
Englllh·llke .• reflecting machine P,rocesses 
Atumbler 
Process 
Olsauembter 
·Process 
. ' 
M1chlnt Lenguege: The language the computer 
~ . . to us ln. binary as O's and 1't 
. '
~ 
'("'-. . 
\ ' 
I.,._/. 
' 
.. 
' ' ,. 
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j 
COMPUTER LANGUAG~S 
Name 
FORTRAN 
(Form Translation) 
COBOL (Common Business 
~rlented Languag~) 
ALGOL (ALGOrithmic 
. Language) · "' 
. AP:L . (A Programming 
:Language) · 
BASIC · (Beginners All-
Pu~pose Symbolic In-
·struction . Code). 
PL/1 Programming· 
Lang~~~ 
Initial 
Use. 
1958 
19.60 
1957 
·.19q,2 
1963-
1965 
1966' 
RPG li (Reports _Progress 1969 
·~era tor) 
PASCAL (Named for the 
French Mathematician 
Blaise Pascal) 
..... 
.AD~ · (~ady Lovelace's 
middle name-1st pro"' 
· granuner)' . · '· · . " 
* I • '- , . ' · :<. 
- .LOGO (Developed l?Y·• 
•. ·Seymout. Pappert at; MI~) · 
... .. · · J '~ ~,: . · 
~ 
. ' . 
... ' 
. . 
'1973 
l970 
. ' 
\ 
Application 
Scientific Language; 
Engineering and problem 
solving. ~ · 
Business language, pro~ 
ceasing f~les, payrolls, 
lists, etc. · 
Similar to FORTRAN: 
better suited for ~ 
. . 
· scientific calculations • 
. Interactive Applicat~on 
like BASIC. . 
: Education to teach novices 
programming skills •. 
Rec;::ea tion. 
~ 
CoUlbina tion ·of 'E'ORTRAN; 
and COBOL: batch proces-
sing; 'interactive. 
Reports; payroll 
•• 
... 
. Designed for teaching 
programming as a system-
atic disc-ipline.' ~ 
. : 
• 
To: provide a .. standard· ' 
.universal• ~ogramm;J.ng ~· · 
lan:uage ~~ 11 T~_e. ,Lang~age" >-
Educa t\o~( very ~igh ' level .. 
· languac:fe. Interactive, :: ; 
.facilitates ·teachinq of 
math an~_proqramming to 
younq· ohildreD? 
r ' ' I ' ~ ', : 
. . 
.. ... 
. ,:' 
,~ .. . 
~· -~ 
,, ,t 
•r . 
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3. Ultra High Languages 
As tl:e. power of 'micro_computers ·increase,· ·so does 
tpeir ability to interpret wo~ds of a spoken language. 
. . , . 
.. . 
The ulti~tetwould be to create a comp?ter that could 
, .. . . • I : 
understand commands given by the human voice~ LOGO and 
SMALLTALK while falling short of. thi~ goal·, offer u~ers . 
the opportunity to program computers using a iangua~e 
.... . !1' 
. closer to ~he one fhey speak. It,. i 's neces'sary to give 
~ the.· comp~ter only a few co~nds to create. a design ~hat . 
. , 
would r.equlre a very lqng complicated program to produce 
~s+ng BASJ;C. The commands produce· concrete resu1ts that. 
' . ,. . . 
· are. immediately visible on the screen. 
: \... LOGO is a. language which is presently available 
" 
. 
for some microcomputers, but its use is still not wide-
spread. Commodore have developed a computer which has 
the capacity to in~erpret a version of· LOG~ (kidstuff) . 
.At present APPLE LOGO is much more sophistic~ed than 
• Conunodore or.Texas Instruments Logo." Commodore hopes 
to be able to refine its version in ·the. near future for 
~ 't the Commddore 6J~ 
1 . a 
• · · ~'ther very bJ.~ ievel 
. ... : 
.. , 
', , _ 
.,. . 
' ' ;-.... language is being devel~ 
' i 
, .Q.J?ed by · th~ Xerox Palo Alto 'Res'earch Center • . The ·language 
'is known as SMALLTALI<. ~ccording ~o I<.ay (1977~ ·".if the 
. ) 
• 
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... 
and· child users 
-
. 
computer is to. be truly "personal", a-~~t 
activities wj,.th-. ·must be able to - get~ to perform useful 
' ~ ' . 
' , 
,. 
ou~ resorting to the services of an expert". (p.~31). 
,. 
SMALLTALK requires the use of a very powerful 
microcomputer because of .. its highly int~ractive ·nature. 
Everything in a SMALLTALK program i~ an object; each 
object''can communicate with other objec!s and .. can be 
manipulat~~ 'independently of each other. This type of 
manipulation requires. a lo~.~memo~J space •. The micro-
compute,r that is being developed to .handle such high 
. I 
level software is called · Dynabook: Kay . (19~7) predicts.' 
the ·nynaboo)cwill be the size of ·a notebook ·and be 
I 
available -by 'the mid' 1980's. But he cautions that "com.:.. 
munication·with computers _based on symbols as they occur 
·· ln natural language" is difficult because. "it fs ~ot. yet 
understood how human bei~gs do. what . they do".(p.236). 
However, SMALLTAt.K' s use of parallel processi_ng_, allowing 
,. . 
it to control and manipulate many -objects .at on~e, brin 
. . . ,. . 
it a step closer to t~e way the huma~· brain operates • 
. ' 
removes the user from the step-by-step tedium of prog 
. construction. It is'" impor.tant for a. student 'to get a '1good" 
first experience in prog~amming.' because i _t can '· leav~ an 
.impre.E!sion. tha·t .wi.ll · ~ast for years (Kay, 1977). 
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4 • .. · ·: Implications For Education 
. These new· inter~C±ive langu~ges (LOGO. and SMALLTALR); ' 
. . . i 7 · .· .' 
a~cord~ng ~o·their· developers, offer\new and exciting opp9r-
tun:tties for education. Ray·_ (1977) believes that "children . 
should ·have. an active .learning_ tool that gives ~hem ready . 
. ' 
access to .large stores . of kri_owl;edge in ways that are not 
possible with mediums such as books:~ (p.231). SMALLTALK. 
is· still in the developmental stage and it is too early· to 
. . . 
tell i,f it will become the '!actiye learning -tool" that ' Kay 
(1977) talks about. It is enough to say that if micro-
' 
computers such as Dynabook become avail.able in notebook 
. - . ., ) . 
. ~izes, they will probab~ infiltrate the schools in. t·he . 
1980 ,· s . . ' late iri much the s~me way that calculators di'd in 
the 1970's~ .I 
. . , 
Thrproponents of LOGO, most notably Seymout Papert . 
himself, ·are no~ shy in pointing out .the impact that LOGO . 
. . 
.could have on · .inf!~truction in the schools. According to, 
Papert '(1980) it will: lead t~ a new ·".style" of think.lng. 
· LOGO creates a . microworl d ~n · which children.can explore 
. - . . 
· ·and experiment with compl~x mathematical concepts~ The 
experience .of being able to design _various geometric 
. s.hapes by direct;ing a cybernetic turt~e on· a · COI\lputer , 
' II. , 
sor~n can reault in a · new degre~ o~ ,intellectual .... 
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85 
e. ' I ~ :~ophistic~tion . . Papert (l-9~0) argues that thro~gh _teaching 
. _.,..., \,. 
- t\'le turtle ma:thema~ical . concepts they lose their 'fear of 
. math~atic' arid. this _will lead to an ~~rov~ent in other. 
subject · are~s. ~~GO , offers the opport.un'ieyrfo!:' children 
' ' tq le~rn mathematics in a 1 co~put6r based microworld where 
l~arning new mathernatJcal concepts is as simple as learning 
I. 
French in ·Franc@• 
. ' 
. If. Papert' ~ thesis is c~rrect, then the t role of the , . 
· teao.her will ha~e to change . .- Much more emphasis will. be_. :~: ·! 
I . . ~ . : : . I 
~1~1ce4 on "l~arnl.ng by doj.ng". . The c\as~£oo~ will be less 
. . . . , ·1 . 
t~acher ot iepted ··and JI!Ore child acti vi :t:Y _centered. · ;r~e . 
computer will be trans·formed from "tutor" to "t\ttee" . 
.. 
· However, in spite of all the · claims~de in support 
' ' . . . 
of, LOGO, there · is 'very ·~ittle data to su~t such po.sitivet ·• 
. ~ . 
assuril{>tions. In the words of Ragsdale (1982) "the claims . 
.·-
that progra~ing· instructio~ · he~ps develop logical ~h~nking, 
problem solvi~g skills, and 6reati~e writing ability; need ~ ~· 
. ··u · ·. . .. . 
·. further investigation"·· (p. 20) • There is t:ertainly a need 
for caueion. Conservatism still ~as its place in education. 
None.theless,· it is reasonable to assume that ·proqram- · 
I 
ming does help .a >~hitd to think ,.more _logically and ~re~iaely 
• j . 
apout a subjeot;. ~ea~hera _ J.elarn a -9rea~ deal ~rom explainintJ;- . 
~--· .. , . . ., 
, topic to others. T~ · ~·· of LOGO ~11 provide an opportun-
a . 
i'ty ·for evan a ·very ... young child. to teach·& computer. But 
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··--more ·study: is needed to 
. ~· . . . . . . 
substantiate claims that · progra~~ 
. . . 
ming a computer.al~ows a child to grasp ?9~c~pts more 
quickly than he· would without a computer. ~5/"fhe use of. 
r \ 
, ,_, ..... 
.. 
'• .. 
--! '>11 .·.· .. 
·,;,..--. ; • f. 
I 
. ' · ' ' . 
hig~ level languages increases, . there ~ill .nc;> doubt :.be 
~ocumenCtion ~o- subs~a~tiat:e or· dismiss ~~e as~umptio~s:(, 
..... 
of the LOGO group. 
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Chapter V 
-
. ... . . ,.. ---:---_ 
Just how mqch programming sk~ll is required in 
;. ......... - ~ ' 
- · .·· 
..· ... · ..... 
o!~er .to be considered compute~ iiterate' is a matter of . 
.l; . - I - ~ j . 
controversy among the propon·ents of computer li ter~cy. It 
·.- · is 'very · difficult to consider a person literate if he has 
mastered none of the skills of rea'liirfg or writing. A com-
puter liter~_te perso~ needs to be familiar with computer 
languages so '€ha,..t he can write short· programs; . be able t~? 
modify existing programs to perform the operati~ns required 
·for a specific task; and have enough know_ledgehabout pro-
. .. ~ : 
' ' i 
---
·grrums so that he can evaluate. commercially pr~pared programs 
~-
or programs that are available in the public domain· ... 
I . 
Algorithms and Flowcharts 
A program is a list of instructicms or a seriet:J· of 
I 
steps for solving a·' problem written i _n; some programming 
_l~nguag~ such ~s BASIC. To write a ~rogram for a comput~r 
you must first study th~ problem very carefully and Work 
, 
· ou~~he main steps needed to achiev~ the result you want. 
The instiuctions for each ~~age will ha~e to ' be broken 
do~nto eyen smatler steps which can be translated i-nto 
a language th~\. t .he computer can understand. Algorithms 
-. a .. step by step procedure· for performing some ~unction 
- .are us~ful in ~riting programs· ·for a computer. · 
{ 
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In order for the to perform the . you want computer task that 
\ -' ;---....... f '-'· . --._ it to do, each instruction must' be clea'r and -have only ·one 
/ 
· meaning. If th.ere are any errox-s or "bugs"· in the progr~, 
it will not . run or will give you the wrong results. 
Flowcharts,. diagrams drawn-to ~llustrate the algor-
/ . 
ithm, are useful 'for a progranuner (not all programmers · 
l 0, 
_agree that flowcharts are necessary· or helpful). A series ~ 
of geometric. shapes connected· by arrows af~.u~ed to represent 
a variety of functions. Each geometric figu~c has: its own 
\ . 
function in the qhart: 
0 ·_ -. 
--. 
• -~-
. \ . 
An ellipse ·is used to start or 
end the procedure. 
-• . \ 
A rectangle is -a processing box. 
It ind'icates the operations to· 
be performed_ by the computer • 
"-• ...._ ' ' I 
Decision diamond. It indicates the -
.· .. program' branches · in different· direc-
tions, depending-on the decision 
made. 
!nput/output parallellogram. Indi-
cates input from the keyboard, . 
diskette or tape or output to the · 
screen, tape, diskette or printer. 
.. 
Continuation - - indicates the program 
continues on another page. The page 
number is written in the circle . 
r 
.. . 
The follqwing is an example of a flow chart designed 
' · 
• 
tq drill students in mathematics (Noonan, 1983). (See page 38). 
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2·. ·Programming ·in . BASIC 
.. 
The program i~ now ready t .o be-"'translated into 
BASIC and debugged ·on the compute~. It would be unusual 
for the p~ograrn .to.·w"Ork thJTfr~t-· t"i~e -it--is test~~ __ on . 
th·e computer because there may be error.s of logic or 
· . . ,, ... \ . ' . 
mis~akes made When the program is typed -into the computer. 
There are many· words in B~SIC that are the same 
as in ~nglish and are, therefore, easily'understood. The. 
. \ . 
fo.llowing i!::l a list of such words and their meaning~: 
PRINT" 
INPUT 
RUN . 
LET,· DATA 
and· READ 
tQ displa·y on the screen' 
·- requires the user to glv~ the 
computer· information. It 
allows the user to input in-
formation while the computer 
is running t,he program. ·. · 
asks. the computer to execute' 
the progr,am. · " \ · 
I 
~ commands are used to input . 
information intQ the com-
puter. For example: 
LET A=67 READ A, . B; DATA 6, 231. 
A one line statemen~ · may be entered by the LET conimand·.' · 
: Larget amounts of data : play be stored via the DATA command 
:, 
' L 
while the READ command translates these numbers into 
variables. 
\ 
·are: 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
The \ order.of arith~etic operations on a computer 
----~ 
, . 
• 
. ' 
... 
-r-------~---. 
r-~·- · I-- ~l ~ '---.. 
.,. 
j . 
I • 
.: 
. 11' 
, I . 
I . 
:/ ..
. . 
I 
. ' 
Functi9n 
Parenthesis · 
Exponentiation 
Multiplication ' 
•·oivision 
· Addition 
Subtraction 
' ' 
. . 
. -
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Operator . 
\ 
( ) 
<\ 
* \ f 
+ 
, I 
I . . 
\ -
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
' 
' 
'l ' 
\ 
I o 
Example 
(5+3) 
3t2*· ' 
2*3 
4/2. 
2+5 
6-3 • I 
\ 
\ 
. . /. '-
. The. co4uter, if given the PRINT con\mand., would. ~xecute · 
. · ..• • 
the following statem~nt in the order. of .prece~e!lce · · . 
·, .. 
illustrated-below: !. · 
.. . ~ p 
I ' 
The computer may be 'used in the i~ediate mode I or' . 
t • • ~ 
~· . . , ) ' . 
the-programming mode. In the immediate- mode it can be 
·. . ....... . 
.. 
. use'd .. as ·a c~1cul~tor or to display ·messages using the 
' ' 
· PRINT command., The information may be spaced. us~ng the ' 
·- . -- - -· ----
. semi-:-colon; or co~a,. The TAB conimand and Spc are alsO: 
useful ,.tor orga~izing informat·ion on .the screen~ . TAB ( 20) 
will ·pla'ce the data in, the centre o.f a forty character . 
screen, while Spc (2) 4 and Spc. (6).7 wil.l place 't~e 4 t~o 
-spaces from the ~eft o~ the · screen and. the 7. si~ \paces. 
from the 4. A sample operatic!) in the immediate mode 
_.. looks like· this: 
·PRINT "RUBBISH" (Press RETURN) 
RUBBISH 
In the pr ogramming mode each . line must start with 
. a number. This first line can be assigned 10, the secon~ 
-----------...... 
• 
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i . 
I 
20, the·t~i~d ·3Q an~ so on. · The RETURN ·button must be 
\ . ~ .. 
' . .. ~ . presse51 befo~e ~.you start a ne~ l .i.ne ~ . After the program 
.:±s type~. in and t~. program ·. is checked for erro;rs 1 • type 
. . ~ - . 
. 
RUN· and press RETURN·-~ The computer will .· execute the 
. ~·: ' . ' . . . : 
I • ' . . • progn!lm if it is error fre·e. If the comput.er tells you 
.. 
• • ~ ., 1 
• · ' there is an error 1 · type LIST and the .Program will be 
Go. 
' · 
·. dis-played. on . the- sc1;een. 
. . . "• . . ~. . ' 
The error can · t~en be corrected 
·by retyping or editing the ·line in ·which. the error occ~rs ., 
Before the ·. computer can becam~ something other than , .. · ·· 
a calculator or display ma:chi~~~ it .requires .'information 
or ·data. .. 
·. 
,, 
When data is entered into the computer, either 
. . . 
through the LET, or READ ••• DATA 1 or INPUT -commands, y~u · 
.• 
' 
• 
·, .. 
·. ; 
.. ~ have tolqive it a label so that you can~f~t~n~d~iut~- a~gg' aa~i~~~--------~----~----
•\ 
tisual-ly le.tters of the alphabet are used - to lab~l - a~~emory-----------'·, i,. 
• space. A labe'lled memory space is called a variable · 
. . 
because the contents of vari~bles can ch~nge durip~ the , 
program. A variable containing a ·number is called a , 
. . ... 
' ·. 
numbered variable - real numbers are represe~ted by A, 
while A% represents an integer . variable. One which con~ 
tains letters and symbol~, A$, is called a string variable • . · 
T~e nATA items must be separated by commas so that the 
computer can identify each item listed. 
· -~ 
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Fo~ numbers, a · l~tter may be used such as 10 
~ 
" 
, . 
.INPUT A,, and for words a line such as 20 INPUT A$ is 
.. 
entered. When the computer processes ··the · command INPUT 
\ . " . 
• . . I . . • -
in a prosra~, it puts allabel on a memory space .and 
1 • • : 
p_rirl:ts. a· qu~s .. tion mark- to ask. for . t~e Q'~ta .. After you · 
_type, in the dat~,. the co~puter stores . it and with 
,the · . re.~t of· the prosram: . ·. · 
. . 
. ' . . 
. . . . . . . \ . : . 
. · One · of · the greatest differences .between a 
. . ' . 
·: a.tor and a· computer . iS.. the · computer's ability to . c.orilpare · · · 
. ~ • . . • '• \ . . ~ 'i ..1 "' . • . \ • 
data · a-~d the~ do · diff.ere~~ thi~gs . acc~r~i~9 )' ·the ~~s~lts~ 
· It; can · test t<;> sea· .if two .pieces .6£ data · are equ~l, · gr · 
4 .greater' or less than the other. · To do this you use the 
!F~ • .-·THEN commands. Words, numbers and vpria~les er-n be :_ 
• com~~ red. You can gi'le · the cemputer ,on~ .· o:e a fe,.w;jns true-
---·-- -·-- ~- tions;after the· word IF: · GOTO, ~HEN, THEN ••• GOTO:. A • 0 
.. 
··t : 
useful instruction is to ' ~nstruct .,.it to go to a~other 
:; · . ·· , ~ine by typi~g :. qoTo .~ GOTO on its oWn · c~n be used to 
create a loop c;>r cont~nuous lo'op .· Another ·way to repeat 
. ' 
the same loop a_: ~uzitbe1:...of t :_f!"es ·is. to ·u~e the command,;.· 
•' I ' ' ' lo 
·• FOR .• NEXT. 
. . - \ 
. • 
.. 
;J ' ' 
. ~ • !". 
I 
.. .. . 
~! 
·. 
f • .Prpgr~ers al~o us'e subrou't'ines. . They ·~: ~- ........ 
I ' 
' · 
. , 
of a mini-pro~ram within a prog»am. They · ·carry out 
. ... 
pa,rticular tasks ~nd you can ·direct processing. t ·o · one 
whdnever you want that t~sk carried out• 'The suoroutine 
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. . ' 
sav.es writing out the lines each time and makes ~he ma~n 
.. 
program shorter. It is useful for carrying ou~ an~ tas~ 
•· ' 
which you want .to repeat several times at d:tf·f~ren·t 
the program. It is entered intq the program 
.. by 
RET 
50 GOSUB 100. The subroutine must. have a 
' ' ~ . 
. . ' 
line to ~irect processing back to the instruction~ 
. . ·, 
af~er the GOSUB line. 
: ~ 
. 1 i ·. ~ . 
Smith (1982) '. provides the following checklist 
• 
· for typing in programs: 
.. 
. . . 
. ,~·· 
• 
,. 
1. Before ·. typing in a ·new program, type NEW. 
This clears any ol~ programs out of t~ 
computer's memory~ 
. ' 
.. 
2 ·• When you are typing .in the p:i:'ogram, remember 
to press RETURN.' •. at the end of each line • 
3. After typin'g . in the program, · check all the · 
lines on the screen to see~ there are typing 
mistakes. Make sure none of the ,lines are 
mt.ssing . . 
t. ~ext type CLS (or your computer's word) to 
clear the screen. , ·Then type RUN to staJ:"t 
the program. 
... 
5. Type LIST t~\get the program back again to 
., .. check it or alt~r a ·line.. To display one . 
· particular line, type LIST and ·the line 
·' 
· ' nUmber, ·but check this command 'as it varies 
slightly on .different computers • 
6. To st9p the progra~ while it is running type 
BREAK or ESCAPE~ ••• To start the program 
again, type RUN. 
.• 
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To assess a program stored' on cassette t~pe, Noonan 
. . \ , I .. . 
(1983) gives 'the \following' seque~ce of .steps. 'to follow: 
. 'plug i :n ~he c:ornpu~~:r:- ant1 ~urn it .on; . rewind the' tape;: 
type , LOAD ori ·t .he ~~~put r : ~~d press ~h~ . RETURN· key; press 
. \ ! . . . . . . 
·the play button on .t~e ·cassette rec.order and wait f'1r the 
( .'. ., . . \- ~ . 
.. . . . ~o_:~. READY and _,a flas~iing cursor; type R~~ on the. keyboard 
and pr~ss the RETURN k~y. (p.l2) .· 
.. , . 
: . . 1\ ' . 
..· ~- .. \ \ 
·Structured and ,Uhstruc.tured Pro~rarnmipg 
f \ 
t 
I, 
\ 
,. 
•. 
3 ~ -. 
I \ 
.; • 
. . ; . . . ' . . . . " 
Structured ·programming involves writing an algorLthm, 
• • \ e • ' . .. 
· re·writing -. each step over and ·· over unti:t the words from" a · 
• , ·' 1 I I, .• 
high level la~guage. su~h as \ BAsic can- be writte~ f<?r each-
st~p:·· . ~AS.CAL, ·ALGOL, ~L/1 ah~ waterloo BASI~ are con'sidered 
str~ctured pro.gramming- [ la,~gua\;es. Lie~er~an ~t:al. . (19~1) ·. 
. . I ., .~\ . . · . -
states: . \ 1 • 
-~'Struqtured pr6gramming\ l~mg~age~ provide greater 
t;eadabil,ity· an4 c.larity \to a program _by -qsing .. · 
~odulat construc~s in ~~~ language. · They greatly 
reduce errors in logic and also dec~ease the time t · 
and cdst in writing programs. " (p.59). · 
A .struct,hred . p~og.ram ii built. f.ro~· . smaller · parts 'called 
I - . . 
modules J .Each module s connected t~ the part before it 
•· . by a!l e
1
btri moduie and l fo~i~W~a bY ~~.~ exit mOdiile. ' The~e 
moduleJ may be used in~ependent of the. main .program or 
transfk~red to anot~er prog:r~m. - The f~hlowing ·~Uagram 
illus./ratA~ a .structu~Jd · programming -m~dule. :. 
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The.: simplest wa'!( to ·e~plain ~~·truc~ured. p~ogr~n:uning 
. . 
.. . . 
languages is to compare them with ·structured i ones. · Unlike · · 
• • \ ' I y ' • • • I ' ' • ' \' ' • ' ' • ~ 
struc~ured languages_, they are mo~e· difficult _to_ read')l.;r:td . ". 
' / 
· may .not _always reflect - the logical divisions of ·the problem~ 
. . . - ·. . . . ' . ~ f . . ' , . ' • • . 
"Two. popular unstructured languages· .are J!AS!C and FORTRAN. A 
. . 
~- . 
nov_i~_e proqr~er is l~k4;!lfrto wri t.e· unstructured pro.grams. 
·· 4. Programming · in LOGO 
.. . \ 
. ). ·. .. I' ( . ·_,/ 
.....__.... __ 
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Using the commands listed below, the vecy young child . ! 
r 
I 
I • 
can program the compu~e~ in LoGO: 
\ . 
. . : '-. FD FO~WARD 
\ . 
. , . 
•.' 
. BK BACK 
RT RIGHT. 
\. 
~ · LT LEFT 
REPEAT 
'PENUP . 
PENDOWN · \ 
RANDOM 
IF 
~RIN'l' 
STOP .. 
\ ' , 
. . 
(.identifies . input values . 
~ required) · 
.TO· . . . . . 
DRAW. (immediate· mode) : 
SAVE :(Saves .p,rogram to ,· 
. · ·. tape, disk,- etc •. )-
LOAD (Inputs programs· 
into computer) . 
PENCOLOR • · (Selects ·.color 
BKCOLOR 
~f pen) ·.. · 
., . 
,. 
·" 
·.~-.- · 
• 
' 
. ' 
t 
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~-. .. ~ \ • I 
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FORWARD (FD) 1 BACK '(BK), RlGHT (RT), and LEFT 
97 
(LT) commands give directions · ~o a · "turtle" on the corn-
. . 
puter video _sqreen. For example, FDlOO instructs the 
turtle. to go ·forward 100 "turtle steps"; P~NDOWN instructs 
~ ' 
the turtle to be.gin drawinc;J ·OI:i . the sqreen; REPEAT commands 
. ' ... 
the turtle to continue dra~ing . the design over and over 
. ~ 
again; the PENCOLOR: command instructs the turtle to draw 
the design. ·in . a'. color selepted by the ·user · while :BKCOLOR 
J • • • 
'. ··.. .. .... . . 
.. allows the J,lSer to select• a differ~nt background color. ' 
A.cornmand s~qh . as RT 90 FDlOO would dir.ect tne turtle to · 
.. ' 
turn right gpo and moV.e- fo~ard 100 turtle steps • . By 
r~peating this instruction.fou~ times, the turtle can be 
~irected to' ~raw ? s~uare. The studen~ lab~is ~he f~re 
(whatever name the student wants to give it) and the ' com-
~ · ... . .. ·~"\ 
puter remembers how.to draw· it. · Each time the student 
typ~s "To SQUARE". on the keyboard, the computer will 
I • I , 
produce a · square. _Once the computer .has been taught to 
•. 
SQUARE, SQUJ\RE can· be. used to draw' 'more _elaborate designs . 
. ·. . . I . . . . . . . . 
- ~~ ~ 
More elaborate designs can be created by u~in~ · 
) 
command SQUARE E:Di.st. (_x). (this variable allows the prci.-
granuner to insert .any number. for the variable x) .· : Ano.the~ 
. ' 
· command · is To STEP: Dist. 
. 
It i~ usef~l :in · creating a spi-ral. 
effect • . 
·' 
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ToSTEP:Dist. 
. FD Di~t. :300 stoP, 
. · STEP Dist. +5 ... . 
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By experimenting w~th LOGO,.' cJi-ildre~ can.pro~uce seime yery 
. e'laborate . de_s'ign~· oi1 .. the COJI!PUte;r. 
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.. ~t~~ertts - fjo!R ·hi~_l).er_ s·oc:l.~e~nQ'mic . le~~ls . are . ~or~· !~vo: J:~: - _- ·:_: 
. '. . . .. . . . . . 
. . . . ~~~ ff.~- co~put~~:' _ · in-·and ou~. ~£"- ,school, th~n _tho:;e from; . . 
' I 
. I :1~~~ . advan~aged bickg~ounds (Cobur~ \.et al. . 1982). · }~- ~s ·' . 
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. .-· gen~rally. ' acc;1ted-t~at st,ud:n~s enter}~~chool~ , ~if.~ : ~ _wide . ' 
range of abilitie.s ana .skills. : If, computers b~come ·an 
' , ' · •, • • . •. • ' ~ ' • ' • • I • 
. ... \ I . : ) 
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' . ,. ·. ' 
-~)·· · ·.· .. 
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' I 
~ . ' ' 
• 1• integral paJ;;t of ··a. child is '.education . from kindergarten 
- _ .. ·~o 'univerf!ity, wha.t _ .eff~c~ wil}; it·_ hav~ . bn the .so-~i~lly 
_., . . -·- .d~-~-adva~a-ged ·c)liidJ;eri· ·"{hq.have no ·a~ce~s to· a· c~mpu~er 
I ;. ~ • ~ ' ' ' ' '"' ' .. • \ ~ , , ~ 
·at home. and n~t -as m~ch:1~~vol~~~erit · "it~ · comp~t_;-r's · in __ th~i'r 
schools? Will the 'gap_·between th~· lev~l of (\chievemj:!nt 
. . . . . . -
.. of the· ·a:ffluen.t ~tud~nts and the _lo~e;;.~ class stud~n~/~ . · .• 
,._ . ( ,} ' . 
..... 
: . .' W~~en? . Alread)' more a.f~luent sc.hool dl:stricts· ate' maki-ng '. 
.· greate.r use of comput~rs . i~ their. ·schopls. Even lf ail. · ';_, . 
' • I • ' .. 
I \ ' ~ "' • t ' ' ' ~ - t 
school districts imp~emented. the use of computers ~n 
instrudtion i~ th~ s-~m: ~nneCt~~. pr~blem wo~l~ ~ot' ( ' ' 
· necessar~_ly . Jis-~ppea·~ .·.-~ Try ~o -i~~ine"-c~tpe differenc~ ) : 
< 
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\ 
used a computer before entering s~hool and one who has 
spent months at computer summer camps. computer sUmmer 
camp: are combining . ~ith scho~s . to giv~the upper clas~ 
"" 
child eyery possible advantage. The soci~l implications 
r · -o~ comptieer use in fhe schools need to be studied and 
' ' . • 6 , . 
. recommendations made to overcome them . 
. · Another social problem that computer use in ·educa-
I' . 
t~on · may ·ex.,acerbate is. the reinforcement . of sex-role 
I 
stereotyping. In- many schools it has been observed that 
. 
~oys have a tende~cy to use . comp~ers more frequently and 
,--
· _for longer per~ods of time than girls.· The .cornpu~er room i§ 
.. . 
occupied before and after school by boys oniy ~ Very fe·w 
. 
girls show interest in ~computer clubs or enroll~ in com-
puter programrni~g courses. c&urn et al. (-1982) wonder 
,. 
how much attention schools are paying ~o these kinds -of 
side effects ~~ their planning • 
2."'"" Security of Inforrnation/Pr~vacy 
/ 
· Information was first-passed by word of mouth; 
' ' ' . 
· later it was transmitted by words written on paper.; but 
f ~oday's communications systems transmit information· in 
• •,\ . \o • 
,- the. form of electronic pulses, · radio wave~ .or sparks of 
• . 'I 
amplified light. The mo~ern computer has made possible 
. ( 
~ the .. transrnission of thousands of bits of lnformation per 
• .. 
' 
. ' 
.. 
• 
.; 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
\ . 
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second to any part· of the worlg. The transfer of informa-
t~on. and storage of data in computer files has created a 
. .. 
· ~roblem of . . security. . The technology th~ t has ~de the 
" . 
---·- .. - -·-
computer very efficient has also made it very vulnerable 
to the information burglar. Much of the i~fo~mation stored 
on computer is personal and/or ·~ivate. It is important 
that it not be acces;ible to·~ thifd party.· 
The ·weak link ih a computer network is its depen~ 
dence· on telephone lines'. For educators, a real concern 
is p~iv~cy. ~ho will have access to student and/or teacher 
records? How difficult it is for someone to "break into" 
t 
the computer ·-riles and change the content of the records? 
Security of information is a major concern for network .. 
users. 
Closely related to security of information is the 
r 
privacy question. How much information should a business 
or government agency be permitted to collect on a person? 
Information is often collected and stored without the 
individual being awar~ of it. i Only recently has .the law 
. , 
changed requiring credit bureaus to reveal the information · 
in a person's file. Until recently loan applicants could 1 
! 
be refused credit without explanation and could n~t read 
what was in their file at the credit bureau. The question 
of how agencies use the !~formation may be more important 
' 
' 
I 
·' 
·:-
,_ 
.--
' 
~ ' 
' ' ! 
• 
' 
.... 
• \ 
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than the fact · that ~hey have it. 
Much of the .information is ~mport~nt~d when used · 
.. 
properly can be beneficial 'to us. · However, there is a very 
real ,possibility that this. information could be misused. If 
it is being misused, .or even if it isn't, should .we be ·per-
mi~te~ acc~ss .to ~12 inf~rmation about us that is stored ~n 
data banks? This is a diff.icUlt question. t- Noonan . (1983) 
identifies two major problems associated with the collection 
of information in data .banks: "the misuse of p:rson.al 
information"· ••• and "accidental errors in the data about us" 
' 
••• " (p.297). As the home computers are brought into use 
for banking, and·storage of all personal and financial t 
records, privacy will b~come an ·even greater concern. 
3. Comput'er Crime 
In the past decade, legislators have becp~e increas-
ingly c~ncerned about .a new type · of criminal. He is a pro- -~ 
grammer who has access to the compu~er system, or else is 
technologically sophisticated enough to crack computer 
• ! 
"locks". computer crimes range from university students 
stealing time on a computer net'work to cracking the security 
system of a bank' 's computers, and. then ordering them to 
place funds into an account that the criminal has taken 
out under a fictitious name. A recent CBC report on 
' . ' 
""· 
r 
-----.. -· -· ·---------
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• 
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.. 
computer crime clai~ed that the·average compu 
. 
· "earns" a71 average of $450,000 for eac_h crime. Th'e avail-
ability of microcomputers and modems mak~ f;hJ big comput'ers 
accessible ~o the ingenious criminal. The s·1m~ method 
I 
c'ould be used to saJ:>otage. or erase governmen,t fil~s _or 
company records . . D'Ignazio (1981) I rai.ses .the spectre of 
j 
t 
a nation being held to ransom by a terrorist ·group 
. I 
threatening to destroy national computer networks. ·There · 
\ i { 
would be no easy way to track . them down; it might take 
. 'i 
months an_d cost billions' .of dollars. The highly computer-
. ; . 
'"···j.zed nations would 'be most vulnerable to th_i.s type of 
-..., ....... ... 
,~-....... 
. ,..,.,_ 
. attack. · . 
'Fortunately, most computer crime is more trivial. 
. · . . . dZ . ' 
. Manipulation of interest by the p~ogrammer or a .person 
. ,. • . I 
)'i th access tc) a bank ··s computer has been documented. It 
' ( 
occurs when interest is rounded .off to the nearest cent. 
The fraction of a 'cent was diverted into the criminal's I 
. 
account, netting him be~ween $17,000 and $70,000 before 
.. 
his actions were -~i.scovered. · (Noonan, 1982) • 
• 
The inability of the courts to successfully ·pfosec-
u~e cbmputer crime, even when it is dtscovered, . ¥88 
demci~stra~~d in a cas~ involvin·g Unive·rsity of Alberta -
- .. 
students who were using the university computer for their 
own part-time business. The authorities didn't know what 
t 
'-..,, 
----------------
) 
I ·' ~· \, . ' 
·-
. , s3 I 
charge to lay against - them. · Eventua.lly ~hey were charged 
- ~ 
with "fraudulent use of a telecommunication facility". 
•,, I 
The Supreme Court · of Canada ruled that a computer was not 
I 
a telecommunication facflity, · ap.d the charges were dropped. \ -
The law has not kept pace w:i$h the .· technology. (Noonan, 
1983). 
ln another case .in Npva Scotia, information was 
'stolen 'trom a large ·university computer. · Thieves used 
. \ 
univ~rsity paper to print out the information. Since 
.. 
nothing had.,.. been physically remgved from· the corilput'~r, 
they were c.harged with theft of the paper and. found 
guilty of that offence only. · '(Noonan, '1983). 
. 
. . 
.· 
The use of magnetic ink to print branch, ban~_ and 
account nUmbers on cheques· so that they can .be read by 
computerized machines has provided an , opport~ity._ for. 
' . ;.. 
·cheque fraud to occur. ~oonan (1993) reports that ·one 
. I 
American criminal netted over $100,000 before the crime · 
' . 
was discove·~ed. 
Noonan (1983) cites ·a number of reasons why corn-
'puter crime is such a problem. The number of computers · 
in use is increasing r~pidly arid the number of people ~i~h 
expertise ·to break into computers is increasing each year. 
The number of· assets, both monetary and ·otperwise, protected 
f 
• 
----·----
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.. 
. 
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\ 
\ · or controlled :or recorded. by computers is '·very high. Corn- . 
puter crime is verr profita~?le' and 'the chances '·qcbeing 
' . 
convicted are low. Lawmakers have not p~en able to create . 
new laws for the authorities" to pro&ecute computer criminals 
:succes~fully •· · The lecf.:isla tol\s, as 'Wel.l as members of the ' 
" general Public, must b~come more computer literate to . 
. ' . 
• 
successfully combat computer· crime. Judges. and ~uries . 
" 
need to know a ~reat deal about computers in ord~r to· hold 
. ...... ' · . ..... , ' 
a p.roper trial·. · Perh.aps in time, computer experts will .be 
permitted to testify as to the contents. of tapes, diskettes ·,., .• 
~ 
or .cards in the same way ballistics experts testif~ as to 
the identification of murder weapons. . ' ~ . 
Throughout the hi~tory of computing, there has bee~ 
·m0re emphas~s on the qeveiopment of new technology than on 
s~cur:~ty. .~ecently more emphasis is being p~aced on bette.r 
.. 
security systems.· Using teams of programmers reduces the 
c~an~es of 'a programrn~r rnakin~ .a part of the program wok 
for him, since neither of the team ·members . . is involved t 
. . . ' 
every stage of progra1n deY-el.opment. .Jlegardless .of wha 
. /p:eca~tions are ~ak~n, computer crime will co~tinue, 
hopeful~y a more secure system will emerge . 
4. · · Employment/Unemployment 
Throughout .. our history, te.chnology 
.. dull, trivial, tedious and dangerous t asks 
___ ........ _ ---· -,..------~--~ ..-~ 
.. 
l 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
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requ~red ·to perform. It has been a common practice in 
.the histq~y of mankind for new inventions to change our 
live~ · and \ the way we live.. The. p~in_ting : pre'ss ·1 .-t~e .. ~te_a~ _ 
engine,. el'ectricity, the automobile, -the transh.sto.i:. a~d.· the' 
. -
' . I 
integr~ted .. pircuit have c_ombined with other,., invei:ltions to 
ere ate ·a lifestyle ·that ·we have come to accept. . Each new 
t • : • 
invention brings positive res~lts to many, but tt has 
,. . . ' . ... ' . . : . -· ·. ;,. :-
also brought su'ffering to the worke:r;s who_ ar~ suppl~n.ted' . · .. 
' ~Y it. Jac::qua~<l' s · loom~ · considered so sig.ni -~ic:'ant in · the · .. . 
history of . computers, led· to a red~ction in emploY'rnen:t' fo.r 1 
• • · ~ . • I 
weavers: The Industrial Revolution led to the destruction 
. . ~ . . . 
of cottage industries~.-- but 'later provided eroployment in 
' . . 
. ' 
the cities t;h~t sp~ang up around .the facto~i.es. · . 
.,.. . 
• It is cominon for w.riters to say that · J~ are · no 
longer living in an industria_! society: w~ ·are li.ving 
in a new age: , a post · indus tria'l society has. ~merge<;! in . 
~ . ,· . . ' . 
wh.:l.ch the main ingredient is inform~tion . . LaConte·' (1982) · 
states that· info~ination if!J .the ' energy -th~t fuels the new 
age. 
. . - . . .., . . -. . . . . 
He poJ.nts out that fify per.· cent o~ all jobs 
' . 
, , 
# • • • 
in ~e United States a~e . rel~~ed to . storage, ~nalysis, . 
process~ng and transfer of information. 
r • l •'" · 
talks in terms of an Informat~on Revolution which will '· 
LaConte · (19,82) 
f 
transfo.rm 11~ur . society just as surely . as the Industrial . 
Revolution did in the last cen_tury. The· big que'stion is 
\ 
,· 
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"how"~ 
.. ' 
Just .as the Industrial Revolution spawned new jobs, 
: the "h~gh ' tech" industries of the_' Information Age will . . 
create al ternafe employment. N~w tndustri.'es are develop.:.· 
ing to produce the to~ls for·using, accessiig, storing, 
-· 
proc~ss.ing · and ret~ieving 1:.hii! -m~ssive ~ouqts· of infotma-
·. tion. ' ~ The nianufac~ur,e _of computers and related hardware 
~ has ;already. created many. new jobs. 
. . I Hi~h ~ech comp~~ies 
. ' 
---: ' are being'· courted ' by- goveri,.ment~ who . recognize . their . 
. . . . . . . . •. . 
. fut~re Pot~nt,tal for ·providing empioyment: ·~he .high ,tec,h 
\,. - ,' - I I 
industries, however, only require~ small number of m~n~~ -
" . . , , t <ill. , • ' • • I ' • ; .. 
f~cturi~g plants, reduc;ing the possibility of employment 
in many -areas. 
' 
' 
'Added to this probl~ is the practice_ 'of 
., 
.. : . 
- ------ -·-expor:ti.nc:r-'cornp~nents'-- to·-third:. ~rld- countrie~ - for assembly -
~ . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
I ! \ 
. . . 
by low cost labour. - St~ll t~re is increased ·dernand for · 
. . . .. . .. 
' . • . , . I• • • people· J.n·. computer related-1occ::upatl.ons: keypunch .,op~rator, · 
computer designe~,- pomp~ter programmer, ~omputer _operator, 
. · 
·computer analy_st·, -computer teacher, computer technician 
and computer: conauitant •. 
. 
. . 
. . . 
During :the period of trans'ition from an industrial. 
. . . . 
.. society to an information society, there· will be .increased 
unemployment. It 'is p~rhaps . ironic th~t Japan, . a · countr'y 
r • ' ~ 
'deva~Jtated by bombing during World War I ,I, shoulq . eme~g~ 
. . . . .. 
aS the WOrld IS · indUStrial leader · in ~he 1·960 I 8 'and 
' ' l --:...--- ~ · ·· ... ---- -.• 
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":"J'f.+ 
1970's, . -one of the "reasons they were aple to do so was 
because they didn·' t ·have any industrial dinosaurs· to 
I I 
I ' 
dispose of . . They were ·.able}to start "fresh.", wh.ile 
Britain continued to produce in outdated factories. New 
tecqnology, cornbined _with dedicated ~orker~~ gave the 
: · """ • . : • )t l 
-- Japan~se a competitJ..ve • edge_~over most of' the- western 
' - . . . . . 
. world. The problem f6r Canada i~· t.o use the· high technology 
,.• . ' - · 9 : , , r ' • . t 
to inc~ea~ : its.productivity, wit~out creating more unem-· 
ployment. · 
· ' · The · per;iod Qf ~ansltio~. will ' _be painful·. Men 
, 
and·women, secure . in the.ir· trades,1 .Will find that their 
job 'skills· are' no longer ~arketable. · The· assumption that 
! a people can be trained for jobs .in their youth which wiil 
' \ 
·last a l ·ifetime is no longer. valid. Tllp P!'Ott!_~...!!l.. then is 
\... 
... 
"\ 
\ 
\ 
\ " 
----~------~------------
~-
\ . 
I t .. # 
~ . . ! .· ~ ·. ·, 
.. 
. r 
., 
' ' ' ' . 
. . 
not simply to produce a new computer literate generation, 
. \ ·. 
but to create a system that will make all of society com-
puter literafe. Who will ~duc'ate the adults? . Persons. ~ · 
,. ·trained in tradi tiona! trades ar:e vecy. vulnerable.. . Many 
hav~ identified the schools ,as being tbe.most vulnerable 
/ 
· ·. in .this computer age. . ·some. have predictE!~ that formal 
. ./ . 
schools will disappear completely, while others believe 
· they will survive in a modified form (Thowaldson, 1980). Some 
:foresee a radical -shift to a home-and-job-based education. 
, 
People 'who are working. in relatively unskilled jobs will 
• 
. /;1 
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- ' 58 ! probabl~. b~ affected t~e\ least · (waitres~es, tr~ck· drivers, 
. janitors) ~ .Of' cour~e \ th \ se fOrtunate &enough tO I have 
·* . . . alread~ · acquired c;omput~~ - r"ltl~ted .. skills ar~ . ~n ~._~n.. . enviable 
position. \ 
I \ ~ 
· t In the post-i~dushri~l so~·iety ,' the big powerful . 
"-l unions qf t.he .1970 '~ pave
1
\ already become .le~s .. powerf.ul 
as their membership decli es due to · increased unemployment. 
. ._ I . 
• •• • ~. • '~' • • l • 
. As the .power .of .~nio~s d~c~ine~ i~ . a competitive - job. 
market, manufacturers will \ increase . their efforts·: to · 
au~omate. their 'plants: lt is prob~~ly not . a~~~d.~~.ta.l 
that Japan,· t4e most automated nation iQ the world, has 
~~ unions. · With th~ .~ecreJ:se' ~ .· t;e power of .·~e .. thi;rd 
. ·. • i· . . . . . . 
party and its abil.:i. ty to prftect its .membership, · ther·e 
is an increased responsibil~ty for governments to easet 
us ·into •the in~ormation age \ with as lit~le pain. as 
possible. . . . .· · \ 
I 
. . . . .\ . 
· Computers ·and Young !Children: A' Developmental .Issue 
. . 
I. . . : 1 • • • 
·There · is no quest:i<>n1,i.ng · the ·allure, an.d popular! ty 
. . . . .· I . .· . . ' .. . . I • 
of co~puter simul~tion ·v~deo \ games. Evans (1979) attributes · 
~eir ~trong appeal .to the challenge pf ,?vercoming a · : 
competitor, but more importantly, it offers "an.· exc:f.t.ing 
si~ulation of ·~ne's fantasy · iite.11 • (p:97) .. . No one ·knows · ·-:·/ . 
what the long te~tn effects of. this new preoccupation w~ll' 
1. i 
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be. Evans . ·(1979) .;voices concern that we have not even 
beg~ to _ formulate the right questions~ This .is perhaps 
' I • 
. ~ . . -
hot surprisi'ng when· one cpnsiders that the phenomenon is 
. . 
so new: ' ~ ' It will probably ilot be until the _ P,resent . genera-
· tion of school children have become -.a:dults : t~at the f..irst 
· effects w±ll· be ~elt. 
/ . 
It is not only games. --which· have led to· c:hi·ldren 
I ' • "' ' '" ' 
' I" . . . 
·spending _a . great amount of: time interacting with' a machine. 
. . . .. ' . . .. . 
' ~ ' 
' ' • I Pa~en:ts ·a .re encou~aging, and soinet_imes. ~r~s~~ring, schools 
· ~o · itavolv~ _their chi;tdre~ in som~ form of conip\lterized. 
- i~tructioJ). .. If .they · feel ~heir· chil'dren . are net given 
. ' . 
enough .exp?sure to computers in school; they purc~ase 
~ . 
· their own computer. Ait Jincreasing-ly .mo~e .cortm}on alterna- . . ' ._,~_ 
.· ti~~ is. to: senCl their ch.ildr~~ · (including ~re~s~pool~rs) 
.. 
to ooroputer summer cam~~ Canoes · go unused as the children · 
,stay 'in~{de to work '.with computers • .. • 
' \ .. 
. 
Barnes ··and !Jill (1~'83) ask the que~tion': Should . ·. 
young children work wit~ rni'cro~omputers? .. They · concluded 
.. . . . . . ~ ' 
t~at ." ••. a preoper.at.ional child would · not be harmed _· by • 
CO~tact With a MiCrOCOmputer • - .H~~ever 1 experienceS "With 
. . . . . . ,. . . . . ' . . . . . 
a microco~p-uter .should never replace their. experiences · 
- .. 
. ·• 
. . . ,. . 
with r'eal events. and objects'!. · (p.ll). PreoJ>e·rational 
.. . 
' • • 0 chil~ren · ( tho_se· b'eiow : 7 or 8) are aetii ve, and need to· be 
.. . . . 
:. . , . . 
active pqysically.. The eGmputer ·engage-s· them · n,tentally 
.· 
, · -~ - . 
.. . " 
, ' 
··, 
·' '• ,.· .. 
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and emotionally, but allows no · opportunity for mobility, · 
. ' 
no chance tb ·manipulate three dimension'! objects.· ,\The 
. '. . : 
child lea~ns. problem llol ving skills by stacking lfu.ilding 
............. ~~ ~ . ~ .... 
blocRs ot'Jf.Y:; fitting pots and pans i_nto each other and : 
• ·.,.a~4:..... .. • • • 
~) '. '·' 
by ,interacting with.people. Re~l life situa~'i~~-?ffer ·.,"_ . 
~ . 
the ~pportuni ty for -opeh ended exp-erimenta~io~. · ~ithout 
con~tete experiences, the child will. not posses the 
I , ..... ....- ,,. :,.. 
.. .,. 
founda.tion to formulate· the .abstractions the computer 
. • • . • f • • • • • • • • 4 ° • ., 
• . j . . . . 
requi'res of the user. su~tt qpncept.s . as "abov-e" and . 
. , .. . . . . ' .·. . . 
"};)elow" .are learned_ very naturally in the real world, .': 
' . . . , ' " ' 
probably~ much fuore- so than . on a compUter screen . 
~ . ... :. . • \ '\ . y .. . ,_ ,. . . 
. ·, . 
A major area of learning for young children ·is 
··language · acq\li~ij:ion ~nd it is learne~ through interacting 
, . with other· cpildren and adults. Social intera.ct:ion is 
. also e.ssen1:;ial to developing attitudes and .feelings of 
. .. . 
concern for. o'!;hers. These . requisites fo~ good inter-
f. . . ~ 
' I ' ~ .. --. '-", 
. / personal 'relationships .can. only . be fostered -thrC?u~h eocJ:»-
• I : • •' ' ' - , • • , ~ • . • • f' t 
0 
interaction. · Barnes and Hill ( 1983) sta.te that "children 
• • I \, • o 
.·at · .. ~ic~os are ·not getting the opportunity to ·.actively 
-.· ~ . . . . ' . . ~ . ' . ' 
.manip~l~te .·three dimensional ·objects in ·the physica·l ·world; 
. .' . ' . . ' . ,. ' 
.. J:ifscove~:. cau~e ··and effect. rel:ationships _througp ~xperienc.es 
: , C kick and be kicked) , ·or . develop concepts . and language 
. ' . ; , 
, tf?.~ough , in':'olv~ent with oth,ers • . ": (p.··l2)' , ' . 
.. , 
I 
. . 
1, .. '. 
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LOGO, a language ·considered by many to hold great 
promise . for intJ;<?ducing primary_ students to computers, . . . 
. offers children an opportunity to experiment and explore 
,. ln a microworl(l. f:16wever, LOGO requires the · us~r to · 
leq.rn a· set of· commands before ·the 'experimen\ i.s possible. · 
• \ ~ ' • ' r • 
These comn\ands . (RIGH"rf LEF'X , . FORWARD,-· 1etc.) ar-e aSstrac·-
, . . ... 
. 'II . • . . , 
. . tions that . the child cannot understand 'wit)lout concrete' . 
I ' " • ' ~ 
e>f:p~ri"e~ces · 'in the ·real wori'd. Papert himself .c-redits 
h~si £a~4,natib~ ;lth. gear~ . and whe~ls, ~· .~· c~_ild _fp; hi~ 
s~ccess \•J.n being able to concre.tize ab~tracl: mathema.'tlcal. 
~ 'o • I I. ' ' • ~ ' 
·c'on~epts. He hypothesizes that .. the·· "t~itle.~ in th~ ' LOGO 
' mi~~owor1~ offers children the same oppo,rt~~ity to 
~ . 
"externalize" their t~fnkJ.ng . . 
. : .· .
.. , 
.· 
,. ' 
. / 
./ 
I· 
De'spi te all the optimism of'I>apert and his ·supper:'- 1 
' ' . ·' . ' . . 
ters, t}le~e is :a paucity of dopumentation to ·back up their 
cla.ims. Sarnes ·and · ~i11 (1983) ·advise · 9aution. and u~ge · . 
' ' I ' • • ' • ' ' • " 
. parents to 'allo~ . th~ir · cbfldreit~· t; play . with "Lego"· before 
• • • . • 1i' ' ' • •• 
LOGO. · The. e.ffe~t of -~omputers on c'hild,~~n . :i.s unkno~. 
~ ' . .. ' . ' 
. . .. ' . .. . . . . . . . . 
~t present, it may be impossible · to measure the full impact 
. - . . . . . . . . . 
. . ' 
'. 
' . ' . 
be ·made, even . ~f 1 t is only to 
~ ' \ ,. ' ' I I ' : ' 0 
of questions :. should be asked.· 
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Limitations of Cornputers/Ar.tifical plte11igence · · 
. '
' .. 
_,/.,_, 
Because ~omputers AA_n perform calculations, answer . ./ ·· .. 
.,.. ' I , . ,/ 
, . - ; \,_ • . . • ~ / 
ques'tions,· store information anq p~oc~ss ~-\at .high sp_eeds, \.' . . #. · _r-_.··. 
some peopte -h~ve. : ~o.rne to regard·.· thein as. intelJ.:igaht; 1). ~ _ 
mo~~ornrnon-·iabel appll~d to· .~he,'c{bilit"ies of c'omputers . · ._) . ,·. 
. . . . . . ' :....._/' 
i~ ~artifici~l intelli~~(nce".\ ~~e _of.: th~ difficult4_es , in 
cietermini~g whe her' or>n~t· a ma·c'~ine is' intelligent !S(tbe : .. 
.• . ' . . ~ ¥' / . . 
diff;cuity o~ £oi: 9la~i~~; ~~;i:~cise~ pfinition of intelli;~~ .• : 
gence. ';['he Oxfor ·En Iish Dictionar~efihition:• ' . .. • ..... · 
. ~~tra~e~· the ambig~fty ·and -d~rcul~ri~y .i~v~~ved 'in 
, to '· ~ ' • • • ' • • • .. 
' • ' 
most·' att:erripts. tc;> come to 'grips with a . C.iear explanation • 
It defines intell~ge~ce a;; ."t~e . ~~cl!Jtt·. o~· ·· u~d~~sta~di~g: 
. . ' ~ ' - . . . . 
·.llntellect". But wha~· '·do ' understa·Qcfi~g and intel,ect mean? . 
· T~e ·o~fo~d . Engl~sh Dictio~a;y ·. o~~er~ -~he ··following:· . "to 
. . . .. .. . ' ' ' . ·- . . . . . . . ' . . . : •.- . ..~l 
. underst~nd" •. is· defined'. as· being "to :appreh.en'd/ .the' meaning ..r ·.·. 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . : . . r . . ·. ~··' .· 
o , impact o£;. to judge w,ith knowledge; or t .o., comprehend 
\ • ~ • , • • , ' , ~. ' • ' I ~ ' 1 
P1t'ellect is defiriecf . as "the faculty ' of 
. ' . ,. . . ~ 
P' I . . 
by ~hich ?~e · knows and 
' I ' reas~~S :· P,OWer. of ' 
. . " ·.' ""- . thought;_ un~r~ta~dih~; r.~rely· use~ .in • re~erencet-to'· lower 
. . .. 
' . 
animals·"; · 
... . . ~ .. . 
.. 
· · ·Evans.· (1979.) ldentifies ''.the ability to perceiv~ ·. 
. . . ti · 
, 1'. , • '._ , ·• _.' , . . •, , , I 
relation~hips . be1;.weeri objects and J?attern.s, .'to solve -; . 
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. . 
out of 'mental puzzles" a,s intellectual activit!.~ (p;l56). 
He states ' tha~ ~any animals are ~apable of performing 
/ 
these tasks. Hqw about lower ·life forms? · Is it pqssible 
\. 
to.accept machines as being ·intelligent? The answer to 
. ' 
the latter question .is often "no". "Computers can .only 
do what you· tell them to" is'a frequent remark. The 
o~her side of the qu~stion is: doesn't a young child 
with little experience ~ave to be told ho~ to behave? 
Humans have been programmed by their environment for 
I 
· millions of yeara. 
Evans (1979) gives a·basic and fundamental defini-
t:Lon of intelligence. "Intelligence is the ability of _a 
system to adjust appropriately to a changing world, · and 
I the more capable of adjusting - _the more versatile 1its 
.adjusting 'power - the more intell'iqent .it is". (p.l57). 
He then illustrates or expands on his definition by iden-. 
i tifying six principal factors ' that make a creature flexible 
· / . o-r v.e~s_atile in th~ way ~t ad~pts to its environment. 
, 
· The first factor is ••sensation" or "data capture11 • 
An entity 'is intelligent .. to the extent that it can extract 
information from its environment t~rough sensory perception. 
~he bette~ its sensory abilities· are~ the more intelligent 
it is . 
\ 
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The second principal factor is "data storage 
· capability". · Theflintelligen~e of an ~ntity. can ~e 
.rneasured·by the amount of information~it can store and 
how well it can· use t~data collected to improve its 
·. 
abil~ty to adju~t. ) 
"' 
The tHird . factor is p;rocessing sp.eed, . Etroces.sing, 
. ' 
·~ sp~e~ refe~s· to the switching speed~ of neu~ones in animals 
a~d microtrans~stors in computer~ •. The computer ~a~n can 
.. 
op_erate a billion till)es faster than the human brain accor-
ding to D'Ignazio (1981), but the human brain ;is able 'to· 
.. ~-
~process _ large numbers of commands at the same time. The · . 
jcomp~ter, on· ,the other han~, pr~~esses information ·one 
instruction ·at ~ time. 
There are some similarities between the human and 
the comp,uter braih. 'They both use · ~lectrical impulses 
.. 
'organized. into a binary code (1 1 s and 0 .. ' s) to store and .I . . . . 
.. t <3 • 
transmit ihformation. In the human brain, neurones act 
as switches·; the computer uses micro-transistors. The 
. 
speed with whic~ the . "brain" -can process informat1on is 
... , • I 
. . 
usually considered an indicate\ of intelligence. 
# 
\ 
A fourth factor is software flexibttity. An 
-- . . 
entity , 
. 
"-· · is intelligent to the extent that its programs can be 
\ 
easily changed and modified . This wou~d be crucial to 
.. ~\_,...,...e-· ' il' 
. ·· ' . . ~ . ~1. 
1---
, _ 
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the creation of an intellig~nt . machine • . Any intel~ig~nt 
entity must be able ~o change _its pro'grarns or create new 
·~ ones if necessary. _ · All biological entities have the 
ability to do this internally, while a corilp_uter-~s program 
·. . . . ·. ' · ...
must be modified or rewritten externally by a human . 
. -. . . .) 
.Until machines reach a leve·l where . they can . self-program~ 
. ' 
they cannot be regarded as·intelligent. ' However, com-
·l: . 
• , • • I 
puters have been-taught to play ~h~ss, checkers ·and tic- · 
' ' -tac~toe . and to improve their playing skill with each game . 
played by ~emembering the errors it made in the previous 
game. Che-ss playing .robots pave . now improvec;l:. t:heir 
, . 
skills so much that they can beat _top-ranking amateurs ." 
. A fifth f~ctor identified by .Evans (1979) ~ ~s 
software efficiency. Unless -programs are written in 
. ' . ' t> 
. . 
very precise language,. a lot of pr·ocessing power is wasted 
1-. 
~nd the program runs very slowly. Human software has 
.. . 
. become · efficient over the mil.Ptons of years that man has 
· I 
been Qealing with a harsh environment. Inefficient 
. 
programs led to death so there was strong .mOtivation 
to create very efficient programs. Computer software 
~. remains inefficient because it . .is new and doesn ' t car ry 
the same ~otential · for disaster that human programs do. 
D'I'gnazio (1981). J::!Oints out that the ·U.s. military .. are 
• • J . 
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already conducting research into the P.ossibility of 
connecting the human brain to a computer. Depending 
117 
on your point of ~iew, this co~ld lead to a more intel-
ligent humarl-pr more intelligent machines as the pers~n 
will be able. to ~P. a command ~a~d send it directly 
to the computer'.s brain". (p. 92). 
I 
The ~in~1 · factor tha~ makes a creature versatile · 
• 
and flexible. is software range • . The ·"brain". must be 
equipp~d with . a wide range o·f : software with which it 
!.• ' ., ... 
~ ! : ~!.~··: 
.. can cope. · The greater the va-riety and · number of ,programs. 
·. -~ \ -t~at are ~v~ilabie . for the central:: processo~!. the more 
~~ntellig~nt the machine will be considered. 
~ -
.._, 
A test ~~signed by Alan Turing, known as the 
Turing Te~t, was supposed to determlne a computer's , 
ability to think~ The test requires two persons .and a 
. . 
computer. The computer and one person are positioned on 
. . 
~ne side of an opaque screen while the person testing 
the computer s~ts on the other side. All three c~n 
~ 
communicate with each other by means ... of .a keyboard and 
vid~o screen. _ The person sitting.~lone asks questions 
via 
The 
~e keyboard, -but is unable to see which-one responds. 
purpose Isi .to· s"" · if .· the qu,ationer is ' able .to tell if 
human or the computer is responding. On ' such subjects .the 
1 .. 
! 
I \. 
'·-
. \' 
y--
\ 
I ' 
... 
. 
. . . 
I ' 
' 
\ 
I 
as CtleSS 1 .bri~ge 
~ I 
, . I . 
passed the·· test. 
I 
I 
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and menta~ h~alth, · the f .omputer has , 
Howeve~, the computer has consistently 
failed tests wren it ·was questionea on a wide ran~e of 
·I 
subjects • . . · 1 
. l I 
Perhap;s 1~-may never be possible to create ~._a t~~ly' 
i~telligent mabh·i.n~. 1 The problems range from. our diffi-
. · culty .to creatje a precise definition of. what intelligence 
. and thinking J_s, to developing a · self-programmable 1 -
. machine. ManJ . feel that; until ~ .. .computer ' Can expetience e'moticin~ and ~rite poetry ·and_ music·, it_ c~imOt be cOil- . 
sid,er~d in\~e~l~ igent. .It ,is unfair .to compare ~he abi~.ity 
of computers, to the human ~reative geniuses because not 
., 
·all h~ans, · ·eyen those who ar~ highly in~ell.igent, could · 
create su9h m!sterpi~ces as Bach or Michaelangelo. 
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. Chapter VII . 
Computers .in the Information Age 
, 
119 
.. 
1. ' Information Re~rieval Systems/Telidon 
.. , 
A computer was important in the 1940's for per- .· 
forming calcula ~ions tha ~ would r~quire 'the liunian. brain . \ 
. . . . . . . ' 
·· · a ·. long · p~;iod of t.ime to· complete or solving probl_em~ · : 
. . . . . 
' .. 
which humans could not otherwise solv~. More recently 
systems . hav~ b~en developed· to .store inf'ormation in 
computer · data banks so that it can.be recalled for later . 
....___ 
.. - -~ 
use,. ·A· great Cieal ~f .data fro~ printed material such a~ . · 
books, journa~s,·and · papers : can be stored in relatively 
. . ' 
s_mall area~ _ __!>Y. t~e use of comput~rs. ·. In an ~ ~nf ormation. 
· society knowing a great · deal of information is .. not ··.as . · · 
.. 
• 
. • . 
"' ~ ' . 
. ' 
important as being able to get ~his information when n~eded~ 
the , comp~tei can .make the in~ormation · a~c:lil7" .·:: ··•*· Furthermore, · 
. . ' · 
able much more · quickly than conventional means of :(etr~eval. 
Many countries have ~eye~oped th~ir OWn.ipform~~i~n · 
retrieval s~ste~. 
. ' 
One of the most advanced . information retrieval 
systems has been d~veloped in Canada, ·Telidon.. The 
F.ederal De~artmen't of' Gortm\\_lnica·t~on~ det!'ribe.s T~~on 
~s "an advanced and e~sy..:.to-use v.fd~otex · system 'that 
h , 
, • 
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uses the newest developments ·fn graphi9s, telecommunica-
.. 
· · tions and · compute~ · ~echnol·o..g.ies 11 • Videotex is a two way 
co~unication system that_o links a television set to com-
. . . 
· lputers. and ~data banks~ - Vi~eotex.adapters can be attached 
t ·o ·o~ buil~ in~o· hom~· ~v · sets, . tur·n."i.rig th~m in~o comput,er 
. terminals w!'lich can . draw informati?n . froin -the meinory '.of 
. . .· - · 
:oth~r computers. T·elidon also allows users to send infor-
·mat·i6n back.~- a form. ~f electt:onic·. ~~il. 
. '\ 
·. · . _The · b~oadcast: ~er~~on ,of · v~~e·ote_x , is telete'xt • . In 
. : . . 
this sys~em the informat·ic;m is broadcast over the spare or · 
• 0 • II}- ' • 0 . , 
· ·unused : lines of a TV signal or ov:er a cable· TV channel .• 
'• 
'It i~ tr~nsmit~ed_in hiqh~speed bursts every few s&conds. 
0 . • • • • • .. 
. T-he 'i.nformation is accessed via a keypad or . keyboard. The 
.. . 
user simply pushes a button(s)· to select the information 
.' 
... 
.. 
·~rom the Iitenu. · · · . . · 
I 
: I 
A · Telidon System consists : of tpree components: 
data bases connected' to ·~·central cornp~ter1 ' 
a · modifi ed TV set ~with ·.a p\lsh buttori unit 
like ~ pocket calc~latot or a keyboard 
l ·ike a typewriter, for getting or. sending 
information; ·. · 
a transmission link, such a$ telephone 
lines, ~able, optical fi6res, television 
~roadca~t, satellites _or even laser • . : 
fTelidon, Dept. of C.ommunications pamphlet). 
"' 
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,The .adapter, .once in'sta11ed· in yo.ur TV set, de- . 
codes · the infor'niation. sent· to the ·Ty ·by the central 
comp~ter. Tpe computer'signals show up on the screen 
as printed words, 'gr~phs or pictures. The information 
is available instantly when yqu want it.: Teliqon .and 
· oth~r _systems for information ;etrieval ca~ ·provide many . · 
. . .• . 
different k'inds of in,forma tion . and se·r.vices. Noonan 
· (1982) lrsts these _.examples: · 
' I 
' 
' .. 
. ' 
. ; banking· . . - . . 
• ordering goods fron( s~ores ·' .. ·. 
. . tourist iAformation · ' . · ~·- obtaining and ·confirming bU:s,, rail, ai~ilne 
and hotel reservations 
. mail orders 
~ ·bibliographic data . 
. comparison shopping' ' 
weather forecasts · 
stock market updates 
job openings ~ . . 
apartments for rent . · · 
real estate information and prices 
displaying wh~te and yE!ll.ow pages of · 
· tJ'le. phone book . . . : 
traffic reports ·. · 
education' business and commercial resea-rch 
elec'tronic mail 
educational · instruction 
. · television listings . · · 
local live theatre and movie theatre 
. taking surveys of public opinion 
. interactive· games . · · 
. ·displaying books on the m9n'l tor from a 
page by page, for the us~~ - to read 
. · telemonitoring for fire and other alarms . 
I!,,) (p. 240) 
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Read~rs interested in Telidon may visit the Arts · 
and Culture Centre Li~ wffere a Tel~don termi~al _ is 
·----- ...... . . 
se,t up · fo~s~Y.the general public. Terminals have 
-been set up in citLes ac~oss Canada· to acquaint Canadians 
with · tnis new . technol'!9Y. ·: 
2. 
' . . . 
rmelications for Education 
"Telid~n has 'the · capacity to be an eiectronic 
school, : a iibrch:y, a ·newspaper, ·a bank, a ·· · 
·supermarket, a post.· off~ce, a· tra\loel agent . 
and much more". ( 
(Te,lidon ti.p-t. (of. cOm..Unic.i.~idns Pain~h1'etl. 
. ... . ·' '\ . \r v.-,~.. . . . . ,. 
A submission of. ·the{.ontar10 . . Teacher Is Feder~~io~- . " 
(OTF/FEO) to the
1 
Ontario ··Cab.inet identified seye_ral ~ses· fo.r 
instruction (ThC!waldson, ·1980). .6ne s:ilch .are~ -~o~ld be .. 
•.. 
· , courses ·Qffered 'through . correspondence. ·. Electronic mailing. of 
. .-·1"- .. . 
assi~nments -~o an. ~n-campus co~iu~er ~ould ~r?atly facilitate 
. . . . . . " 
the grading'. and tur:r~ around. time. 'Having a . libra.t;.Y ·as close 
. ' 
•' . 
as yo.ur · TV ·Set would · ce~ta.inly be ~n asset in completing . 
. . . . . . ·. . . . .'.. - ·. ' .. . . 
a~signments regardless of. w~ether· a stu~erit was in f~ll time 
attendance at an educational institute or studying thro'dgh 
' . ' . . . 
correspondence. 
Drill and ~imilar exercises could b~ ·pr~vi'~· . . 
· easily by .. Teli,don. l.'~~ctice .·exercises co~id . be . created 
· • 
': . 
. •, 
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using the excellent graphics and color capabilities of 
•I ' 
the Telidon system. · Eas·e of input by· key~oard or graphics 
tablet makes it 'very attractive for this ·type Of l,lSe. 
The OTF/FEO · ~lso recogniz'ed that Telidon .could 
· serve ·. as a means . of tutoring by, terminal and telephone 
• 
line. Students are given inuned.iate feedback along with 
,. 
· ··.solutions ·to problem are.as ·in their work '(Thowaldson; 1980) • . 
.. 'The. advantages of. using Telidon . for ~o~put~r· 
assisted instru~tion · (CAI) ~re obvious. · Telidon ' can b'e 
.used ·to transmit CAI. materiai from~ c~ntral computer~ · 
. ' 
to ·a micro or m~nico~uter. in offices, resource centers, · 
classroom or homes. . .As Telidon ·becomes · available, a new 
• .. ~ r • ~f' • • • 
industry ·..:. an·· electr~nic ,publishin,g ind~stry' - will use 
. ~ . . . ' . . . . . 
. . . 
this equipment to .make avai~~ble a·whole range of infor-
, . 
' . 
mation services. Educators .. must be aware of these new 
. . . -"' 
deve~op!"e.nt0~ co~~~~ers, :a~~ infodiation ~~tw~~k~:: 
using c.ompute~s, will . not. enter the schools i~ _a .haphaz~rd 
way~. The need fqr . in-service to keep 'teachers abreast of '.' 
ne~ deve~lopments i:o technology ~s immense. : .. Fai'l:ure to 
mak~ .teachers a part of the deci.sion-m~ing p,roc~ss at · 
-~ . . . . . .  .. 
the sc:hodl ~n? · schoc:>l board, level ·could P:t:~ve .to .· 6~ wa~·te-· · 
' fu'l, inefficient, an~ lead . to le~s ~ffe_cti.re use . of . the ~ . . 
•. 
.. ·.· . . . . . .. . l .. 
new l~arning too-ls (Thowaldso.n , . 1980) • Planning and c.oordi-tlation 
fi ·. 
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13 -
between governmen.ts ' · · schools,· school boa-.t:~s i~:i"- essential 
if the. new means·of.commu~ication is tope used success-
f _ullY. artd ·efficiently in the schools. ·_. 
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'Chapter VIII \ 
Applications of Computers in Education 
The ·educator may. find .it usefu1 to see the computer. 
~ 
being .used in two ways in this chapter. First of all, 
there ·is· a role for th_e computer ·in administra~i~n . at 
the classroom,. school, and -school ·board level. ·. Tne dis-.. 
. • . , 
tinc~ion betwe.en the -use. ·of. th~ .compu.tEir for · administration 
- ..... 
. ... ; 
.. a_nd pomputer- ·managed ins
1
truction _(eMir is by no me~ris a 
. . .... \ 
clear one. The~e are many ,aspects ·of CMI which are '. 
~ admin~sttative in -natt.i:r;e. In the . .second· application;, 
• • "' - • w ~ 
t~e teacher te~ches through and with computers·. This 
. . mode inyolves the·· use of computer assisted instrucl;ion 
• • • •• # J"- • • • • 
.drill and pra:ctice, . . tutorial and simulatlons. The com-
. . ' ' . . . . ... 
puter is ·a tool u~ed for instruct:l,on iJ:l the same way . . _:, 
~hat a 16~ o:r: ?~erhead . :projector fs used and the software: · 
~~ performs 'the same function as. a ~lmstrip or trans~arency. 
. '. 
1. Administr-ative uses of computers . 
(a) School L"evel 
In receni years. "there has been "a back to the 
. -M._sics~· .movement which has led to '9reater. emphasis being 
,. &:..... 
' . . 
. ~ . . . 
placed . on -~\ountabil~ ty. · -~~ _order f<?r a ~acher to . 
demonstrate now well the objtctives Of a . unit or ~nstruc-
. . 
tion are a·chieve.?, records_. must be kept~ • In addition, 
, ' 
• 
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.. 
efforts have to be made to individualize instruction. CMI 
is designed _specificaily . to· help teachers with the consid- t 
~ ~ . . . . . 
erable ri~er of ' clerical and ~ecord keeping tasks involved 
when. instructioh· is . indiviqual.ized·. All CMI systems per-
·. • ' . . i .... 
•, 
form .the basic t~sks . o~ . storin'g student re.coJ7d~ and ·pro~· 
. ' . • • . • 0 . ....... • 
' -: 
. . 
files and Q,se the information to analyze student p}':ogress 
' .. . . 
·and help ·the student · s.el~ct . the . pe~.t learni ng ·sequence. 
· . The teacher .is .freed ·fro~ the \ba,r~age , of pape'r work· that 
• i-s counterprodu~t;Lve - to ... .tne primary task of teaching·,. · The , 
.. 
. . 
simpl~s~ ' type ._of CMI. can · b~ accommodated 'on a microcom- · · 
.. 
· puter . system. ·. It .uses the computer as an ·electronic grade 
' • ' • I • • •, ' I ' ~ • ' \ 
book.; the -te~c~ ~rites the test·,_:.administers it , scor'es\ 
it and ent~~~ the results in~o the computer. 
At a more sophis~icated level, CMI progra~s .f ·or 
microcomputers developed .bY the ma)or produ~~rs have 
included controlling and acc~~ting for the interactions 
: of '!itudents, computer anq the curric':llum. There are, ' · 
. . . 
however, f ew pr_ograms · ava:ilable out~ide the subjects of 
, • ' 
elementary school mathemat.ics and 'language arts. Kepner 
. . ·. . ' . ' " 
.(l982) .~ties 't~ .. t · ha.~dware ~apability: is not a . problem._ ... 
.The limi~tions perceived in CMI systems " .•• • are the . 
. - .. 
result of po,on curriculUm design, poor1 choi~e . of . instr~c-
. . ' . 
, 
tional strategies, or unclear definit~on· of . objectives" : . 
. . 
. ( p .• 2 ~ ) • ' . t 
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Wherever individualization of· fhstruction is 
attempted, the computer can be a very valuable as~et 
for the teacher. A summ~ry of th.e advantages · .'o~ . CMI _ . 
is.provided by Lieberman et.al. (19~1): ~ 
.. I · frees teachers from tediO~$ record ~eepi~g; 
individ.ualized_. prescriptions promote effic-
ient use . of computer' ·time;· . .. · 
provides immediate feedback; , 
. statl.st'ical feedback can be . used to. iden'bi:fy · 
· .ineffecti_ve' -curx:icular units requiri.ng 
. improvement; . · 
(p._ 6)_:..~· .. . 
. , 
. With the p~oliferation o~· miqr9computers a~d ... av~i labil~ty . · 
of CMI . pa.cka?e~~ · ~ore s,~ject ~reas, : ~~ w71~ lik.ely 
· becom~ · more promi!tent .in' the 'future. - . ... · · · ,, 
. - . . .·:. . . - . : ·.· 
. Another administrative ~se . of compute~s . is · com~ 
. . .... . · . . . . . . . . ' 
puter based teseing. · In its,. sirriplefit' forlJI; i:t provides · -
' . . . . . · ' . . .. . . ' . - . . ' 
ch~ckin~~:-9£ correc~ and lJlc6r:re'ct ans.~~rs" -~~d '_tally f~g '& 
of student and class score~ ·· Mo7:~ 'soph.t'sticai:ed .Cr;ti. 
systems may .include a~ listi%19 ~f c-c~~ret:' ~l~- inc'o'rre,qt .,.· 
.~ 
. ·.,. 
; r~S~C?I)Se~ 1 .~ raW SCOre; . 8 ·~ercentage: SCOre 1 · a Cl~SS_'_~r~ . . . ..... . 
et~. ·f~r- .~~e stud·e~t ... For .the.o~·es~, .' i~ inay . genera~·e mean; . 
median a~ standard deviation scores, as- ~1 as· .ari 
. . . . . · . ·. i· . " . . ~ .... . 
analy~is ·of ·~est . i te~s ~ Such feed~ac~ will h~~p· the. 
. . . . . • . . . • . ... ·· . , . i 
·teacher ocrea te more· valid imd _, ~eli able tests. 
.•.· . 
4 • 
. " 
.. 
· Co~puter test· item. b~nking is a sch~me ·iri which · 
·. . . . . . . ,. . . . . ·. 
the con~:puter is ,. used to st~#e ' thou san~~ of.- test .1 terns . 
. . 
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that have been random~y ·sampled and -te'sted fOJ: reliability 
and validity over a wide geographical area. The computer 
stores each item along with infor~ation .about in such a~ 
' . 
· the O,r,jective it tests and level of difficul'ty 'in the item 
_bank. _ The ~eacher can~_the? u~e the ·computer to p~oduce a 
· 4:est by drawing items from the bank. 
,. 1 • • • ~ 
-
· In order for item banking to be effi?ient, teams . 
of teachers m~st pool their t~st ite?s· Lieberman. et.al. 
f 
(1981) identify 'the Ontario Assessment Instrument l>ool ,. 
' . 
{OAIP) 1as an example of such an approach. Teams ~ of 
·.: 
~achers have listed thousands of ·items and tested them 
for .. validity and reliability. However, the project is 
stil.l incomplete • ~or optimal use o~ computer assisted 
. . / : _ ...... 
.. testlng, teachers will require a knowledge "about com-
~- · - ( . 
· pu~er~ ~nd about testing and item ~onstruction, and. so~e 
kno~ledge of computer software". (Kepner, 1982, p.20). 
At the school "office" level, _the computer is a 
very valuable tool for the administrator. Timetabling 
Vlnd sche.duling wj, thout the 'assistance of 'a computer has 
be~~me an increasingly tedious and time-consuming task. 
Scheduling students into classes at the \secondary level 
....., 
has become more difficult wi~h the adoption ·of a credit 
system. The necessity for schools to keep an accurate. 
t p · 
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account of the number of credits each student has acquired 
as well as scheduling him/her into o~her courses . that he/ 
~ she. needs .to graduate, has created an enormous headache 
for administrators. •The advanta?es of ;acomputer are 
obvious because these are the tasks that a computer can 
. I. 
perform very well. ( 
Computers are also capable of producing repo~t 
cards to the' specification oi the program. Some. may __ 
. / ,_ 
simply have the grades for each subject printed on th~rn \ 
with spaces left for the .teacher's comments to be adde9 
later • Others may: already have the comments of the 
teach~~s printed on them when tpey are printed by the 
. comput~r. Of course all grades and comments must be: 
input intf'"'the computer by the teacher and/or secretary. 
. . 
• 
Worp proc'essors, a computer with a word-processing 
. ~;. 
package, can be a very efficient "administrative assistant". 
"' Some of the uses that teachers and administrators are 
\ . 
finding for \word processors are: mail outs to parents, ( \ 
\ . 
\ 
et.c.; fo.r stor~ng and easily revising items , s.uch as sq~ool 
handb~~s; for ~~nting daily notices, etc. But Coburn 
et. al. ; ( 1982) cati'tion that such 1.1se of computer resources 
. I ..... • 
"requires ~ tremendous amount of computer time an~ space 
on peripheral· stoj:'age devi9ea''· (p. 39t. This and other 
..... 
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faotors must be con$idered and weighed against increased 
A , \. 
eff i 'ciericy. 
At the school level, the computer pffers the 
.opportunity to free teachers and principals -from the time/ 
cons\lming tasks of tes.ting and record keeping. The effect 
of computerization can be improved instruction because 
it gives educators an opportunity to•prepare their instruc--
:tional strategies as well as provide immediate feedback 
to evaluate the~. · With computer support, teachers.can-
teach more· effectively,- and principals," freed from the 
trivial details of ~dministration, will be able to give 
. 
more attention to educational issues·. 
-
School site adminis-trators must become computer · -
• • literate .and lead . by. example.· · This doesn't mean that they . 
- . 
must be ex~ert in computer use but understand how it works, 
be familiar w~th the jargon and b~ aware o£ both adminis: 
, 
-:.: .... · . . -
trati..;fe and instructional use of microcomputers (Latta, 
Dunn, and Stevenson, 1982). Leadership by example is 
effective leadership~ 
(b) School Board Level 
At the schoo~=b~~rd ~evel,.computer~z~g adminis-
' tration can 'have ~wo meani~gs. First, it could simply , 
mean the board O~fice _ or secondly, the board and all its 
\ 
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schools. Wit~ the proliferation of microcomputers for 
instructional applications, school boards,need to provide 
' ' . 
"an intensive and ··supportive environment for implernenta-
tion of technological innovations" (Tracz and Cousins, · 1983, 
p.l7). . Tracz and Cousins (1983) report that the main 
areas of concern for educat~onal administrators "relate 
.. 
to needs assessment, hardw~re configuration, software 
"' . . 
. applications and development, -and personal issues" (p .. l7). · 
Both short-.term- and long-·term objectives and goals 
of the board must be considered in the needs assessment. 
. ' 
Tr~4z and Cousins~ (1983) _suggest thes,~ - points be giv.en 
. r . . 
consideration: · : ,;. 
.. \ 
I ' 
• turn around ti~e - the time that elapses · 
- .. ··- between input and output, 'including allow-
ances for the elimination of errors ' or 
... . . 
· "d.__ebugginq". ; 
board independence - the reduction of depen- . 
dence on external . cornputin'g facilities or. 
service bureaus: 
data security - control over access to the 
data and preventions of. tampering, abuse 
an~break-in; .• 
' .. - ' . . tailorea reporting - geared to the specialized 
output requirerne.nts of 'the users; and 
networking- within the·board (among schools) 
and other external data bases. 
(p.l7). .. 
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., 
.. . 
. Once the 
/ . 
needs have been assessed, then it is 
. I . . . 
the type of hardware · that would best time;to consider 
meet ~he immediate and long range objec~ves and goals 
of the · hoard.· '· A ca~eful selection of hardwar~ is a· must ;.. . - : . . 
because a · computer with a large memory siz'e having net- · 
. . i . . . . . . 
working capability is. very expe~sive .~nd it ~ill n·ot be 
. . 
,ll 
feasible to 
.... . 
change :he · sYjtem after it is· in pl-ac~. The 
C~mp~ti~~~~~ of Ontario (ECNO_), which ·is . Educational 
now patronized by more than 20 Ontario school boards, : uses 
,J the v.A}{-based. systems ·produced .. by·· Digital Equipment of 
I 
Canada. M~st ·ontario boards with _between 750 to· lOOO 
t .eachers _are using: the in~e~~~diate_ · sized VAX-li~150 r 
. computer system. (Tra9z and _Cousins, 1983). 
· . A .... e •· 
Ope of _the ad~antages of'networks, such a~ EC~O, • 
... \ . • . 
is in the area of software development. "Any membll!r board 
may have · .the .option of deve_lop.i-ng· ·software intern~lly .for 
local use, developing .software internally for ~etwork use, 
or acquiring software packages produced . outside ·the net-
. . , 
. ' . work"~ (p.l8)'. rth~Anembers of ·the EGNO are esseri~ially · 
: ;,:.w.Y • I ·• 
members of ·.a co#erative organized to share informat.1on. 
~' . 
on·· the question of . personne~, Tr~cz and Cousins · 
--------------------
. ' . . 
.. (\983) recommend retraining staff r~~her than hiri~g· new 
personneL · · It is imp(?rtant that persons who are already · 
' • ' 
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familiar with the operation of the board hav~ substantial 
f.', • . 
~input into -system development . .. All board personnel, from 
\cclerical, workers to the·. s~prrintepderit, . . should be involved 
in the acquisition .of 'new knc;>yledge and skills. Network· 
I ~ 
computer systems can. reduce dupl_ication in . hiring of · · 
' . 
external expe'rtise and ' provide suppo'rt services duririg 
the retraining period. · · A·gooA approach would be to set 
• 
up a commi.ttee .from within . the boaJ:"d -to act as liaison . 
be·tween the board and exte.rnal e~pertis·e. When the system 
· .is set 'up,· the administrators wilt! .then be able to lise it 
themselves. 
· .. 
/ . 
2. Teaching Thr?ugh· Co~puters 
(a) Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)· 
Thowaldson (1980) describes CAI as · "an . att~mpt to 
achieve interactive teaching in an automated ~ashion". 
" (p.8). The · ~kill of . the designers is crucial to the 
success of the in~truc~onal experience the student 
receives. There are many "bad" programs in -circula~ion 
\ that have resulted .in boredom for the user, as well as . 
• • ' t 
' . 
causing many teachers to question the usefulness Qf the 
Ji . ' . ;....---/ 
computer in instruction. The absence of proven documen~ed 
r 
software has been a major drawback to the use of computers ·• 
/. 
p 
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' f 
to assist instructiqnM Most CAI materials are very elem- • :, . 
. " 
entary drill and pr~ctice .routines. However, ~~e software 
... 
. . < . 
shortage is s;towly being overcome. (Diem, 1981) . ~'\.. 
. . . . 9 . \ ! 
·"'-J •. 
(i) Drill"and P~actice 
. 1 
. ·. 
In· this .. mo~e the computer does not teach; it is·· a · 
\ 
strategy for practicing what the teacher has taught. ;..--/ 
Coburn; . et.al. (19'82) write: "Dril"l al)d practice programs . :,.../ 
/ 
are probably t~e most cox:nmon, b.est· known, · _and most d_J:.sp}lr-
-
.aged applicatiOJ1 of computer~ in education": (~.21~. 
Better designed . programs would ma·ke them more benef:l;c.ial • 
.. . ·• 
Graphics are included in more sophisticated programs· to 
' . ... . . 
. . 
· · enhance learning .and make them more appealing to the user.· 
Regardless ' of the le.vel .of skill used to design the 
. 
. . . 
, . 
.pro9.,ram, they all fol~~w · the .same basic format... The ~om-
' " . ~ . . -
puter. presents th~ problem, the . student · r~spondS, and · 'l . 
I the response is compared to . an expected response. If the 
. // '· . .. . 
· . //. ans_,;,_er is incc:rrect ~ the student is afl~~d to try again. · 
-~~ . . Usually after three tries, the computer will give the 
/ 
,/ user the c·orrect answer: If the student meets with 
.  
failure, ·ne may be directed to another ~branch in the 
program. The student who experiences suc9ess may be .· 
.rewarded with a message ·such as "VERY GOOD, JOHN 11 , · and 
., 
be directed to· g~ on to a new set of e·xercises: . ~rogram~ 
_____ .....,... _ _,_.-..,.. 
· . . 
, / 
__ ..... 
i j' 
/. 
·' 
·' 
. . I . 
I , 
; 
• ' . 
' 
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which use graphics:and sound shou19 be constructed so that · 
.r 
;,u.e _user isn't ·given a gr~ater reward ~or an incorrect 
-/a~swer · th~n fdr ' a ._ correct one. ~here is ·-~:~· .. ,·pol?sibility 
. . 
the -- studef\t could be motivated to · deliberately give an 
· incprrect respo~se to, see the gr~phics display and -hear , _ 
the sdund effects~ · 
, Drill and _practice rro_g:~~s, ·as -long as they" ar~ 
·never u·sed · in place ___ of·· primary ins~ruction ··by tKe t,eacher, 
. ' ., • . . 
. have a --number of advanta.g~s. .· They are easi~y proauced ·or · 
modified by a teacher with some prpgramming skills. : ' The· I , . . . 
student is informed : immedi~tely -~s . to the cor:~:eq_tnes.s or 
. . · ~ . . 
incorrectness of his response. It offers the student ' an 
·- . - ' ~ 
oppo-rtunity 'to p'ractice skills without fear of penalty or 
' \ . ) 
' ' . 
·· emb~rrassment. _ Practice . progr~ms should not -be . condenmed · 
without cons~dering thes~_. advanta_g~s. 
t • 
- ' . --· - -~ ~· . (ii) Tutoria-l 
. . 
. _. 
. :.. 
I'· 
1 
· In order to ~unction effectively as tut?r, . . t lie 
I 
'I \ 
computer:·m?st . be pr6grammedt hy ' someon~ who is expert ~in . , 
. " " progr~~ing - and. the suhje~t the user is lear.ning • . There . 
! . 
is a rl_~ed · for greater interaction · than . in drill· and 
.. l _ ' '. . . . 
·, . 
practice programs. ~he com~uter presents some ·information 
about 'the' subject, the. st;udent · Jiesponds, the c:io~pu_t~ -~ 
. ; J • . 
·. 
, .. 
,,, . 
.. 
·. 
I ; 
. . , 
' 
· I 
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. ,. 
evaluate~~·:a:es~~se and dete:a:mines 
n.ext. Tayl7. (1980) w.iitJs: _ · ·· · 
/ 
I 
~hat to' present 
"~tits pest th~ compute~: tti.tor . keeps 
complete records on each· student being 
~ tuto~ed; it ha's at its 'disi)Qsa~ a wide 
range of subje~t detail it q~n .. pre~.ent; . 
and has an e~te{lsive anq· flexible way . 
to 'test and th~n lead the student thz:ough_ 
136 
the material" • . (p~J) ~ · 
.AcC~rdinq to Ccibur~ b"'A;. •(19~2): , .. it is pos~,-' . 
' ·.. ,· ; . J . . • 
t~ construe~ a ·s~pnisticated ~utorial containing movi~g 
.. ... .. . . . ... ~ ' ~ 
·graphic~ · and.· l;'ecogniz:ing . !'esponses· ~s· .tentative as . ~· r: . 
' thi~k ·~0 !' ; .. · ~he 'pedagogy an~- :h~- technology ' exi_ s t -~ -~~ ·_it. 
But ~l:ong ,with this, one mu~t realize. ~!tat many. hours . of. 
,,, ' ' ' 
expe~t programming are required. to .produce o~e hour of 
' • • • • • ,I 
good tutoring. A big advanta9'e ·of-.the co~puter as tut.o:z;, 
' ' ' ,J· . , , · . - . ' 
~however~·· is that it·. include's .the· st'rategic de.tail.s · need~d 
' . 
. ' 
to individualize tHe les.son·. The human .. teacher is. more · 
flexible and ,~equir~s .3::ess . ~i~e to. 'prepare a ·1e~son,· but· 
doesn '.t always account ·~for .i.nd~vidual ''dlff£lt;en-ce~. It 
WOUld~ .non~.tt:ele~S; . b~ a .. :ffiiSt~~e t.~ rega_rQ. t~e compu~er _ 
. . . ~ . 
as . an ideal teacher. .It must b'e given appropriate u~e .. . 
.. 
. to be' effective. Used ·to introduce s.tudents to new ' I 
· m~terial, · the comput;er can increase · student· motivation. 
. ~ . . . 
It.js also an ideal way for. s~ude~ts to cat~h up _on work 
they missed . ~~e : to a·bs~n~~eism. .· An~iher adv~ntage ·for . 
.. . ' . ' ' . " . . 
a shy student is the comfort Of knowing that the. computer 
. ' 
· ,· 
I • · " 
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~ith a tutorial, no"t embarrass him if he is wrong. 
students enjoy · a one-to-:one student "te:cher" ratio. In ~ 
. . . 
order ~or a student ·to en.joy. tlie · full benefit .of the 
\ . . . 
tutorial session~ · the lesson must ant~cipate a:J..l answers, 
·' erert those .that ··are ~orr~ct put no.t ·.e,xact. 
~ifficult for the instruct~onal designer to 
·\ - . 
(iii) Demonstration 
' . 
Thi!:l is very 
do. 
Demonstrations- have. been ·used for ·many year.s .in. 
the teach.ing · of' s~i~nce and rna theriia tics. Using. a . ·computer -._ 
they. can now be done cheaply_ and ·accurately _in a fai.l 
proof way. Demonstration packages•ptilizinq s~und, color 
. ' ' . 
and graphics ~re available. The teacher doesn't hav~ to 
intervene except to hit a few keys. The ·va:r:,iables- are 
eas:J-ly manipula~ed and 'the effects are instantaneous~ 
Demonstration packages can p~obably best be used · 
\ . 
as ·an aid.t~ the te'acher during.the introduction .of ·new 
. . ' . . . . . '. ~ . 
material · and as an aid to students in their. revi~w. With 
' .I pr~gramrning .. expe~ience, ·t~<;ich.er~ and/or students · ca~ 
I . 
. . 
creat,e theLr own . pr~gramsi but it requires ma~y hours of 
work. 
. 
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(iv) Simulations and Games 
/ The terms simulation, model ahd game a-re often 
takeft as synonymous. All three· are representations ·of 
. .· 
' . . 
real~ty by means of some sort _of algorithm. In a simu-
lation, tQ.e · us~r needs .no knowled9e o·f .the infe;n~l,..· · 
workings of the computer. l!:dwards, (1918). deiines 
.. . 
sii!lulations as ,;operating· models of· physicai or social 
·situ.ations" ·. ~- 6o·; • The ·word model means· a framework 
in ·whic~·rea~ity is ·r~duced in siz~ ~0 ~ana~~bl~'prgpor-
l> 
~ tions. It is a framework in· which reality' i~ s.implified 
.' . 
- so that i.t may be better unde.rstood ?r controll~d • . The 
. . ' . 
element · of competition .added to a -simulatiori 'makes it a 
,, I ,. .... 
. . \ 
game·. There are competitive. ·interac·tions. between players 
to achieve - specified goals.· 
' .' .. 
\ . Reise~ (1~80) effectively ·summariz_es the. features 
of ~ .. simulation. As an .instructional strategy; a sim~la-
, ..... . . 
I • , 
tion will: provide act! ve ·learner participation, provide .· · 
a set of precis~ : ~Jles; speci·fy pre9ise · ·go~ls 'and repr~s~nt 
some aspec.t qf the ~eal world • An examinat~on of an · exarn-
. .. . 
.. 
ple will give a feeling for . ~e nature of simulations -and 
• • 1 . . 
their us~s. 
-Ennals (1979) · descr~bes a ~ocial studies -simulation 
• from the history and computer .studies depax:tments of sw:eyne 
.. . 
• 
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,School, Essex. ·In their Russian Revolution prog~arn, 
s~vera~ studen~s adopt t~e 'role of different characters 
in the revolution. Each ·. inputs qecisions· b\sed on their I" 
judgement. 0~ ttl_e ~nformation l?resented by the computer' .·. 
. . . . . . . . - ~-
·, . \ . . . 
The computer then produces new ·output based on a combina-
\ . tion o.f the ·effects of the ·s~udents• inpu~·, e~isti!lg con- . 
di tions and ··the prob'apili ty o~ certain outcojnes. ~ Th'is 
. ... . . 
,• 
new output-is again used by the . students to make their 
. ~ ~ 
next decision. 
Computer simulations ·can be·· used for rnaster:y ,.of 
skills; le~rning of content, c~ncept devei~prnent, to 
' ' .\ ' 
... . . , . . 
promote inquiry or -motivate student inter~st. Coburn 
. . . .. . . . 
• • f . 
et.al. (1982, p. ·31) warns that simulations must not be 
used to -.replace oth~r importa~t. learning experiences; 
~ , . 
computerized instru~tionai'. gaJ!leS al.so may be 
. . . "' 
simulations (simulation. games') ·bUt are classed-as games 
' · • • > • • • • t ~ . 
: ~~. pt;i~cipally be~ause they o~~r~t~. 6~ ~ clear ~et of. rules 
• ; · \ l • • • ... • ' • . • 
. '\ and have . winners and -lose.rs at t~e end·. . Their explicit 
. g~~l is ' lear~irig • . ..._ Gam~s. · ~re ·highly m~ivational an~ . pro-
-.,1 . 
vide a· student wLth a . rich ~a{l~ cornplel) learning env.i,ron- ' .· 
-------.-~-m=e~n,_,t,_,._--"-'A. c~n~~-of_some_~c~tox:·~ i. s t~C)t ma.py.:_qarnes- --- . . ~" - . 
.•. 
. '· 
• I 
i • 
; . 
:·. po_rtray · vi9~ence :. Th~re is a :lack .of" ,games which · teach 
skills an" concepts iri a sophisticated. ~~y ... jmd teachet'S 
· lack the·· sophisticl\t~~f ~rogramming ··skills to produce ... 
. ~ .. . • 
' · 
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... 
their own. :As in all other -·arelis of computer us 
instruction, good software is in short· s~pply. 
less, one . should not. overlook the use o'f non-edu 
games as t~~rds T achin . . to mo~i va te, s.tudents. 3. with Com uters - Com uter as ·To 
(a) · Word-Processing 
'• . 
140 
~n \ 
I o~t~e-
atio al 
\ 
:Recent!~ ~an~f·ac.~ur!':rs f~ve, develO.p~d t_ex~. ~di~­
i~g software. p~ck~g~s tha~ ~an · ~on vert even :the .'s 
' micro~mp4t~r into a·word processor. As a result, students 
' . 
and teachers.with access to a computer equipped wi ~text 
. . 1 . , I . • 
editi.ng software, can now organize, erfter, e~it, •fo mat 
and print out anything the~ m~ght write. 
. . . 
and editing are done on the computer's video 
before .it is committed to priht . . All err~rs can be 
. . . '~· . corr~ted and words inserte~or deleted. d 
/.--... 
word proce~sors make it possible to rearrange the tex 
by moving a · pa;-ag·raph from th~ end to ,the beginn~ng . o 
. . 
.the essay or ·letter. 
I . / . 
Through using · the _ c~~puteF as a w~rd proceaso , 
.. the student . learns that the . comput~r can store inform 
. . - _. . . 
.. . -~- · . and that' utilfty _progr~ms.can ~P'lied to that info 
, . ' . -· . 
tion to produce u·seful ·results. 
. . .'. . I . . . . . . 
.that .!'the use .of word processing 
. . .. . . 
M~Clean (1981) state 
programs · ~n -~nglish I·. 
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90 
• classes _changes the emphasis from 90 perc~nt erasing and 
~copying com~ositions and . lO percent thinki~~ about: 
. , ' 
' 1 
what is being said, to -20 ·pe~~~ -tec~ical details , and ~ 
B.P percent thought ab~ut the . c~mposition11 'tJ? .. l~) -. _- ~ 
. . . 0 
a~ditio~~o ' improved exp~ession, use of wo~d processors 
,. .. ?.s a_ls~ iik~l_y to' lead ' to stu~ents writing_ longer ~~ss_ayf 
. or ~ss1gnments .. An interesting ·side effect is t&af ·n:~e 
. ... . .. 
. . 
student is introduced to computer as a tool. 
Kleiman and Humphr~y (19~2) · state that ch~dren~ 
' . \ ;~ . ; . . . .. 
in eieme]ltary: school .... show more -enthusiasm. for· writing_ -'/!; 
. . ~ . . : . .. , •. '• . ~ . .. ,. . .- .. . . . . - . . · : . 
-~· .wr{te ' more, edit mor~and produce~ better compositions". 
. . . ~· -
(p. 97). Teachers· at 'the East ~·-schools'. in· ' Ont~ri() 
... • • .) • • - t:.."• ' 
f·,-• 
... _: t:~port t~at the length · of the ~verage essay h~s doubled, · 
.. . . 
the essays are more_. error free and the children are more. · 
.. ... 
aware of the -presentation of 'ideas. _(K~eiman a"rid Humphrey, 
t ' . '' • 
1982) • · ~ . . , . ..... ' 
.. . 
'.. . ~ ' . . 
In· order to .get star.ted in ~ord processing, you 
• •• · : 1f . •.• ' 1 ' - , • (f , - • r 
micro-computer . with a videoscreen,, a dot matrix~. heed a 
,. 
printer _and a word ·process)ng program (not nece~sarily 
an expensive one)." . ... 
B_~yond . ~he applH:atl~ns disc~ssed ~revtously ·in 
' . ' ,, . 
'this section, there are' excitinq and innovative word 
. ' , . : . ' 
. . processing programs available .for unique educational 
• • i 1\ .. • " " 
.4' ' . 
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~ -purposes. · In addition to ~ffering benefits such as ease · 
ot ~diting and printing, these programs sig~al the-stud~nt 
when a spelling error is made. SMART-WRITER is a program 
that would be particularly useful for students who are $ 
- , discouraged from writing because of their inability to 
. \ ~ 
· spell wo~ds.\ Other software packages haye been designed 
to help the learning disabled children. Such programs 
'\ 
·will enable many heretofore handicapped children to lead 
more normal lives. 
(b) .Numerical 1Analysis 
.•... ' •· .. \ . 
Perhaps the best known u~e of com~uters is for 
...... ' 
storing and processing vast ·am~~ts of numerical infor~-
tion in a numbe~ of dif:r~rent ways. · There are a number 
~ . 
of s~phisticated statistical pac~ges available for . even 
the least power ful microcompute~. 
( The numerical ana~yais capabilities ·Of computer s 
• 
have almost infinite applications for ~structional and 7 
·• adminisJative• put-poses: ~ .. 
·-
... 
' Use in ~he social studies classes to analyze 
demographic and other population statistics; 
. ' . 
Use in biology and chemistry labs to analyze 
the lfi!BUlts .of experiments, particularly 
those requiring extrapolating, interpolation, 
BJ')p/or error analys~SJ . 
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' . 
r., Use in mathematics classes to compute numerical 
' \ . results of solved problems and to study proba-
-~ bility, st-atistic~ and number theory; ) 
• \•\..dse by the a·thletic department to store and 
analyze individual and team statistics; 'and ... 
Use "'by the administration to project pupil 
attendance, to analyze ~reading scores, grades, · 
basic competency testing results and to keep 
track Of inventory 1 indiv'idual SChOOl budgetS 1 
purchasing or other aspects of school · 
finances • 
.,. (Coburn et. al. 1982, p. 4'0) 
As with word processing, a number of new ~ducati~nal 
adaptations have been made. The first of these emerging 
packages "piggybacks" CAI onto a numerical analysis tool · 
known.as vfsiCalc. VisiCalc is an -electronic worksheet 
; . 
used by butinessmen and scientists to solve problems in 
their f~l~or by individuals to manage their financial 
affairs. The piggy backing feature - involv~s building a 
tutorial program, so that students may be _instructed by 
the computer as to-how to use the program and practice 
using VisiCalc at the same tUme. The real benefit of 
this exercise is to offer the student an opportunity . to 
be ·instructed in a ~ay . t~t the teacher C?annot. _ 
A second uniquely educational numerical analysis 
' tool, Semantic Calculator (Semcalc) was designed to help 
- - . ' 
students with "word" or i•story" problems. 
' 
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• 
There are statisti~al analysis packages available 
which re~ire no more knowledge of the user than to know 
·what types of questions to ~sk. The computer beco~es a 
. ' 
super calculator. In education, the computer is used as 
• 
a Calculator 'in }IIathematiCS 1 SCience 1 . busineSS and Stat'iS- . 
tics courses. 
Through the use of tj,le computer as a "number 
bruncher", ·students acquire knowledge of the functions 
of compute~s in the "real world". The students are not 
·just the subjects of comput~r administered inst~uction, 
but are learning skills that will make them masters of r -
the new technology. 
(c) Data Processing 
Data processing is the most common use of computers 
in business _and government. Remember, it was the need to 
process massive ' arnounts of census data that gav~ ~petus 
Wo 
to development of calculating machi.nes. Massive "data-
bases" exist on almost any topic. These databases niay be 
~e electronic library of the future and offer educators 
. ' ~ . 
and students the opportunity to selectively retrieve large 
amounts of quantitative and qualitative data. Or students 
can be encouraged to set up their own datAbases on a modest 
\ .~ 
'' 
; ,. 
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scale in order to gain ~xperience in the way data (kno~-
ledge) is structured. 
. ' 
(d) Instrument Monitoring Devices 
Instrument monitoring and control devices were 
originally designed for large ~ornputer systems but more 
recently engineers have developed · ways to control thermos-
' tats, electrical appliances, etc. by connecting them to 
microcomputers.- . Computerized measuring devices first 
found their way into· science labs where they are used to 
\ 
measure temperature, light and sound frequency, or electr1c 
vol t _age etc. , and then in't'o the classroom where the data 
co~lected continuously by heat and -light measuring instru-
ments_can create a lab in the classroom. The effort to 
provide unlq~e educattona'l applications fot instrument 
monitoring devices is just· beginning . (Coburn, 1982). 
(e) High Resolution Graphics and Sound Syntpesizers 
------- . sh.lrp, clear, complex designs can be created by 
computers and printers and can produce hard copies of the 
drawings. Computer graphic designs, wiael~ used in .the 
media, have not yet been used extensively in the schools. 
However, the use pf the horne computer for creative arts 
·--, .. 
is growing in popularity. Eventual~y the art and music 
• 
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department will be able . to take advantage 'of these com-
puter app'lications. 
4. Teaching t~e Disabled 
't 
Children who are slow !earners or those who are 
' 
-~ceptionally bright can be helped .or motivated by tra-
ditional CAI materials such as drill and practice or . 
simulati~n programs. But there',e others such ·as the\ 
blind or .deaf ~ho will benefit from more innovative uses · 
of the computer. With the improvement of voice synthe-
sizers, the computer is becoming a communication aid for 
\ the blind. Major improvements in optical scanners have 
eliminated the need for a typist to type· the words of•a 
.---- -
. 
• book into a computer; the scanners pick up the -letters 
" ~ directly from the page .. .using the scanner and voice 
'· I • ~ synthesizer, under computer control,~ blind person can 
read any typed information. 
Children with Cerebral Palsy (CP) can be helped 
through spe~al applications of the computer. A computer 
with special touch controls ·allows the CP child~ 
• communicate using Blissymbolics, a graphic, meani ng-based 
· ~ · 
communication system. · Blissyrnbolics have also be'en adap-
~ed for use on the computer to help non-speaking persons 
J · 
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communicate. According to Noonan (1983), program options . 
include· the .a.bility to activate a printer or voice output . 
. However, there .is a need for more application~ software 
to make computers even more useful in educating . th.·~ 
physically handicappe9. 
5. Evaluating the Impact .of Computers on Education 
i 
It is · nearly . impossible to get a true re·ad'ilg of . 
the ' ~impact of computers in il'}Struction. "There is· very 
, 
little· that we know about. the relative value of different 
techniques, including usi_ng ~computer.s versus not using 
computers". (Ragsaale, 1982 p. 77). · Evaluating use . of 
computers also presents some extra difficulties. There 
\ is no way to conceal the fact that a · study or testing. 
' . . : procedure is ongoing if the treatment involves ·the use · 
of computers. ,Knowing that. they are being given spesial · 
I 
treatment, the Hawthorne effect comes into play, i.e. ,' 
.. 
• 
,• . 
knowing that they are being tested the group's performance 
--wil~ automatically i~p,rove, even.if the treatment is del~berate'ly counterpr~uctive. ./ 
Another~fficulty in assessing computer impact 
arises because the technology is F,JO new. StudEmt.s wi_ll 
be using the latest . 1~ high technology and the novelty 
• 
effect comes into play. How much of the increase in 
J 
• 
... 
,. 
.. 
.. 
" 
• 
, 
' 
I 
\ 
\ 
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· student motivation is the result ·of the .novelty effect? 
According to _Ragsdale (19'82), this question cannot b~ 
answered until comp!-lters have been in \,lSe in schools for 
several years • 
• 
A further · ·problem has, /resulted from the way people 
view .computersr ve~y few people are neutral about the use 
of -computers in · society or.~n education. Computers are an 
emotional 'issue.. . Persons .involved in the study may be · 
,f . 
. 'influenced .by people who feel that computers are the great 
hope · for humanity or ·by views ·that compu~~rs _are "evil". · 
Pre~onceived op~nions about computers will no doubt affect 
· the. ·outcome of the treatments. 
v. 
Ragsdale (1:982) stresses that "formative" evalua-
tion, evaluation that is conducted during the developmental · 
stages, is most important because . it is often the only 
evaluation information that gets used. He proposes . supp~y.­
ing a small school district with computers and two teams 
of eval~ators to supplement the local staff. The first 
J' 
I 
team would train the .teachers in ·the use of cpmputers 
and develop new applications. The second team would 
col,lect information on teachers and students·involved · in 
~he study~ They would attempt to determine the side 
effects of the treatments (goal free eva~uation) • 
''\., 
The 
\ . 
.. \ . 
.• 
j 
I 
J 
~t 
.. 
. . 
-. 
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positi~ide effects. ·are. just as important as the 
neqat<ye ones, ·but ·it is the negative · fact.or' that holds 
the greatest potential for harm. one of the positive 
•. ' 
. ~-
side effects ·mi~ht be' an i'niprovernent · in a student's ' self-
e~teem because he is working with high technology. 
R~qs~ale · (l982) warns t·ha~ ·tO embra~e ~he - technol-ogy .·in ..,. 
a way that . cimad.ians have ··embraced . the 'automobile. could 
P ' • o : ~ I • 
· lead -to an acceptance of harmful s .ide effects. . J\ist as ~ 
auto 9wners . have ~c<?epted -~ollution' as a . side effec.t o~ · ~ 
automobiles, a wholesale .love . affair \V'i th computers could 
. 
. .. 
·q_ause· us to .ignore the possible health h~zards of ' video 
... . . 
~ermin~ls~ _There iicertainly a_ need _.to ~r?aden o~r . .. . 
evaluation ,stud.ies to include the _unintended .outcomes, as . 
. ~ . . ""' ~ 
. . . . . ......_,. 
·well ~s the intended (cognitive) outcomes of computer use. 
. . 
6. ·selection and Evaluation of Educational Software 
Many school districts have proceeded with the pur.:. . 
· chase of hardware without any c~·nsidera tion bei•c;r · qi ven to · 
instructional software (courseware). More recently, 
. . 
. . . 
· ed-uca.tors are beginning to: realize that a computer rn~st 
. . .,. 
· hav·e good courseware to -be effective as an instructi onal 
tool.· It is not the scarcity, but the abundan~e of course- ... , 
. ' 
ware that mak~s the selection process so difficult • . · CQburn 
. ' 
. ; •• 
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1 · 
et.al. (1982) says· t}?.at· "what' makes the· selection of 
' ' 
· ed~cational software · so difficult is the limited choice· 
. . \ . 
. to be·\fou~-~mong tH'e~ast qu~n:tity o~ software offered 
. by a bewll<jerinir nW11ber 'b\jour.ces• • (p. ~). · · , . 
Many _of. the princ·ip\es that apply in the eva'lua- · 
. \ . 
· ·tion .of · audic/~is1,1al materials also apply . to .. ·edu~atioifal . · .. 
·" ' . . 
· computer sottware •. 
, ' It • 
As pointed out ··earlier, fprinative 
- • • .. > • ~-
evaluation is . the mo~t useful. Ragsdaie (1982) points 
. . . ..... 
~ . . . 
out that authors of courseware are not interested .in 
modifying :completed programs •. · Providing feedpack to the 
• , t • 
auth~rs at· each stage of development can .be effe~tive and 
' . 
lead · to chang_es being made tQ. improve the _. lesson. 
Summative evaluation· occurs after the courseware 
package .. is ~Oinpleted. ·.;rt is used to test wh~ther it . A\ 
·really· meets · its stated objectives. T~e evaluator may 
·' . . 
find that the lesson··is valid .when used with _qne age ·group 
but when used with an older or younger group, it jus~ 
. . ' 
does~' t wo~k· •.. Ja~sdale . ( ~-982) ques tions any. asslln),pt11.~n 
~n. · the part of the. author· .tp.at t ·he lesson is tis.eful with 
-a · .variety of audiences. iri different :settings . 
.. ' 
Rags~ale (1982) cautions that there must .be a bal- · 
. ,. . . . . ' . . 
ance between -objective and subjectiv~'informa~ion ~nan . 
evaluation of courseware. overemphas.izi~g . ·th~ s~-j~ct~v~< 
.. . . 
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could lead to a collec.tion of unsuppo'rted opinions. Nor 
. should one rely on - ~ummary scores or 'ratings because they 
often re~lect the . biases of the reviewer. It is also 
· di~ficult to cl~J~ify tm~lti-dirnen&,ional softwa_re ih one 
I • 
dimension. Coburn et.al. (19821 looks forward to the day 
wh.en on line data bases. wilt provid~. tea~hers with descrip- , 
·. tio~s of ·.-available softwa+:e· . 
. ' ' . ' . . .. 
Each software'· listing would : include de scrip..: 
,' · tions such ·as subject area, application, grade 
level , instr'uctional · model~ program style and · 
publisher . ~ .. 
. (p;llO~ 
• 
· Edwards·· {1978) uses the. model shown in Figure 
. . . 
8-:"f. to ·ccmceptualize ·the elements of a computer based· 
' 
·learning experience: . 
• l , 
. . 
Software' \ 
compuier · 
_syatu 
'! . 
Instructional Unit 
C0111puter 
,. ' 
Pro;r&J!I 
. 
• 
1-
•  
suppo;r~ 
Katu·ial._ - ~ 
, r 
. , 
EXPflRIL (Fig. 8-2) • ELEMENTS OF A COMPUTER-~SED LEARNING 
··. 
·.' 't. 
.. 
. .. . .•' .. · 
' ' f ' p i.· , . '!~ • .. ~ 
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A model is the idea -around which a unit of instruc-
tion is organized. The model overlaps the program and the 
L 
support materials. rt is · formulated. independently of both, 
. • \1 • 
but is contained i~ the program and explained in the 
support materials. All the elements - software, hardware,, \ 
. . 
program; model ·and ,. support rnaterials . must be evaluated. 
. . . · ~ - · .. 
·. ' E!.dwards (1978) divides · the process · f.,r !selecting 
. computer-based instructional unit's into: twq ·categories ·"":" 
'" 
initial decisl..ons •. and finai -decisions. - .Many. of the 
. . . . . 
questions used ·by Edw'rds (197 a) also apeear ·in· Coburn's 
.. . . . . . . 
(19S2) ,· quideiines for .educational · sO'ft~are evaluatidn. 
' .. 
. . 
However, ·the latter is more detailed and therefore 
. . ....,> · . ' .. 
• better suited.to . formal ' {summativ~).evaluati6n and selec-
tion. The following is a summary of evaluation ·procedures . ' 
suggested by Coburn et.al. ·U982}: 
q, 
• 
- l . 
.. 
. 
1. The bes;.. way to buy softwaJ;"e is· •on approval t •. 
It permits you to preyiew .the pack_ag~. Avoid 
· companies that demand pre-payment • 
.. . 
· 2.· After the materials arrive, study the doc~en~ 
tation. The documentati.on tells you if it .can · · 
operate on the computer system you :have. 'Gives 
all the iiifornuition necessary for running - the· 
program as well·as the educational-objectives. 
. . . ' 
·.i , ... 
' 
' ·-' . 
·. ·: ... . . 
. ·. 
li 
• ' r l _______ ...,. 
.. 
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3. Run the progr~ - t~ee W8ys: as a bright student; 
as a difficult student and. as a·teacher~ When 
you run it as a bright student, make note of any 
difficulties:. · As a difficult student, make· 
d~lib~~te ' errors to see how the pr'ogram handles 
them. Finally, as a teacher, search ' for 
possible flaws, review th-e document21tion 
an·d ancillary materials. 
4 .· Write,.·up · your assessm-ent using these ·guic:'le-
lines: · · · -.. . 
• 
(a) Program · Conte,nt:~ · 
-~- l.s it suitable fQr 'your .students?· 
- _Does .'it flt With. your curricular goals? 
. - _Is the_: content _accurate? . 
.': ~ Are the ,objectives for the prog_ram . 
· stated clearly?· . - -. 
- What values are conveyed by the .content? 
(b l -· P.edagogy ~-
- · What type. of feedback is provided to ' 
students and how immediate is it? 
·;. What· assumptions are made about l ·earning-
and ·how chiidren learn? .. :. 
~ - · ooes the program permit modif~catio~? 
- Can it be used ,,with individuals, · large. 
groups, . small · ·groups?' . . · · . 
.Are there any aide effects :or unintended 
outcomes? 
. . 
(~) . . Px:oqram· Ope-ration:-!· 
··- -- I's· it free of bugs or errors? · 
How ·does it bandle · user errors? 
· ~ . To ·what degree does the s~udent have 
. :· 
. 
.. 
·~ control over. the pr~qram operation? · 
1 ;.. 
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..:. .:i:s there good clear doculnen'tation for • 
the. student and teacher? 1 
- ·Are the directions in the .Program i~self 
cl~ar and · acceptable? 
Ho~well does the program use the ·color, 
sound and gr ~cs capabilities .of the 
computer? . · 
- Is the screen ffective? 
{dl Student ou~ omes:-
:How .easy is the program· for the student 
to use? · · . . · · 
rs ·the program· interesting for students? 
· O~es i,t make appropr·iate use. of lim~ted· 
computer resources? · . · 
~ - How effective i"s · it cqmpared with non- r:· '.. 
computer instruct.iori · in ·t:he same subjec .. · 
· area? . . · • 
• 
~ 
Even 'if .. teachers follow the best eyalu~tion pro-
.. 
cedures· ava.Jabl~ :. f~r sel:ct~g s~·ftware,· ther~ immense 
. . . . . . . . "\ . : . , 
. probl.ems CJ;eated-by: machine incompatibility . · .Not only will 
·a prqe]r,am de~ign~d : fpr a. PET not. run .. on an APPLE ~.,ut ~ .. t 
program designed for an e·arlier version of APPLE rna¥ not 
. run on ·the -newest model. A recently formed comp~ter 
company {ORANGE)' in Ontario has star~ ;producti:~ of a 
' ' . ' . 
~ . . . . ~ . ~ 
comput~r called O~GE which .allows ·the user to interchange·' 
micropr~cessoi:~_- and other hardware to make it compatible 
. \ • ~-.. _=f 
witn various a; andw of computers available • . The APPLE 
cqmpany ·alr~ady has a version of LOGO which can be · loaded 
into their machines • . 
. 
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•. 
7. Hardware Selection and· Eva·luation 
The first step in purchasing a com~uter system-
. . 
.;. 
. . 
compute~ and keyboard, monitor and c~ssette· or disk 
~ - · ... ~~~- .- ; .. 
drive - is to analyze your needs. 
d_o yc)u wish t~e system to per:form. Det~rmine w 
• • ~ )r. ~ ~ • 
:system . wfll . do and now much that will cost·. 
well as fut~re needs .must be considered. For Coburn et • 
, 
al. U992) "the formulati~n• of a cat~lo~ of desired · com·-
. 
put.er a~ptic~tions is perhap:. the single most impor~an..t; 
~ process • ·\ in . ~valuating a~d acquiring a computer . system 
(p.97)'. An appendix to Coburn · et.al~ · (1982) provides · 
computer comparison charts that ~uld be very -helpfiul•fo~ 
de~idin9 What ,System to pUrchaSe; . ·> 
1 
. ' . . ~ . , 
. . . ) . "' .. 
Selecting an appr~priate · computer . system, if 
.. , . . fP' ~ . . • • 
. done prop~X'ly ,· can be a time-consuming task. ·Yeti need -
to discover the 1~t~ipns. of ·co~puters whi~h may 
require.1 'you to do . a ·lot of .reading . an.si cpmpar.i,son 
shopping_.,- . .v.i~it th~ c:leal~rs and . ask :about their · ... 
competi tor~• s prqduct, as wel'l a.s the dealer • s own 
. . . . . . ' 
prand.· Leoarn as much. as you · .~an ai:>out the· "state of _,( 
.:. .. . . . \ , .. , ' . .... 
the art" bY.oreading the literature and talkingoto :those' · 
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' 
c---- who alread~ hA'!'e Jqlowledge and ~perience. computer 
l . 
• T 
~ --f 
. ..-. 
. . 
dealers 'usually have the equipment · set up for demon-
. 1 , 
strations so "mess.about" with it: Ask to borrow 
the inst_t'~ctiqaal :tpanu~ls (doc~entat;i.op). If the 
documentation ip good, it may b~ a strong indication 
that it is a gooq sys~em. A 
• ( .. 
_, 
t-' I ' ~ 
"- Coburn et.al. U9Al} makes the following 
su<Jg~~tions f~r · .eval~atio~ of hardware: G . · 
·. 
•• 
' .lj 
' 
" 
..... 
. 
1. ~~ok for local ~a~sJfand -~er~ice. 
2. Beware of'new products.· · . .I 
3. ~ok for durab~e ~~~tion-~d engineering • 
.  
. 'I' . 
4. Allow for expansion •. 
s . . Look for good and welt ·~ocumented software: 
6. Choose a system with more than one language 
available. 
. • 
. .. • 
.. 
7. Look for systems with_a· lot of ava\~ble 
- . .. .. 
. ' I ' 
applications ~o~twar~ •. ~ ,. 
a·. ~lk to owner~ and dsers of thE; systems you 
ar~ considertnq. · 
. • : 9 • . Don't rush a~ythiJ)q • 
. . 
... · ·.... , ,)' 
10. Remember that all rule* Jlave been 8XC8J?.~~O~S~ 
"'"-:- ~ 
(pp. 92-94}. 
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Remember Wbat regardl~ss of -how much time you 
.. 
w much you read, you_ won't know everything 
mputers: however~ you are more likely to make . 
' choice if you 
... 
-····- ' .. ,. 
.. 
follow the sugges~ed 
. ·l 
guidelin~s. 
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Chapter IX 
'-"""- Integrating Computers into the School 
~his chapter is desi~~ed to help give teachers ~ 
.. 
. principals answers to some of the questions that should 
. ,, 
. 
be answered, preferably before the computera arrive. Some 
key questions are: where are the compu~ers to be located 
in the school?, who will have access to them?, and who 
will coordinate their use? Consideration mu~t be given 
to these questions long before the computers arrive. The 
location of computers. and decisions about access may deter-
mine how much the computers are used by\ the school stafL 
(Cobu:J<n et aL .. 1982~. In addition to the decisions · 
• . \ 
concerning management of computers in the school, there 
is a question of in-service training for teachers so that 
th~ teachers will be able to acquire the skil.ls necessary 
• 
to help them utilize computers in their teachiRg.. Who 
will provi~e this in-service? How much do teachers need 
. 
to xpow about computers in order to make use of them for 
instruction? The extent to which teachers are in-serviced 
¥ • 
' will influence the way they use computers in the schools. • 
1. Location of and Access to Computers 
.. 
Since ease of access will be factor 
in the ·d~cision, the moat obvious place woul be some · •-'t . 
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central location such 1as. the school ,library or resource 
• t ' 
center. · The school lih~ry works well because it is 
usually open before and after ··school, is usually under 
. \ 
adult supervision, and has been traditionally]used for 
4 . 
. storing and retrieving information and materials. These 
are factors to consider when storing hardware, as -well as 
software.. The school library/res~urce centre has func-
tioned very well in the past for storing, scheduling and 
• • 
retrieval of ·Av equipment and affiliated software. There 
is no evidence that computers couldn • t be managed in the 
same way. It is unlikely, and perhaps unnecessary, that 
a school would be able to purchase a computer for each 
, .... 
classroom, therefore, access to software and hardware 
will determine teacJ:ler' s willingness to use the computer. · 
Failure to make projec'tors available when needed has dis-
couraged the use of AV equipment in the past and accessi-
1 
- ~ bility will certainly be a factor in determining how 
,, (. . 
computers are used in the future·. 
To ~c-,_comp~er mobile, place it on an AV 
-
cart so \that it c~n be easily moved from the storage 
location to the classroom. Since it is realist:~.&: to 
expect that there will only be one computer for the entire 
class,· it would also be helpful if the teacher could hook 
I 
it up to a large television for tota1 class ins'truction • 
! 
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Ease . of ' access to the computer and educational ... 
software is a must Jf CAI is to become an .important ,part . 
of a 'teacher's instructional strategy. The software 
pUrchased by the school should be catalogued and stored 
. 
' in the library with other instructional materials· where· ... "' 
.. 
teachers and studeilts can check out programs . as easily as 
they can check out books. In a (cho_ol wh.ere computers 
are ac'c!es.sible on~.J before or after classes, because they 
are used for teaching a computer science course during 
\ 
the day, the rnajori ty of students will be denied access 
to_ the computers and teachers will not have. the opportun- .. 
ity to use them for CAI or any other computerized activity . 
2. Who will coordinate their use? 
The most l.ogical. person to coordinate' computer 
use is the school l.ibrar ian, part~cularly .if a decision 
is made to store the computer in the schoo~ library. The 
advantages of this central location have -a·~ready been 
discussed. 
It is unlikely that t~e principal or. classroom 
teacher would be able to devot~"- appropriate attentiOn t~ 
managing the computer. The school librarian already has 
a scheduU'\tg procedure for other types of.,. hardware and 
software and there seems to b~ no justification for treating 
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the . compJ:.er. any differently than other instructional 
I . ~ 
equipment or materials~ • • 
3. 
,.. 
In-Service Education 
"' ' \ Intensive in-s,vice training by the school board 
// must be :~ovided becaus~ most \each~rs have n~t'had com-
puter studies courses included in their pre-service 
education. As ~riy tea~hers as possible should be inclu-
. -
ded in the workshops. Kepner (1982) warns that in-service 
' education sho~ld not cease when the computers ·arrive in 
the schoo~: Failure to/ provide continuous support could 
.. 
mean the teachers ~111 not keep ~reast - of new developments 
in educational computing. 
Ragsdale ·(1982) identifies three sta ... qes in the 
development of in-service programs. The first -stage 
involves experts ~iving half day sessions· aimed at giving 
a maximum number of teac?ers a minimum amount of exposure 
,. 
to the uses of computers in educatien. Tne second stage 
.of the process involves several daY,s of instruction over 
. . , 
... 
a number of weeks, with the opportunity for ea·ch partici-
pant to use ~computer for the duration of the course. 
.... 
The th~rd ~taqe consists of a series of courses covering 
f nwribe'r of topics ; Each .. ·course would be about ~en weeks 
in length. 
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The school ~ibra.ry . c'n als.o play ~ role in the 
comp~ter awareness' process. ,agazines_such ·as Cr~~tive 
• Computing, Byte, Pupular Computing, and the Computing 
, . * ' . 
Teacher can be very helpful in keeping teachers, anQ 
• 
students·, _current with developments . in computing. T~achers · 
. \ . . " 
within the schools who have a keen interest · in, ··and . 
knowledge of, computers, should be utilized to. educate 
oth r staff memb~rs.· use of in.ternal personnel as · 
I ' , 
opp 
· The · 
or 
external experts, has at least one advantage. 
c:ian easily use their ser.vices for · ~dditional ·. · 
need arises. This approach may be a . 
uc6essful one than bringing· ~n elitist hobbyists 
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Chapter ~ 
··-
• 
.. Conclusion 
During the i960's- computer advocates were confi--
dent that the computer would become a teaching tool · that 
would provide traditional instruction more efficiently 
and · offer stud~nts new qpportunities for -learning wh~ch 
. ' . 
otherwise would be very difficult to create. Some, with 
the benefit of hindsight, a'rgue _that ·t.hey were too early; 
maybe innov~tors always are. Remember. Babbage? He was 
ahead of his time~ but look at the res.ults of his· ideas.: 
' . 
' When his genius was combined with twentfeth century 
technology, the result was the birth of · a ·new era - the 
\ 
In~ormation Age. It is still ~oo early to det~rmine 
whether .the· work of Patrick Suppes, Artbur Leuhrman and 
I 
Seymour Papert .wili leaa· to a revolution in education in 
"' 
the /1980"s or 1990's. The technolo,gy·,of the· 1~60's con- · 
j sisted of large computers that were only· available to the 
. schools .through expensiv~ timesharing networks. The · 
m~crocomputer is cheap, powerful and readil¥ available to 
~chools. It is light and portable and when combined with 
peripheral devices'· c~n be use~ in the. classroo~ to 
provide instruction in a number · of modes. 
Not only has the co~p~r become smaller since 
1 
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the 1960 1 ~, the microcomput~r of the 1960 1 s . ·has -a wide · 
·range ' of feat~res: voice . s'ynthe~is' and recognition-, ' music·,_ 
l;lnkage' with a _~gre·a~riety .of per~phe_ra~ ·devices', not· · 
to· ment~on· the . possibllit)" o~ ·c~nne-ctin_g 1t_ with_ the ya·st. 
' ' I ~ • o 
These · \tores of _ iJ1fOr~tion of la_rge computer networks. 
add new· and exciting possibilitieS' . for the use of 
. . . ' . . 
computers· 
in the schools. 
Schoo'!s not o~_ly have a respo'nsibili ty to te~ch 
. . . 
programming skills,_ ·but ·to incorporate us~s of computers 
. . . . . . . ~ . 
il)to instruc.tion in· all · s~ject .areas so ·that stude'nts 
will. ·be aware" of all the .possibilities for c 'omput_er use. ,.; . 
. ~tudents; exposed ~0 a computer ~.s a dat~ proce~sor ,·. w~rOo•i 
• ' ...;: t 
\ · .. 
processor; or for numerical analysis or simulation will 
develop an· u~derstanding of the role of computers in 
society. · · 
.. 
The · expari'ding . use of computers in society, ·com-
bined ~ith increased public awareness of their importanc_e, 
is creating pressure on the scho~ls . to _te_ ' ach computer 
. \ . r . . 
liter~py as part of the. school curriculum. _ rt{ i~ becoming 
increas~ngly· importa~t for students· to be aware of the 
. .. 
us~s of c~mputers as well as training them to progra,m 
r -· ~omputers . Coupled with this outsie)'e demand for great~r · 
. . . , 
use of computers in schools is the interest of administra- · 
tore and individual· teachers wi~~in the schools. In the 
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' 
1960's the _computer _ advo'?at~s were the intellectual el.ite_; 
. in the '1980 IS indiVidual teacher entlfll~iaS.tiStS are playing . 
a · role in the in~rodu~tion of computers. Sinoe the develop~ . 
. . . . . 
· men~ of t.h~· microco~puter, a w~ole new 'publishing industry 
has· g.awn up ,baaed on computers. Numerous periodicals and 
1 
___ , _ ·. ______ _!nag_azines,' cur:dculum p~l.l~he.rs, universities and teacher ·-
organiz~tions. h;ve -·be~un promoting edu~~tional· uses of 
' --~ 
.( 
' I 
' l 
.... 
' t 
\ ·! ( 
i 
, 
I 
• comJ;l~ters very heavily. -These and other factors may 
c":eate· a· _bandwagc;m : effect wit .. no Schooi . wanting to ~e 
the l~st to acquire rnicroco~puters.' 
.,. ' 
To buy~a·computer. system may be a. first step · to 
.. 
their i~troduction into the school, but the physical 
p~esence , of a computer .is not enoUgh._ Remember the Bmm 
f _ilrn. lopp : proj~ct~~ 
and teacher use Qut 
. .. . .' -
which showed such promise f9r student . 
now remains idle in the ~?Chools that 
: purchased them~ One of the reasons why it, fa·iled was the _ 
unavailability of good ·quality software. Will the com- . 
.. 
. - . 
puter su~fE;_r .th~ same fate and for the same reason? 
Where will the high quality .educational software for 
. computers come from? Such programs are going ·to be 
' expensive to produ~e and will require extensive field 
· te.sting·. It- would therefore seem inevitable· that a 
' ·• 
-' 
la.rge number of low q~~li ty programs will be rushed onto 
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Over·~ perio_d of time, as teachers become inore· se1ective 
" ' . . 
. ~nd discrimmating in their software purchasing; the . ... 
\ 
. \_ . . 
quality of education;I,L programs may improve. 
Just ls with all other. educatl.ona~innovati.ons, 
... 
__ --,--______ __,the-teacher is . the key to· _the succ~ss . or ~ail:ure of co_m-
·' 
. 
·. 
; ' 
•· 
! . 
I 
I • , • 
.. 
• 
puters in education. .However teachers ~r~ human· ~i.th 
all. the weaknesses, shdrtcomings, blases./and strengths· 
' ' 
of the species. A teacher·, just . as any other person, 
J . , I \ 
wil..l. not acquire knowledge. of computr;!rs automatical.l.y. 
. . . ' ' . ' . 
There are ·some who do · not f eei tl?-e . need -~to. • know and I 
others who feel. that such knowledge is beyond their 
·grasp. I .t a:lso gives teachers an uneasy feel.ing to know 
• • r· . . 
that their students ·.may know more about computers· than 
~ . ' , . _ .. --.. 
they do.. The ~ns.wer to.'these concerns fs retraining~ · 
But · where will ~h!y get ·\..(; Will. . the ...sch~~l boards 
recognize this critical need and budget for teacher 
~ducatiolfr . as well as· purchase of hardware? Or will ,... . . 
~ " 
they. leave•it up· to the individual teacher to attend 
·university "'courses, or look to the private• sector to 
, 
do tht#job? The latter has some •inherent dangers. 
The teachers who want to introduce computer ~iter-
\ 
acy ·courses into their classrooms have another prob1em . 
... •. 
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. ·.There is no 4greement azoon~advocates . of.computer 
167 
l 
literacy as to what ~at term should mean.. Should a 
-~ computer literac~ course teilch o~ly a~ou~ ~omputet: and 
their uses in society? . Some say yes . But a great 
· IJumber believe 
ductory level, 
that programming, . at 'leas-t: .at an · int~- · 
' . should be included. Others argue that 
stud~ts· cannot. be cons~d~red u :.terate in the :true sense 
'wiless they can . read and write with r.~asoriable skill. i 
. . 
If you apply this analogy · to computer literacy, then to 
have . studied the hist~ry and uses of' compu~ers and to 
' 
have touched them is now enough to make students computer· 
' ' . . . . ,. · 
. . . 
literate. They need to iearn 'to use t hem · a.s well as 
. learn about · them. 
' . ' 
'The success of rputers in ~ducation will on~y 
be possibl~ if ·all decisions are not "top-down~ decisions. 
There .-must be r 'oom for input at .the 9.rass roots level. 
Failure to .lnv~l ve ~~hers i~ the pla~ning warns the 
- - . ' 
OTF (Thowaldson,; 1~80) could l.ead to . ~~efficiency and • 
waste of resources • 
. ' 
. 1? •. The computer is a very versatil~ · and powerful tool 
. . . . . . 
~hen it is teamed with sophistic~ted, well-designed soft-
. ware. There seems l~ttie. doubt that co~~u~;;; ~ill have 
an impact on education, ·regardless of how they arEt used 
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in. scho_.?ls. Th!!Y will invade society in the 1980's .).n 
"' . 
much the same way ca~cul~tors entered 'the home and -t;hen 
t~e ·schools in the 1970 • s. Educatdrs are al~ead.y 
. • f-
~eacti~g r ~U:blic pressure to use computers: compu-te:; 
compan:Les.,. bave already ·identified -the schools •as a mar-
ket with great pot;.ential for profit~ Parents are sending . 
. 
. their.;children to\ .90mputer .camp at pre..:school age tq give 
. ' ~ ' ' 
. them _an .. edge in th~ j~b~ ~r~t when · th'ey become adults. · 
jhe press1:1re is dn . for· s~hd'~ls to use computers. Pap_er.t 
~{1980) sees the .futhre this way: 
.. 
so that 
. as wel+ 
, . 
"For me to .p~ase "comp~ter as . pencil" ~~okes 
the kind 'of uses r· fin!lgine child.ren of~ the 
future making of computers. Pencils ·are used 
for scribbling, . as well as wi:itincf, doodling 
as well: as drawing, for illicit notes as wel.l 
as for ·officia'I ,assignments" •. 
(p.-._210) . .. . . . 
_Teachers •mus; become kno~led_geable at)~ut ~~putet::s 
they can judge their capabilit;ies and~ limitations, 
. . . .. 
.. . . - ,r-"\ 
as allocate limited resQurces to ef-ficient use • 
Teachers·.wil.l need to be knowledg~able about the 'educa-
tional value of computer application~, or else they wil.l . . 
~ # • • ... ' 
find they have surre'nder~d cont..ioi' b£ education to the 
fir 
technocr_ats •· · r 
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GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER TERMS·~ 
.. 
See also MODEM. A device which • 
allows -you to send and receive 
information over, a telephone line. 
' ..,. 
A new -computer language developed 
by the u.s. Department of Defense • 
It is a structured language similar 
to Pascal. It was named. after 
. .  
Ada Lovelace, LOrd Byron's 
daughter who was ~ major intellectual 
inspiration and patron of Charles 
Babbage 1 s Analytical Engine. 
Memory locations are systematically 
numbered. These numbers are the 
tddresses or names of each memc'='y 
location. 
(ALGORl.THMIC LANGUAGE). A tt 
computer language developed in the 
late 50 1 s and early 60 1 s. It is ."'-.# 
prtmarily-used today as a standard 
for developing more modern languages. 
A step by step procedure for 
performing some function. A 
program is an algorithm • 
Represents numbers in continuously 
variable states such as voltage as 
opposed to digital computers .which· 
re~reaent number a in discrete · form. 
See also digital computers. . . 
·, (A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE). A 
programming language invented ~~ 
l.B.M.'a Ken Iverson. Array w 
manipulation is ve.ry eaaiJ..y per-
formed with APL. It is also a 
ver! ·~olic language. It is 
pri~arlly used in ed~tion and 
a.oienca. . 1. \ (~RICAN STAN=ED CODE .FOR · IN ORMATION I ERCHANGB). A 1t 4ar4 oo4e .or 1torin9 an4 
tr aitti.n9 d•ta -· ~- ' . . . .. 
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ASSEMBLER .. A program which takes assembly language- and translates it into 
the computer's machine language 
coneisting .of l')wnbers. It is \ 
·compiler. · ,. .. • in a sense a special ,. 
~ -•• ---
--
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE . A low level language which 
iP represents very closely the ' . c9~puter's machine language. 
. r It uses English-like shor~ forms which make it somewhat easierwto I I 
·read. I # I 
.. 
... 
~ .._ 
• AUXILIARY MEMORY Refers to disc or tape storage / 
1 ~ ·-
... as opposed to main memory storage • ( 
--, BASIC ,'f ~ -(BEGINNER'S ALL~PURPOSE SYMBOLIC 
INSTRUCTION CODE) • A computer -
• language most commonly used in ' -
" 
educational settings. 
• 
BATCH A Batch ' System allows for the t 
I pr~~essing of many programs one , 
~ af r the other without any operator 
,/ ... " assistance. It is often found in 
• 
~- systems where card input is used • 
BAUD The number of bi~ts ~rfnsmi tted __ - • 
per second, thus • it is' the--rat·e 
at which information is tr~nsmitted. 
The average typist types et about 
t• 100 BAUD. Comp~ter terminals ~,; 
transmit at rat~s ranging from .\ t: 
l 15 BAUD to 20, ooo BAUD. v· i 
" 
I 
lt..INARY Pertaining to two. ~Ary numbers 
"- • , w~• 
use only digittt 0 a , . ~ ... 
"" 
' .. • " • T ,.'· :', 
BIT Contraction of Binatf-~ The 
' _amalleat unit of inform · It in a 
~ ' computer, having only two states and 
' 
~ - -usually repreaented by either 0 or 1 •. 
--· _,_ l ( BUG / . An error in a lbomputer program.· I ~ 
• BUS An electrical connector uaed to I tranamit aignal'a from aeveral I 
... of device• to ••v•ral ' d•vic•a within l l· 
I ., a computer. : ,. l . ' 
• i . ,.. 
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II!' 
· .·BYTE A_ group of 8 Binary·digits. : ~ .One • .\ 
1 \ \ Byte .stores one character of • I • /" I \ information. ' til 
'1. 
l CHIP A thin piece~ silicon about · 1 \ ·square centi. etre in size. It j • 
\ f contains up to thousands of I \ electrical circuit elem~s. i. -~ \ ) Chips are located in an IC and I. h"ve made miniaturizat·iol\ of the ... . computer ' poss_ible. , , ·-.. I \ l ~OBOL . \ (COMMON BUSINESS ORIENTED LANGUAGE) • I • t· • • A computer language which has been • 
. \ I used in business since the early .. f 1960's. It is a system designed • \ to handle large volumes of data •. 
I 
COMPILE~ .. \ A sophisticated program which / translates a program written in 
"English-like" words into machine 
words, i.e. code that a computer 
can understand • The code produced 
• 
. by the compiler is called o11ject 
code. 
. ... 
CORE Refers to the'main memory of a 
~ ~omputer. In·the 1960's and 7,0'8 computer memory was made out of . 
• . thousands of little do-nut ahaped 
--
cores each of which stored one bit 
of infoma tion • 
.. COURSEWARE . Programs written specifically ~ 
.. ".to be uaad by s~udenta to aid in l 
--·learning and under standing some . • 
.... courae or subject being studied • 
.. -- t 
CPU ,Can~Proceaaing U~it or the guts 
• of the omputer. It contains the 
ari tic unit and l~qic units · . r-
.... 
which perform the com uting functions • 
. . "' \ 
• CRASH A cra•h occurs when a computer mal-. · ' 
j · "-~ functio~• and atops running. Computer operator• and programmers \ tr · appear very flushed after a craah .; and invariably deny any reaponaibility • .. 
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(CATHODE RAY TUBE) : the T.V .... 
. terminal by which the computer 
· d;spl~~s inform~tion. · \ 
A symbol placed op the.screen to 
indicate where the next ch\lracter 
you, type w~ll appear. 
.The material a computer usep to 
calculate with.' Usually consists 
of ·collections of nUmbers i'.e~, 
student marks ~ wo~ds, -~tudent •· 
names. . · · 
: ~ To c~rrect errors (BUGS) in a 
If program • . The process of debpgging 
· a progr;;un often consists Of re-
. placing incorrect code with other . 
~ode which is not as obviously 
incorrect until the user tells you. 
l . 
.. 
DIGITAL COMPUTER A computer which processes data• · 
stored in .discrete form such as . 
bin~ry 'diqits. · · In- contrast with 
an ·analog computer which processes 
data in· continuous form such as 
flu~tuating voltage . · This' difference 
is best illustra,ted by. contr asting ~ 
I 
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~ 
DISC (DISK) . 
. ' 
·~ ,. 
\ 
DISKETTE 
\ 
DISK bRIVE 
DOS 
• 
':··1 f. 
. , , __ 
. ~ 
. the digital c!_c?ek· to: the tradit~onal . 
wind-up clock. .. ~-
/~ 
Similar in shape· to ~ . musical 
record but without grooves , used 
for storing information·. The . 
metal1ic oxide coatin~ allows -
information to be StOrJ~magnetica~. 
/ . 
. . . 
(Also FLOPPY DISC). A small ·a inch 
or 5~ flexible disc normally used 
with microcomputers. ~ 
Hardware which rotates the disc 
while reading information from or 
. writing inform_ation onto the ·.disc • 
·r 
(O.ISC OPERATING SYSTEM) • . A collection 
of programs stored on disc which when 
executed allow the computer to accaaa 
the· 4.t.a~ . . , 
I . 
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FILE • 
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FORTRAN 
GATE 
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' HARD COPY 
HARDWARE 
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" Oppo'site of •up._ The state of · a . ' 
eomputer "'when . it is . ·~ot functioning. 
Computer Science students will 
confirm that -computers go down only 
on_ the :day assignments are due. 
./ '(ERASIBLE PROGRAMMABLE READ-QNLY 
MEMORY). A memory chip which may \ 
'\....., 
,, .be· repr.ogrammed after erasing the • 
1 • memory with. ultra-violet radiation • . 
' ! • 
.., 
To make computer carry out the 
instructi~ns indicated in the 
program. 
The organiz~tio~l unit by which 
information is .£ftored on a disc 
or tape. Informat.ion may be 
accessed· from any part of a random 
access file.. A sequentially ' . 
accessed file allows for access 
. only sequentially starting at the 
beginning and processing to the 
end si~lar to a cassette tape. 
(FORMULA TRANSLATOR). A computer 
language originally designed for 
scientific use, but -has many other 
areas .of application now. 
An electronic 4evice ·which has only 
two states i~e. it is ~ither open 
(allowing current to ~low) , or it 
is clo'sed depending on input to the 
gate. ' 
Info~ation print~d on paper. 
The physical equipment such as 
electronic, electrical arid. 
~ebhanical devices which make up 
the computer (see SOFTWA~). 
(,INP~T-o~~PUT oiicEs OR DATA) • ~ ~ 
· A device which ta atrictly ·ihput 
· . wou1d be a card reader. A line 
p~intar ia aolely output. A 
video display unit oo~d be both 
input and output device. AI 
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I/0 (Cont'd) 
.. 
INITIALIZE 
INSTRUCTION 
INSTRUCTION SET 
' 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
INTERACTIVE · 
.INTERFACE 
........ 
' 
' 
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·data: Information going in~o·or 
out _of ' the compute~. 
1) I~i· programming 1 ~o give ~ 
va ia~le a first value.· 
2) T initialize a d·isc: to set 
u~ a disc so that information 
may be stor~d and found on .it~ -
·A syntactical unit in machine 
· language pr<?gramming. It 
specifies an oper~tion to be 
performed. It contains an· 
·operator or command and one or 
more operands or objects t'o b.e 
worked on. 
All those machine language commands 
which a computer is capable of "' 
ex-ecuti~g. 
(JC) • A very small 2 to 3 CII\. 
black plastic or ceramic device 
which contains a chip~ Many metal 
connectors extend from the IC and 
they allow the chip to be connected -1 
electrically to other devices. 
See also CHIP. 
A computer system which responds 
immediately to the user's keyboard 
input. Microcomputers are inter-
active. Contrast to Batch eroc~ss. 
' A shared boundary. As a verb: 
To join' together in order to work 
as one unit. As a noun: a device 
which allows a Qomputer to ~oom­
municate with some external devi ce • 
/ IN?-'ERPRETER A 'computer program that translates 
and _ executes each source 'language ' ·· 
'inptruction before going -on t~ the 
I 
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_I( 
I 
. ' 
.: e. 
' .. 
,(I. 
... ~' 
,. 
:.- next instruction, i.e. BASIC is . 
· ·- usualJY. an inte-rpreted . language. ·· i 
1 j \ ~ • • ' • ' · 
~- I a a 'SYmbol tor .1000. · It actually 
'4 
' 
•, '·atanda . f<?r· 2 •• ~024. '~ It is most; • · 
·· often uaed to meaaure -~·uni ta . ·. , 
(u.'ilually bytea) Of memo.ty aa in , 
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K (Cont •.d) 
KEYBOARD 
LOAD 
MACHINE CODE 
.· , ·v 
MACHIN& LANGUAGE 
MAINFRAME 
· MEMORY 
·;r 
MICRoCOMPUTER 
.. 
' .., 
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. 
"This is a 161< memory board". 
This means that the memory board 
has 16384.st6rage locations. 
The typewriter-like keys on a 
computer terminal. 
' Usually me4ns to copy a program · 
into main memory in order for it 
to be execu~ed. ~ . 
The language written in binary 
numbers which a computer under-
stands. All programs written in 
high level £anguage must be 
translated into machine code to 
be executed. 
See MACHINE CODE • . 
Usually refers to the central 
processing unit and central 
memory o,f a lar~e cotnputer. 
. \ ' 
A device which.stores information. 
m·ern~ry is broken up· into a number 
·o.f locat;.ions each ·,capable of 
storing one unit of information. 
These locations have numbers 
a~sociated with them called 
·-;~9 addresses which allow a compu.ter 
to locate a particular unit of 
information. 
A list of o~tions~sually given at 
the beginning o~ a program. 
... . . 
A computer which is not significantly 
larger than a bread box. An in~ 
novation of ~he mid 1970's .made 
possible by the miniaturization of 
~ the chip. · 
· ·MIAROC~SSOR /. The chip found in a microprocessor 
. • --* -\ which contains the CPU, i.e. Z80 
MINICOMPUTER 
l j 
. prOCf!!l!l&or, 6502 processor. · 
A computer whose word length is 
between·a and 16 bits and at the . 
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. I 
same time iS'1i.a~ger th~n a br~ad 
box but smal · .' than a telephone 
. , I 
· booth. · w . . · · 
(MODULATOR-DEMODU{J\TOR). A 
device which all~s you to send · 
and receive computer information 
over -a telephone line~ 
1) A program which supervises and 
' verifies the executidn of a 
program. An opera.~ing system 
may ·be referred to as a Monitor. 
2) A televisiop set specially 
designed to be con~ected ~o 
computer (no channel selector) • 
• . -
s9mewhat like the v.erb in _an 
E~sh sentence. i.e. in adding 
. 2 a~-3, the operator -is addition, 
the : operands ar~ 2 and 3. _f · . 
OPERATING SYSTEM OS . Sometimes· referred to as a· monitor 
. in small computers. An-operating 
system is a collection ot programs 
~ , which allow a person,to .use the 
. , ·. ·computer. 
• 
·OUTPUT 
PARALLEL 
See I/O~ . ,. 
PA~CAL 
. . 
' \' 
., 
(As opposed to serial). Two or 
more things · happeping- at the same 
time. For example, a parallel 
interface handles several electrical 
signals simultaneotisiy ~ · 
· A. structured programm~ng language 
· developed iq the early '1970's. It 
is av-ailable on most microcomputers • 
. . 
· Devices connected to a computer for 
storage or· communication, i.e . line 
printer' . .card reader, disc drive, 
·Short for . . picture element. Tltis. is 
the elementary dot · displaye~ on a · 
T.V. screen. tatters. when· displayed-
are made up of a coniblnation G · ·. 
(matrix) of pixel a. · 
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PL/1 
PQRT 
,. ,. 
· PRINTE~ 
I ' 
PROGRAM 
PROGRAMMER 
PROM 
RAM 
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• RF MODULAT.OR 
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(PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE Ll. A . 
· - structure~ programming language 
d-eveloped and supported by IBM. 
The part of a computer to which 
-·~peripheral device m~y . be·con-
/ nected. . · _1. 
, . 
A .. device which prints characters· 
on: paper. A line printer prints 
an ·ent·ire line of characters at 
once. A serial printer· prints o'ne 
; character at a time. Printers .may . 
·· be tractor fed (paper with holes 
along the sides) or frict;ion fed 
. \ 
. (unpunched paper) • 
A series of .steps solving a 
.. problem written in som·e prograJ1'1J'qin9 
language. See also ALGORITHM. 
' A=person who wri~es computer 
progr~s - which work . 
Once the instrucfions are programmed 
into.' this chip, they may. not~ be . · 
changed. It is then used ·only to 
read . ins~ructions from. Data may 
not be stor~ in PROM. 
tJ,ANooM ACCESS MEMORY) • One may 
read and also store information in 
this memory. . 
A special memory locatio~ set as~e ~ 
for particular . oper~tions ~ucp . ~1 
as ·holding the memory address of 
the next instruction to be executed • 
(RADIO FREQUENCY), A device whtch ... 
,allows you to use an ordinary. TV 
set as. a display terrnin~l for a 
· corripu ter. · · · . 
(READ~ONLY-MEMORY) • Instructiqns 
are permanently imbed~ed in the , 
chip. One cannot write or stpreJit 
• 
other information on the chip. 
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·RUN 
SAVE 
SERIAL_ 
. I, . 
SOFTWARE 
r 
STRING ·( ' 
SUBROU,TI~E 
' 
' SYNTAX 
0 0 
TEL I DON 
TERMINAL . 
. . 
0 ':, 
TEXT• • 
TIMESHARING 
•• 
0 • _) 
. -0 
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. T.o execute a l?rogram. 
·.ro copy a R_,rogramo from memory 1 and 
store .it.on disc or casse~te tape • 
One afterothe other. A serial 
interface handles one bit of 
i~fo.rrnation ato_i time. (See al~o 
' PARALLEL) • 
Any ~rograrn or oset of programs 
which run .on ~ . computer. (See 
·also COURSEWARE). 
·.A ·sequence of symbols consisting 
of either characters, letters or 
number's • : 0 
• " 
0 
, ... • 0 ft subprogrmn or· procedure. · :fi. 
0 
Prdqrams are ~ften made· up of oseeB of· 
previou~lle o prepared r~uti_n~s. These 
subprograms may be called · upo~ many 
times to .be executed thus providing 
efficiency in programming. 
.. 
. The rul~s ~f grammar of ·a language. 
If the rules ar,not followed ,. 
then get you a syntax error. '· 
• The brand name of a Canadian video-
text system~ · . 
Aotypewriter- like device usually 
with a TV screen attached: It , { 8 • 
•l·lows· you to communicate with the' 
or ,computer. · A c.,mputer may· have more 
'-"'chan one terrni·nal. A· "dumb" · 
terminal has RO internal memorY,; 
i t is simply · an input- output device. 
An "intelligent" termina~ has an 
internal memory; it may be a micro-
computer capable of performi ng 
functions of . its own 'whtlel stil l 
.being attached to a larger computer • 
0 ..,., • 
0 
~ata ~ther t~an num~ric. . .. . . ~-0- 0 ., . . ~ -· J ' : ' ~ 
· In a ·larga computer •yatem where 
many program• a;e competing for 
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you presently involved with . the use o~cs~~ers? 
Yes'l~·~o __ 
' t 
·2. '-Have you completed ·any 
relating -to the,use of 
..... . · _~ . 
ed~cation courses at university 
computers in education? ' . • • • 
\ 
' 
Yes No 
,. 
' I ·f> 
• 3. How IJlaz:t'Y. - ~earl:! have you . ta'Ught in . sch~ol~?1 
.-... . .. 
. ·· ....... 
4. What t~aching certificac~ do you presently 
hav.:e? . . . • ,_. •. ,_ . . . . • 
. ·-...... . 
· .. 
S~GTION B: Rating of handbook objectives '-...... 
' -....... .... 
~-
' . 
To what degree do ·_you feel the objectives ot'-'the 
handbook have been met? Rat; e~ch objective. ~~ _a .ive~'~ 
I 
i : 
t 
t 
I 
' 
~oint" scale as fol~ows: Poor (1); Fair (2)J Good (3); 
Very Good (4).; Excellent, (5). Please ' indicate r~ting by 
circling your choice. 
. . . ( 
.• 
This h~ndbook has been designed.~o heip the reade:.;-: . 
(a) develop an understanding of the concept 
. 
· <t.f . computer lit,eracy and an appre~iation 
of the ,need for it; 
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(b) ! appreciate the histor.ical ·, antecendents 
and evolutiona~ tf!rids ' ~f the computer; 
(c) • 
... 
(1~ 2,· ~, 4', 5) . 
-...... --- - ~ . . develop a "functional" 
~ha comp4ter hardware, 
systems operat~oQ. 
(1, 2, 3;. 4, ·5)' 
' · 
.. - ... 
. , • 
_under~tanding of 
software and 
, . I . . 
Jd') . develop · an awarene~s of a nwtlber .of cbrn-
put~r,.languages and an .understanding of 
. how high-ievel language~ ~ake programming · 
. ~---~/:;(computer possible for the non-expert; 
-- . . 
( -1, 2, ·3', 4, _ Sf .. ; 
.\ . ,, 
, 
(e) identify some of the social ·c~ncerns 
created by the widesprea~ use of computers; 
(f) 
·--
( · 1, 2, 3, -4, 5) ' ' 
'-"" . . :. ' 
· 'I,Ulderstand that a._,.p_rQgram' .is a .series of 
instructions that must b~ presented to 
the computer in an ordered an~ 'logical 
sequence; 
( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
• 
..... 
~ -
.· · '.\ ·· . 
.. .. 
(g·) foster an understanding of videotex. through · 
an examination of Teli don and develop a · 
realization of their im~licat~ons for 
education; 
( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) ... , 
' 
" ' 
. . 
(h) develop an awareness of'ways' ln .which computers 
can assist without adminis.trative tasks in ~ · 
education; " • 
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~ differentiate among the maj a·r classes--
. of ins~ructional/learning educational 
computer applitations: 
. ( 'l,' 2, 3, 4, , 5). ~-
' -·-
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( j) pa~iclpate in efforts -to · introduce- ·---~.--- -­
and · _.int~rat~ computers into _ a ~chool;' 
. (k) . 
r; .2 :, 3, 4, s) \ .. 
.ident~fy !~-service education as a 
neces.sary : strategy, for integrating . 
computers ,intO"" a school. 
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